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ABSTRACT 

 The agenda-setting function in new forms of political communication using computer-

mediated communication (CMC) is explored.  Issue networks for select online debates are 

examined, including North Korea’s nuclear weapons, the Zero Access policy for media coverage 

of the removal of dead bodies following Hurricane Katrina, proposals for a hydrogen powered 

vehicle, cyberstalking, and Intelligent Design, during the period June, 2005 to September, 2005.  

This study predicted that media agendas or issue frames with higher accessibility on the web are 

more likely to influence the public agendas of bloggers.   In the networked communication space 

formed by CMC, issues placed in denser web spheres and larger web spheres, are likely to 

achieve a higher perceived prominence among bloggers. 

 

Several procedures were adopted to test the hypotheses and to explore the technical feasibility of 

combining hyperlink analysis and quantitative content analysis.   To systematize data collection 

in the web sphere, a series of automated procedures were employed, including the use of the 

Google Search engine, as well as IssueCrawler, SocSciBot (Co-link analysis), and Pajek to 

identify and map patterns of links among web sites.  BlogPulse and Webivore were used to 

collect textual data from websites and weblogs.  VBPro was used to identify themes in issue 

agendas in the relevant web spheres and blogospheres.  A simple correlation between the ranked 

order of media agendas and public agendas was employed for this study.  

 

Empirical findings did not fully support the hypotheses claiming positive correlations between 

the structural properties, which are density and size for this study, of the web spheres carrying 

messages and the perceived prominence of issues among bloggers.  However, some limited 

empirical evidence suggests the existence of an agenda-setting function on the web.   Relatively 

strong correlations are reported between the ranking of the issue frames or agendas in the web 

spheres and the ranking of the agendas in the blogospheres.   

 ix
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CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION AND OVERVIEW 

Introduction 

 The introduction of new communication technologies, sometimes known as 

computer-mediated communication (CMC), to political communication transforms the 

overall communication environment of political communication at various levels.  The 

changes allow for new players and for different communication activities.  Subsequently, 

unique political events and unexpected political outcomes have been observed.   

The enhanced communication capacity opens political communication to wider 

audience groups, rather than only to the inner-circles of political elites.  The new forms of 

political communication using new technologies might facilitate greater involvement of 

the public in the political communication process. By contrast, under traditional political 

campaigns based on mass media, only limited numbers of political players with sufficient 

resources are able to reach significantly large political audiences.  The general public 

remains passive spectators within traditional campaign circumstances.  The increase in 

civic participation through new communication technologies leads to significant changes 

in communication activities and strategies, beyond simple symbolic gestures that 

politicians created and used in the past.  In doing so, some new political groups with 

insufficient resources or those coupled with minorities may manage to compete with the 

established political power groups.  

Recently, several political events illustrated the impacts of CMC on political 

communication.   In the 2002, Korean presidential election, presidential nominee Roh 

Moo-hyun based his campaign strategy on reaching a youthful electorate by means of the 

Internet and cell phones (Rod & Uhm, 2003).  Roh carried out his campaign events 

relying on the new technologies, which are indispensable to the young population in 

Korea, such as cellular phones and the Internet.   

Korean politics has been based on an unconditional regional attachment of people, 

which leads to loyalty to the politicians from their hometowns.  Three historically 

prominent politicians’ personal charisma originated from their regional attachment and 

has been one of the most influential factors in determining the outcomes of national 
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elections.  This has been known as the “Three Kims’ Era.”  Most politicians focused on 

mass gatherings based on the regional attachments, showing off the number of supporters.  

Mass media tended to pay great attention to those gatherings.   So established political 

figures who can organize mass gatherings have been the most important actors for several 

decades in Korea.  

 Despite the fact that he was nominated as the official candidate for the governing 

party, Roh was a relatively unknown political figure and the governing party did not 

receive much positive coverage from mainstream media.  Few mainstream media paid 

attention to him, expecting that his opponent would take office. The former lawyer and 

human rights activist was regarded as an outsider of the ruling elite groups in Korea 

because of his unique social and political background, which differed from that of the 

typical Korean power elite.  Roh did not have good name recognition and did not have 

good relationships with the mainstream media in the early stages of his campaign. 

Nevertheless, Roh had an enthusiastic volunteer group, known as NOSAMO (the 

Korean abbreviation for the association for people who love Roh Moo-hyun), in virtual 

space (http://www.nosamo.org).   The members of NOSAMO, consisting mainly of 

young, relatively well-educated, and politically-sensitive 30-and 40-year-olds, 

successfully influenced public opinion through active participation in cyber-political 

discussions.  Without any official central command system, the individual members of 

NOSAMO participated in various online forums or online communities, increasing the 

awareness of Roh among Internet users. Exchanging information with each other through 

networks on the Internet, these members quickly identified and countered negative claims 

regarding the candidate on the Internet, attempting to persuade people with different 

political views or to provide some counterarguments.   Without a new form of political 

campaigning combined with the new communication technologies, Roh would have 

never overcome the lack of supportive coverage in the traditional mass media. 

 In the United States, the race of Howard Dean, former Vermont governor, is also 

considered an unprecedented example of success in the use of the new communication 

technologies, despite his eventual failure to obtain the nomination in the 2004 U.S. 

Democratic presidential primaries.  Even though he initially had little national 

recognition and little favor with traditional media, Dean managed to promote his 
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campaign across the nation through the Internet.  In addition to his success in acquiring 

financial donations within a relatively short period of time, Dean managed to recruit 

supporters and organize them for the primary election campaign through online 

communication.   

The Dean organization embraced the “logics and styles of web politics” (Wolf, 

2004).  Howard Dean allowed his supporters to become involved in the decision-making 

process and to organize themselves locally through his web sites, showing a willingness 

to let decentralized networks of supporters play an important role in the campaign (Wolf, 

2004).  All decisions in the election campaign were open to his passionate supporters, 

who were connected via the Internet.  People could voice their opinions and connect 

online and offline by building virtual communities. 

Inspired by the new campaign style, the members of Dean's Meetup quickly 

recruited others and organized regional events (Wolf, 2004).  People who were normally 

outside of the existing political systems no longer remain passive in political expressions.  

With such support, Dean became the front-runner in the earlier Democratic presidential 

primary elections.   

 As these recent unexpected political events indicate, a potential transformation of 

the political communication environment can be observed.  Much political 

communication is carried out through loosely-organized new channels, rather than well-

calculated mass media campaigns. The new communication activities using CMC are no 

longer mere media events.  Also, civic involvement in political communication processes 

appears to increase significantly with the use of these tools.   

Statement of the Problem 

Despite the popularity and the recognition of computer-mediated communication 

(CMC) in political communication, its importance as a new political communication 

channel is still in dispute. The theoretical scopes and analytical tools used in current 

CMC research remain unsettled among scholars who attempt to understand the social 

implications of CMC as a form of political communication.  Traditional approaches to 

political communication research have difficulty in assessing the changes generated by 

new communication technologies. 
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As a new area of communication research there has been some conceptual 

ambiguity in CMC research.  While many studies have explored the new political 

communication using CMC, the scope of this research remains unorganized without any 

focal concepts to be used to reveal underlying characteristics of the new form of political 

communication.  Diverse communication activities are associated with a wide range of 

changes in political communication.  The diversity and complexity of the new 

communication phenomena based on CMC result in vague conceptual boundaries to 

define what is the new political communication.   

There have been various views expressed on the new communication activities 

using CMC in political communication.  Along with disparate views on the changes, 

many scholars have introduced diverse views from other disciplines in order to 

understand the consequences of the changes in political communication.  However, the 

knowledge produced by current research approaches tends to be limited to certain social 

contexts.    

In some cases, new communication channels create communication with fewer 

social and political restrictions than established communication channels, such as 

television, radio, and newspapers.  For example, some researchers are interested in CMC 

as a pathway to the existing mass media (Peretti, 2001). Others point out the unique 

operations under extraordinary circumstances such as during social or political unrest.  

CMC used as alternative media for minority voices may create unique communicative 

spaces as well as political spaces of resistance (Wood & Smith, 2005).   

Some scholars consider the changes in political communication to be institutional 

and cultural shifts.  They take social and economic class into account to explain the 

impacts of CMC in political communication.  It is thus explained by the relative 

advantages within political communication systems.  The term “digital divide” (Norris, 

2001) primarily describes the differences in access to the new communication 

technologies by social and economic classes.  Others argue that generational gaps in 

media preference lead to significantly different political outcomes (Rod & Uhm, 2003).  

The new communication channels, with the younger population as primary users, could 

carry more progressive messages than the existing media.     
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The current academic orientations in CMC research have not focused on 

developing empirical knowledge, while various research efforts in CMC research have 

revealed the unique nature of CMC.  Even though these efforts would lead to meaningful 

insights into the new phenomena, the current research orientation has downplayed the 

efforts to integrate various new political communication phenomena into coherent 

theoretical frames.   

The weakness of understanding the political importance of the new 

communication technologies also results from a lack of theoretical grounds that identify 

commonalities in the diverse communication phenomena based on CMC.   

Few studies have reported the evidence supporting that the Internet will bring 

about an unmediated political system dominated by the initiatives of unorganized 

individuals.  However, several scholars have tried to build arguments to explain the 

Internet’s roles in political reality.  

Understanding the limitations of technical determinism to explain uses of the 

Internet, Agre conceptualized the “amplication model” to explain how the Internet shifts 

political processes.  Agre suggested that the changes of power structure in the political 

process might result from amplifying power discrepancies between political institutions 

and political players in political processes (Agre, 2002).  He articulated several 

theoretical concepts to describe the impacts of the new technologies on political 

processes.  However, Agre did not propose any testable models to predict measurable 

changes caused by the new forms of political communication.  

A number of analyses in CMC research might not fit the theoretical frames of 

communication research.  So several unpredicted changes associated with the new 

communication technology tend to be seen as anecdotal, not as significant changes.  As a 

result, the knowledge generated by many studies leads to inconsistent conclusions about 

the new political communication.   

Failing to take into account the uniqueness of CMC, research approaches arising 

from the existing mass media scholarship also have limitations in capturing the unique 

phenomena.   Some scholars expect strong direct effects from the Internet, similar to 

President Roosevelt’s “fireside” chats on radio or the Kennedy-Nixon debates on 

television.  Few occasions employing CMC support these types of predictions.  
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Comments by Jenkins and Thorburn in the introductory chapter for Democracy and New 

Media (2003) confront some of the current impatient criticisms about CMC. They argue 

that the new communication systems can not produce such direct effects because those 

past phenomena were based on a few monopoly networks and limited access to channels 

of communication (Jenkins & Thorburn, 2003).  Those approaches are likely to conclude 

that the effects of CMC are not directly associated with electoral politics but are linked to 

cultural forms, or indirect effects.   

Significance of Research 

This study attempts to investigate the existence of the agenda-setting function of 

issue networks in cyberspace.  This theory-based research introduces a systematic 

analysis for empirical inquiry about the new political communication phenomena.  Also, 

the alternative research tools used in this study show the unique nature of the new 

political communication by developing empirical inquiry methodologies.   

As a theoretical extension, this study applies “agenda-setting theory” (McCombs 

& Shaw, 1972) to CMC research.   Adopting agenda-setting theory, this study proposes a 

theoretical frame to study communication activities on the web.  While typical agenda 

setting explains the media effects through examining linear communication flows, this 

study extends the theoretical frame into a new form of political communication which is 

based on multidirectional communication.  At the same time, the theoretical extension 

reveals a mass media aspect of the new political communication using CMC which could 

justify the theoretical extension of this model to new media research.  

Drawn from agenda-setting theory, this study undertakes a systematic inquiry in 

order to build some grounds to develop a body of empirical evidence.  Responding to the 

limitations of current research orientations, this study establishes the empirical grounds 

for an attempt to build knowledge that generalizes the dynamics of the complex 

phenomena of new political communication.  Further, its concepts are adopted from 

social network theory and research analysis in an attempt to generalize the complex 

communication phenomena of CMC as mediated mass media.  Identifying some 

regularity in the seemingly chaotic phenomena of CMC can integrate the diverse research 

analyses into some common ground.  Network theory can provide a conceptual view to 
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generalize the patterns of various communication phenomena, which appear to be a 

seemingly unstructured network of links among web sites (Park, 2003; Jackson, 1997). 

The networked structure of web sites serves as a comparative criterion to keep the various 

political phenomena in perspective.   

Implicitly, this dissertation explores reasonable arguments about the political 

significance of CMC in order to examine the transformation of “the existing political 

hierarchy’s monopoly on powerful communication media” (Rheingold, 1993).  The 

existence of an agenda-setting function on the web sphere can indicate the existence of a 

collective mechanism that controls the information flows in the new political information 

environment.   

As an exploratory effort to assess the political importance of CMC, this study 

attempts to identify some significantly meaningful changes in the political 

communication system.  Methodologically, this dissertation adopts “hyperlink analysis” 

to identify the networked structures of the web sphere connected through the hyperlinks 

among web sites carrying related information.  Based on network analysis, hyperlink 

analysis is employed to inspect the possible patterns of the flow of information and 

communication.  The structural nature of the networks reflects the relative accessibility of 

information placed in cyberspace. So, the network structure of communication flows is 

one of the most important characteristics of CMC.   

 Combined with content analysis, the attempt to identify patterns in the 

communication flows by using network analysis can build an important extension from 

the identification of simple descriptive research tools toward a theoretical frame work.  

Along with other scholars undertaking network analysis, Thelwall (2006) notices that link 

analysis has a significant research potential to expand its research application to the 

interpretation of hyperlinks. Link analysis in social science has been established only for 

methodologies to describe link structures.  Those analyses have been primarily limited to 

the descriptive analysis within individual cases.  Nevertheless, the academic effort to 

expand network theory and link analysis has been witnessed in academic journals (Park 

et al, 2003).   
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Overview of Research 

 This dissertation adopts an exploratory research design to inspect and compare the 

agenda of the “web sphere” and the agenda of the “blogosphere.”  This research explores 

the correlation between the ranking of issues in the media agenda in the web sphere with 

high visibility and the ranking of issues in the public agenda in the blogosphere.  In 

addition, the analysis will track the changes of those rankings in accordance with the 

evolution of network structures.  This study is organized into six chapters. 

 Chapter One contains the introductory statement and an overview of this research.  

This chapter briefly states the main objectives of this study and summarizes the problems 

and limitations of current academic trends regarding CMC research in the field of 

political communication.   

 Chapter Two contains a review of current CMC research as well as conceptual 

views on CMC.  It provides the theoretical grounds to characterize CMC as a form of 

mass media.  This chapter outlines the current CMC research approaches in political 

communication and the limitations of those approaches in order to generate some 

integrating theoretical frames.  In classifying current CMC research perspectives into two 

divisions such as micro-level and macro-level approaches, this study analyzes these 

approaches and proposes an alternative model.  

 Chapter Three explains classic agenda-setting theory and explores its extension to 

the virtual public sphere. Several primary theoretical concepts in agenda setting, such as 

the media agenda and the public agenda, are discussed, together with the typical methods 

used to undertake agenda-setting research.  Reflecting the collective distribution system 

of CMC, an alternative approach to capture the virtual phenomena is proposed. This 

chapter ends with a statement of hypotheses for this project.   

 Chapter Four describes the overall research design, which includes network 

analysis and computer-assisted content analysis. The operational concepts of each 

construct in agenda-setting theory are modified in order to reflect the traits of CMC that 

differ from the traditional mass media.  The research strategies and research methods 

regarding data collection, data analysis and hypothesis analysis are included as well.  The 

detailed steps to operate computer programs that are used to undertake this research are 

outlined.  The visual maps of hyperlink analysis and numeric data about the structure of 
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each division will be reported.   Subsequently, content analysis will identify the main 

themes that each subdivision and the overall networks might carry.    

 Chapter Five reports the results of five different case studies, including the media 

agendas and the public agendas of each case. The analysis of the media agenda identified 

the thematic divisions of the web sites that carry identical themes and calculated the 

prominence of each agenda in the web sphere.   The structural characteristics of each web 

sphere were calculated in order to inspect the ranking of agendas.  Comparing the ranking 

of agendas on the web sphere and blogosphere, this study found limited evidence of the 

agenda-setting function of web sphere.  Two cases in this study indicated relatively 

strong correlations between the agendas of web spheres and the agendas of blogospheres, 

while hypothesis tests failed to support hypotheses for this study.    

 Chapter Six provides the conclusion of this dissertation along with the analysis of 

the empirical findings and theoretical clarifications. This chapter integrates the analysis 

from the case studies and produces some conclusions based on the empirical findings 

observed in the case studies.   In addition, this chapter discusses the alternative 

methodology proposed for this study, suggesting some limitations and possible 

modifications for future research.  Finally, it provides some future research directions and 

possibilities for subsequent research efforts.    
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CHAPTER TWO: THEORETICAL VIEWS ON CMC  
  

This chapter describes diverse applications of CMC, characterizing CMC as a 

new form of mass communication.  Following the analysis of current CMC research 

approaches, an alternative perspective is proposed.   

 The first section in Chapter Two provides conceptual views of CMC as political 

communication.   This section describes the various applications of CMC in political 

communication, including personal homepages and weblogs.  

 The second section in Chapter Two provides the theoretical grounds to 

characterize CMC as a form of mass media.  The conceptual views on the differences of 

CMC from traditional mass media are outlined.  The unique traits such as many-to-many 

communication mode and non-linear communication systems create a unique mediated 

communication system different from the existing political communication systems.   

 The third section in the chapter outlines the current research approaches, such as 

the micro-level approach and macro-level approach in CMC research.  Two research 

approaches take distinctive directions to observe the unique communication phenomena 

using CMC, but face some limitations to assess the consequences of the introduction of 

CMC to political communication.  While the popular research approaches enrich our 

knowledge of the individual applications fairly well, at this time they provide few 

integrating frames to generalize the seemingly chaotic phenomena of CMC.   

 The final section in the chapter contains an alternative research approach, which 

corresponds to the limitations of micro-level and macro-level approaches.  The 

alternative research approach recognizes some regularity in CMC phenomena, 

considering the unique traits of CMC such as relative role changes of the communication 

process, multi-directional communication, loose control, or collective control.      

  

Computer-Mediated Communication as Political Communication 

 Murphy defines CMC as, “the use of a computer to create, address, route, 

distribute, or receive messages sent from one individual to another, from a group to an 

individual, from an individual to a group, or from one group to another group” (Murphy, 
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1994).  Computer mediated communication consists of at least two technical components 

such as computing devices and network infrastructure.  The computing devices provide 

unique communication capacity to manipulate messages and data within the 

communication process.  CMC includes a wide range of technologies that facilitate both 

human communication and the interactive sharing of information through computer 

networks, including email, discussion groups, newsgroups, chat, instant messages, and 

web pages (Barnes, 2003). Due to the use of powerful computing capabilities, CMC 

provides new ways of manipulating, recording, and distributing messages, when 

compared to traditional mass media.  Barnes claims that CMC allows convergence of 

visual and audio technologies, along with asynchronous, speedy and secured individual 

communications (Barnes, 2003). 

These new tools help the political communicators to reach their target audiences 

with a relatively low cost.  Each communication application has unique characteristics 

and technical traits as well as sharing a commonality as a form of mass media.  CMC 

transforms the environment for public communication by lowering the barriers for any 

political entities or individuals to conduct public communication.  With a relatively 

simple computer and other applications of CMC, people can make themselves available 

to the general public. The adoption of computer technology to communication digitalizes 

messages and data. Such digitalized messages can be manipulated much easier than 

analogue mass media. Digitalization of CMC increases the delivery range, from visual 

clips from news organizations to any text messages such as speeches, news articles, or 

any detailed information.  Also, easy manipulation of messages supports both 

synchronous and asynchronous communications that permit speedy communication and 

secured personal communication.   

The concept of CMC represents collective usages of various communication 

applications, rather than one or two specific communication activities as well as 

applications.  Among various text-delivery systems, BBS and listserv are the most widely 

used systems. A bulletin board system (BBS) posts messages that visitors can access and 

read at their discretion.   Also, a newsgroup is a BBS for special-interest groups. On the 

other hand, a listserv does not have any central archive systems.   
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While the delivery systems and storage systems are different for BBS and listserv, 

there are several common traits.  These communication channels require people to 

participate in communication interaction in order to reach a wide audience.    Visitors or 

readers need to create and facilitate a flow for interaction.  Quicker responses, compared 

to those in traditional media, are crucial to create meaningful flows of information (Wood 

& Smith, 2005).    

For example, during the 2004 U.S. presidential election campaign MOVEON, an 

Internet grass roots social activist organization, regularly contacted the people who 

registered on the mailing list, provided updates on political events, and organized 

regional meetings through email (www.moveon.org).  

Despite the existence of various communication applications, web sites account 

for a majority of communication applications using CMC for political purposes.  A poll 

by the Pew Research Center on the usage of public agency web sites (2002) reported that 

62% of U.S. Internet users, some 70 million people, had used government agency web 

sites.  On a typical day, according to the same poll (Pew Research Center, 2002), more 

than nine million people were going to the web to obtain information and services from 

public agencies.   

Also, many public figures and political institutions launch web sites or listservs to 

issue important statements and to provide information. For example, Steve Forbes made 

the official announcement that he would run for the 2000 presidential candidacy through 

his campaign web site.  Such tendencies are found in other countries and minor political 

institutions in the U.S.  For example, Norris (2001) found that around 1,250 political 

parties world-wide had moved online.    

Personal home pages may be updated only once every few months.  Author and 

reader roles in typical HTML formats are highly asymmetrical (Herrings, et al., 2005).  

Similar to old media, the entry of content is still under the creators’ control even while 

the feedback system of a web site becomes more open. Even though the documents on 

web sites can be updated frequently, compared to old mass media, the presentation of 

these documents remains fairly stable (Blood, 2002).   

Personal homepages can be characterized as asymmetrical broadcast multimedia 

(Herrings, et al, 2005) or multifaceted mass medium (Morris & Ogan, 1996).  Morris and 

http://www.moveon.org/
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Ogan contend that Web sites construct asynchronous communication characterized by the 

receiver’s need to seek out the site in order to access information, involving many-to-

many, one-to-one, or one-to-many source-receiver relationships (Morris & Ogan, 1996).     

 While a traditional web site transfers the information carried by an older medium, 

such as printed paper, into the web, a weblog is the first medium created only for the web 

(Blood, 2002). A weblog is a set of web pages that are usually written as an online 

journal or online dairy and updated frequently (Blood, 2002).  Several types of blogging 

software allow people to publish their messages on the web without much technical 

knowledge or special technical requirements.  Blogging software employs a template 

technique for generating each page with uniform layout and design, reducing the need for 

knowledge about creating and managing web sites. 

 Blood (2002) claimed that no blogs could exist without any social ties with other 

blogs.  Every weblog interacts frequently with others, constructing a kind of community.  

Through exchanging ideas and comments, bloggers build a virtual community, the so-

called blogosphere. Hypertext linking from blog to blog is an essential practice among 

bloggers, forming cliques of bloggers who refer to each other’s blogs or groups of 

bloggers contributing to the same blogs.  As an abstract term, “blogosphere” refers to the 

universe of all weblogs (Herring, Kouper, Schneider & Wright, 2004).  

 While the typical notion of the blogosphere focuses on the regular and relatively 

stable interactions among weblogs reflecting similar interests, the actual parts of the 

blogosphere addressing an issue transform constantly. In that sense, the term 

“Blogosphere” refers to the smallest community of like-minded bloggers.  Typically, 

bloggers respond to issues very quickly and freely when the issues are interesting to them. 

The entries of a weblog generate diverse comments from readers and eventually turn 

those entries and comments into a discussion.  Through series of discussions, weblogs 

create a communicative space where people express their views on certain issues among 

Internet users. A virtual discussion forum can emerge when the popularity of certain 

issues and the orientation toward the issues become substantial.   

 While weblogs were introduced as personal communication tools, weblogs have 

grown into diverse communication forms with different functions.  Several experts 

suggest several ways to classify weblogs.  Those different classifications point out the 
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fact that some types of weblogs might reflect the overall trend of communicative space 

constructed by the interactions among bloggers more than other types of weblogs.   

Blood (2002) distinguishes three basic types of weblogs such as filters, personal 

journals, and k-logs.  The content of filters is external to the bloggers, including both 

offline occasions and online events. A filter blog primarily contains observations and 

evaluations of external, typically public events.   As the most popular type, personal 

journals discuss bloggers’ personal matters. Personal journals are primarily reporting 

events in the blogger’s life and his or her internal states and/or reflections.  K-logs 

contain either external or personal content, typically with longer and focused essays.    

Herring and her associates reported that the personal journal type was 

overwhelmingly popular (about 71%) while filter blogs and k-logs accounted for 12.6% 

and 3% of the sample respectively (2005).  They analyzed 203 blogs randomly collected 

by a blog tracking web site.  This study collected active weblogs for two months that 

were written in English.  The report shows an overall trends in weblogs, while it might 

have some limitations in representing all weblogs.   

Krishnamurthy introduced a classification of blogs into four types in accordance 

with two dimensions: personal vs. topical and individual vs. community (2002).  The 

classification of blogs includes four types of blogs: personal journals, community news 

blogs, support group blogs, and filter blogs.  Community news blogs mainly share and 

discuss the news of the day.  These blogs encourage individuals to get involved with the 

communal spirit of media.  Support group blogs are used by a group of friends 

collectively blogging about personal matters.  Similarly, Judit Bar-IIan (2004) classifies 

weblogs into three groups such as associative, personal and self-expressive, or topic 

oriented in terms of primary content of weblogs.  Topics can be related to a hobby or to 

the author’s profession or business.   

                                                      Personal 

Quadrant I 

Online Dairies 
                                                                   Quadrant II 

                                                                Support Group 

                                                   Individual 

Quadrant III 

Enhanced Column 

    Community 

                                                                 Quadrant IV 

                                     Collaborative Content Creation 

                                                      Topical 

Figure 2.1: Types of Blogs (Source: Krishnamurthy, 2002) 
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Weblogs were introduced as a technical alternative to traditional web sites.  Many 

people produce both traditional web sites and weblogs today.  Also, both web sites and 

weblogs shared several technical applications.  However, several criteria shown in Table 

2.1 differentiate the weblogs from traditional web sites in general.  

  

Table 2.1: Traditional Web Sites Vs. Weblogs    

 Traditional Web site Weblog 

Interactivity Little Interactivity ( Williams et al, 2005) Active Interaction 

Primary publisher Organizations or institutions Individuals 

Update duration Several months (Herring, et al, 2005) Daily base 

Primary purpose Providing Information Comments 

 

 

CMC as Mass Communication 

Many scholars have expressed, implicitly or explicitly, that communication in 

computer-mediated context is somehow different than any other form of communication 

(Wood & Smith, 2005; Bentivegna, 2002). They focus on the fact that new channels of 

communication are made available by the Internet.   However, it is important to consider 

the claim that the new communication technologies could be defined as a form of mass 

communication. This conceptual ground justifies the research approach that applies a 

traditional mass communication theory, agenda-setting theory, to a new communication 

forms based on interactive communication technologies.   

As discussed in the previous section, CMC is characterized as a mass 

communication medium since the political usages of CMC are very closely associated 

with disseminating messages to huge audience groups.  Mass communication is often 

defined by three characteristics: large, heterogeneous audiences, messages transmitted 

publicly and simultaneously, and complex institutions specialized in transmission 

(Wright, 1959).  Individual web sites or computer servers can be viewed as the equivalent 

to individual media outlets such as television stations, or small town newspapers. While 

none of the sites may reach a strictly mass audience, in conjunction with other servers 
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and sites, they constitute mass media categories. The individual sites or communication 

actions through diverse communication devices are the components of which this 

medium is comprised (December, 1996). 

Narrow conceptual scopes of mass communication have been used to understand 

the characteristics of CMC as mass communication.  Janowitz (1968) contends that mass 

communications comprise the institutions and techniques by which specialized groups 

employ technological devices such as the printing press, radio, and films, to disseminate 

symbolic content to large, heterogeneous and widely disperse audiences.  Morris and 

Ogan (1996) pointed out that the traditional definition of mass media has limited ability 

to explain CMC adequately because the communication processes of CMC do not have 

fixed functions and communication actors.  The institutional formation of CMC separates 

CMC from the traditional mass media.  CMC does not assign any specific actors to 

specialize in the transmission of messages.   

The multifaceted communication of CMC causes some conceptual confusion 

about CMC. The unique characteristics of the technology create some conceptual 

ambiguity (Frissen, 1999).  The various configurations of CMC can not be explained by 

the simple model of the mass media consisting of sources, message channels, and 

receivers.  The technical potentials of CMC in political communication are too diverse to 

categorize CMC solely as mass media.  Technically, CMC includes diverse 

communication devices.  Conceptually, the definitional boundary of CMC keeps evolving.  

So, some clarifications are used to reduce the complexity of conceptual dimensions and 

conceptual confusions about CMC.   

The conceptual boundary of CMC for this study is restricted to Internet-based 

CMC, more specifically web-based CMC.  Technical convergence blurs the difference 

between each communication application of CMC.  Also, the practical popularity among 

CMC users makes Internet-based CMC a dominant communication application.  

 Among various CMC applications, Internet-based CMC characterizes the main 

political applications of CMC.  Internet-based CMC has evolved technically (CMC will 

be used here to refer to Internet-based CMC).  As a new political communication system, 

it has evolved socially.  According to December (1996), compared to its non-Internet 

counterpart, Internet-based CMC is a more open communication system with fewer strict 
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technical requirements and is less oriented to specific tasks, allowing different 

communication platforms to communicate with each other.   

 As mentioned earlier, most of the new political communication activities take 

place on the Internet focus on WWW, email, weblog, or Listserv. Internet-based CMC is 

a computer network communication system to send and receive data by using 

Transmission Control Protocol/Internet Protocol (TCP/IP) as a set of rules for exchanging 

information (December, 1996). 

 Internet-based CMC is much more popular and available to the general public.  It 

tends to require less technical knowledge to use it.  Non-Internet based CMC specifies 

technical requirements such as platforms, command languages, and accessibility.  It tends 

to serve more specialized purposes such as sharing a high volume of data among 

scientists, or restricted communication within certain groups of users (December, 1996).      

 Strictly speaking, the Internet and the web are not technically synonymous.  The 

web is a technology within a technology; it accounts for just one part of the Internet, 

which also hosts the transfer of other types of documents or files.  Nevertheless, web 

applications have emerged as the most important and most dominant component of the 

Internet.  Fewer and fewer things done on the Internet these days are not actually hosted 

on the web- email, chat, bulletin boards and so on are just about all web-based (Thurlow, 

Lengel, Tomic, 2004). 

 The theoretical frames chosen to understand and assess the unique characteristics 

of CMC should consider the overall patterns of communication flows. The convergence 

of technical applications blurs the individual boundaries of communication types. As 

many analysts have pointed out (Barnes, 2003; Bonchek, 1997; December, 1996), 

technically, CMC supports several communication modes such as one-to-one, one-to-

many, and many-to-many. By using various potential communication channels, CMC can 

support interpersonal communication from one point to another point and can broadcast 

messages from one point to multiple receiving points.   

 The analogy of “netcast” (Bonchek, 1997) represents networked communication 

flows of CMC.  Many-to-many media combine the personal and interactivity quality of 

one-to-one media with the broadcast capabilities of one-to-many media (Bonchek, 1995). 

Each party is potentially a sender, a receiver, and a broadcaster in the netcast structure. 
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Technically, everyone with access to CMC can participate in the communication flow 

equally without any intermediary process.   

 The dissemination mechanism of CMC reflects the inherent traits of mass 

communication systems.  The dissemination process, in practice, is not wholly separable 

from the process associated with receiving a message.  Especially, the features of content 

flow and control determine the process of dissemination and the relationships between 

senders and receivers.   Such features are directly associated with the power structure of 

the communication system.  In general, the power structure is reflected in the gate 

keeping mechanism in mediated communication (Fidler, 1997). 

  Roger Fidler (1997) illustrated that different communication media have different 

operational mechanisms.  According to his classification, communication media can 

belong to one of three different domains: the interpersonal, broadcast, and document 

communication domains.   These different media domains represent different inherent 

traits associated with content flow and control, presentation and format, and reception 

and constraints as described in Table 2.2 below.   

 

Table 2.2: Comparison of Different Communication Channels 

 Interpersonal  Broadcast Document 

Flow of communication Unlimited/Two-way Mediated/one-way Mediated 

Constraints Time/space bound Time bound Contingent  

Control Participants Producers Initiators/ users 

Source: Fidler (1997) 

 

 The Internet is an inherently loose communication channel without any concrete 

structure. Thus, the Internet became a free-wheeling network of networks with no central 

control or moderator.  This disorganization has served as a means to facilitate decentered, 

anti-hierarchical communication, evading centralized control, government intervention, 

and ultimately, censorship.  

 Within computer-mediated information systems the sovereignty over the text 

moves from the supplier of information to the controller of technology, as Smith (1980) 

identified the shift of sovereignty or control.  The audience or participants using CMC 
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can play roles both as providers and passive consumers of content.  Abramson, Arterton 

& Orren (1988) classify media control into two types; “user” control and “producer” 

control.  They claim that the new communication technologies increased the receivers’ 

continued ability to reject or block incoming messages.  Unlike the traditional mass 

media, the control over messages in the Internet belongs to not only those who produce 

the messages but also to those who consume these. CMC allows users to change the order 

of consumption and to avoid certain messages if they desire. 

 To summarize, the continuous role changes in the communication flow lead to 

efforts to obtain collective control over content.  The transitive roles in CMC do not 

allow central control by actors with fixed functions in a political communication channel. 

CMC is dispersed networks without any central command system.  Unlike linear 

broadcasting media, new communication technologies based on multiple actors spread 

messages to ultimate audiences.  Audience members, who are initially receivers in the 

communication process, spread the messages to other audience members. The receivers, 

or audiences, of these messages can also number from one to potentionally millions, and 

may or may not move fluidly from their role as audience members to producers of 

messages (Morris & Ogan, 1996). 

 The operation of CMC is based on multiple entries of actors into the 

communication process. The term “collaborative mass media systems” (Rafaeli & 

LaRose, 1993) characterizes CMC, where the audience can become the primary source of 

media content and also the receivers of it.  A collaborative system expands the model of 

mass media from a one-to-many information flow to a many-to-many information 

exchange in political communication.  As such, it is not possible for individuals or 

institutions to control totally the content and direction of communication flow in CMC.  

 The use of hyperlinks to connect web sites is a core concept to understand the 

communication flows in cyberspace.  The hyperlinks in web sites can influence the 

patterns of visiting certain web sites and the frequency of those visits to the web sites.   

Hyperlinking is a technical capability that enables either internal navigation to other 

pages within a web site, or allows a specific web site to link directly to another.  A visitor 

to a web site gets directed to other web sites through hyperlinks.  As a web site grows, the 
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web site may add more links and take the visitors to other web sites connected through 

hyperlinks.   

 Hypertext can also be seen as a type of nonsequential writing that challenges 

traditionally held notions about the way meaning is created through the experience of 

reading (Newhagen & Rafaeli, 1996).  The traditional practice of reading suggests that 

readers proceed in linear or sequential manner.  In this sense, readers are at the mercy of 

the author, who determines what topics will be addressed in what order.  In contrast, 

some of that authorial control is yielded to the reader in a hypertext document.   

 Hyperlinks are selected words or images related to other sections of the same 

document or other documents. When one clicks a hyperlink, the computer calls and 

displays that other section or document for the reader (Newhagen & Rafaeli, 1996).  

Links are divided into two general types: internal and external. 

 An internal link takes the users to another document or another page within the 

same website.  An internal link might even take the user to another location on the same 

webpage, bypassing the use of scrolling, and reinforcing the designer’s control of user 

movement (Jackson, 1997).  On the other hand, an external link takes the user to another 

website, typically under the control of an actor different from the hyperlinking actor 

himself.  In other words, hyperlinks facilitate the movement from one website to another 

by one single click on the mouse.  By connecting websites of different actors, hyperlinks 

open up and create a specific sphere of information and communication (Zimmerman, 

Koopmans, & Shclecht, 2004).  

 Since they carry messages with similar subjects or themes, a number of websites 

may be connected in a complex and arbitrary manner (Huberman, 2001).  Individual 

users and producers of web sites keep adding links from their own pages to others that the 

users think are related to their own information needs, but without any systematic 

coordination.  The practice of hyperlinking is an individual-level action.  Web producers 

or designers install hyperlinks to connect their own web sites to other web sites relevant 

to their information or message.   

 The networked communication infrastructure of CMC constructs a new 

communicative environment through collective interaction.  Communication using CMC 

is carried out through millions of interconnected computers.  The networked 
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infrastructure refers not only to the technical mechanisms of the Internet web to deliver 

data and information but also to the cooperation among users to diffuse messages.   

 The network infrastructure of CMC connects people into a social space called 

“cyberspace” (Barnes, 2003). As one of the most popular terms to describe the 

applications of CMC, cyberspace has been described as the virtual town hall, or a cyber 

public sphere, where people can gather and communicate with each other beyond 

physical boundaries.  

 Howard Rheingold (1993) claimed that cyberspace is a “conceptual space where 

words, human relationships, data, wealth, and power are manifested by people using 

CMC” (p.5).   No one can actually live in cyberspace but people can perceive themselves 

as acting in cyberspace.  Similarly, people can engage with others socially and develop a 

sense of social relations without any physically real infrastructure.   McFadden (1994) 

defined cyberspace as information space that is connected by a network of information 

channels.  Users in cyberspace can experience the web space by obtaining information 

delivered by agents that exchange information with other agents within cyberspace.  

Cyberspace is the outcome of perceptual interaction, what McFadden called “delusional.”   

The sense of the conceptual existence of cyberspace is developed through 

interaction that takes place through CMC (Wood & Smith, 2005).  As a unique 

phenomenon separated from offline reality, the conceptual space is not simply an 

hallucination but the outcome of collective actions.  A cyberspace is constructed not only 

by a complex information network but also interactions among information agents.  

These interactions, which McFadden (1994) called “consensual,” construct information 

space as well as deliver specific information.    Bond and Gasser (1988) provided some 

insights that can apply to the dynamics of cyberspace when they described distributed 

artificial intelligence. They found that open systems had decentralized control based on 

debate and negotiation and generated many local inconsistencies.  Thus, the information 

environment in cyberspace is subject to changes based on the interactions among the 

participants in cyberspace.   
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Current Research Approaches in CMC Research 

 As an emerging academic area, CMC research appears to be diverse and 

amorphous because of the inherited complexity of communication phenomena related to 

CMC and the ongoing evolution of academic grounds in CMC research.  The variety of 

constituent technical devices generates diverse research opportunities at various levels. 

Understanding diverse applications of CMC has been a primary concern in political 

communication. Also, a number of Internet studies have been drawn from various 

academic disciplines ranging from communication study, sociology, to cultural studies 

(Jones, 1999; Rice, 1989).   

 In mapping the theoretical landscape in CMC research, theoretical divisions and 

associated research approaches are identified.  Each research division, similar to a 

“paradigm” (Kuhn, 1962), reflects the common research orientations and theoretical 

assumptions about the phenomena under study.  Based on the literature of CMC research, 

two distinctive orientations, not exclusive, are identified here from many studies focusing 

on political communication: the micro-level and macro-level approach.  Among various 

concepts of the theoretical views related to CMC, the expected consequences of each are 

directly related to the specific direction and scope of CMC research.  The different level 

of research scope provides the criteria for grouping research approaches here.   

In the CMC research literature, several schemes have been proposed to analyze 

the consequences of the adoption of new communication technologies.  Those 

classifications provide useful grounds to develop a scheme that identifies general 

divisions among CMC research. For instance, Littlejohn (1978) suggests several ways to 

classify communication theories.  Classifying communication theories in terms of scope 

is one of the popular ways. Various theories can be labeled as macroscopic or 

microscopic.  Macroscopic theories tend to be broader in scope, encompassing larger 

wholes; microscopic theories focus on smaller parts of the process.  Sometimes, the terms 

higher-level and lower-level are used.  In each case, the difference is in degree, not kind.    

 Using the communication process model introduced by Shannon and Weaver 

(1947) consisting of sender, receiver and communication channel, some CMC research 

analyzes the changes of individual elements in the communication model.  Other CMC 

research studies the overall structure of communication flows through CMC.   In other 
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word, CMC research emphasizing individual elements of communication model can be 

called a micro level approach.  The CMC research focusing on overall flows of 

communication model can be called a macro level approach. This division between two 

approaches reflects different definitions of CMC and different research objects.   

 As a logical starting point, and reflecting popular ideas that many political 

communication scholars have proposed, Stomer-Galley and Jamieson outlined the ways 

in which CMC can transform political communication.  First, the new technologies allow 

more opportunities for the public to make sense of public issues by providing a wealth of 

remote information, which can enable citizens to engage on a more equal basis with 

political institutions that have political and social authority.   

 Second, the new communication technologies are creating spaces for unmediated 

public deliberation where average people can interact with one another, with other 

communities, and with social and political elites.   Due to the significant discrepancy of 

communication capabilities between average people and political elites under the 

traditional mass media system as public communication, average people often failed to 

engage in meaningful interactions with the elites.   

 Third, the new technologies are transforming the political representative system 

by allowing more diverse and direct ways to express political views and ideas.   The 

technologies enable the authorities or elites to contact average people through direct 

communication and opinion polls (Coleman, 2001).  For example, electronic voting is 

one of the popular proposals to supplement the current indirect representation political 

system.   

 However, the emphasis on the specific changes in political communication does 

not identify the common grounds beyond the differences among a variety of phenomena 

related to CMC in political communication.  Also, different communication devices are 

employed for specific political communication purposes.  Without any integrating 

theoretical frames, the overall assessment of the consequences of CMC in political 

communication remains difficult.  

 Sproull and Kiesler’s scheme provides a good framework to classify diverse 

phenomena into two divisions.  Observing changes in communication due to the new 

technologies, Sproull and Kiesler (1991) suggested “first-level (individual) effects” and 
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“second-level (social) effects.”  In Connections, Sproull and Kiesler described the simple 

dichotomy of expected impacts of the new communication technologies.  First-level 

effects of communication technologies are the anticipated technical effects, the planned 

efficiency gains or productivity gains.   Second-level effects from communication 

technologies can bring about social and organizational changes.  New communication 

technologies can lead people to pay attention to different things including social contacts, 

social behaviors, and other organizational norms (Sproull & Kiesler, 1991).   Changes in 

attention, social contact, and interdependencies do not change human nature or 

fundamental processes of society. Yet, those changes affect people’s choices and how 

they behave with others.  

 Both of the schemes discussed above provide some useful frameworks to classify 

CMC research in terms of consequences of the introduction of CMC.  The schemes 

mentioned represent different insights for CMC research.  At the same time, both 

schemes do have some limitations when used to organize the literature of CMC research 

in terms of perceived consequences.  

 In that sense, the communication process model suggested by Shannon and 

Weaver (1964) offers a nice scheme to address these limitations.   This model satisfies 

the needs of both an abstract universal inclusiveness of research analysis and a specific 

exclusiveness of research scope to analyze various communication phenomena in 

political communication.  Thus it simplifies every communication phenomenon into three 

components such as sender, receiver, and channel.  Applying this model to mass 

communication, mass media consists of audience, producer, and mediated channels.  

Under this model, mass communication flows from a given sender or producer to a 

receiver or audience through a channel or mediated media in a linear manner (Shannon & 

Weaver, 1964).  With the linear communication model, channel capacity and feedback 

are important factors to determine the effectiveness and efficiency of communication 

within a communication system.    Table 2.3 below summarizes the differences among 

research approaches: micro-level, macro-level, and an alternative.   
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Table 2.3: Comparison of CMC Research Approaches  

Level of analysis Micro-level Macro-level Alternative 

Phenomena to 

observe 

Individual 

communication 

activities 

 

Virtual community 

communicative 

space 

 

Network of 

communication 

Interactions 

Unit of analysis Individual web sites 

content, 

communication 

devices 

 

Individual acts, 

content 

Hyperlinks  

Structures of networks 

Technology Enhanced capacity Un-intervention De-centered flows 

Theories U & gratification Public  sphere Agenda setting 

Communication 

cost 

Efficiency 

Effectiveness 

Coordination cost Contingency – depends 

on situations 

Data Fixed or attributes Fixed or attributes Relational data 

 

The Micro- Approach 

 A number of studies in CMC are concerned with the unique communication 

capacities of CMC.  Many studies with the micro-approaches tend to investigate the 

individual technical applications of CMC including Usenet, WWW, and email, observing 

the new communication activities.  Also, the diverse technical traits of CMC enhancing 

communication capacity such as the convergence of textual, audible, and graphic data, 

easy manipulation and interactivity applications are typical research subjects to analyze.   

 While this type of research does not look for structural changes in the political 

systems, the primary concern is to find out how the enhanced capacities of CMC will 

affect the specific communication process.  The primary goal of this research approach is 

to acquire information useful in designing and improving project components, offering 

feedback during the design, implementation, and use of the system (Rice, 1989).  The 

practical knowledge enhances the understanding of CMC as a political communication 

channel.   

 There are several premises justifying this approach in CMC research.  It is 

important to note first that different research approaches place emphasis on different 

aspects of CMC and different consequences related to there specific aspects.   

 First, CMC use is likely to reduce the cost of political communication and 

improve the efficiency of political communication.  Without any mass media assistance, 
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the production of political messages becomes relatively cheap. The lower costs of using 

CMC systems, compared to the costs of doing the same things with more traditional mass 

media, clearly highlight the advantages.  Electronic mail is cheaper than printing, 

stamping, stuffing, and mailing letters; shipping files electronically was cheaper than 

overnight express services; and computer conferencing is cheaper and more flexible than 

telephone conferencing (Bentivegna, 2002). 

 The lower cost allows more groups to enter into the political process.  Rash 

reported that new groups and individuals, who otherwise might not be visible in the 

political landscape, become politically significant because those groups could engage in 

political communication (Rash, 1997).   

 Second, cheaper and more customized new communication technologies can help 

existing political entities to deliver their ideas to their political audiences more effectively.  

They simply allow the political actors to do the same things in a different way (Hill & 

Hughes, 1998).  Myers pointed out the superiority of CMC in connecting a 

geographically dispersed set of individuals into a united aggregated population (Myers, 

1994).  Sach’s (1995) study on PeaceNet, concluded that CMC enabled citizens to 

communicate with “like-minded individuals” and obtain “unprecedented access” to 

policy experts.   

 The micro-approach considers CMC as a simple extension of traditional mass 

media research.  These conceptual views within the research approach determine the 

appropriate unit of analysis.  As a basic unit to analyze content, the unit of analysis is 

chosen by the type of communication (December, 1996).  December (1996) stresses that 

Internet research should establish a clear understanding of the research objectives and 

technologies of interest in order to determine the appropriate unit of analysis because of 

the diversity of Internet communication systems and applications.  

 Specifically, this approach attempts to observe communication activities and 

messages carried by CMC as the unit of analysis. It holds that the “role” of the Internet in 

politics can be observed in individual activities or performances of CMC.  The media 

object is a member of a media class for which the server, client, and content are 

completely and unambiguously specified.  According to December’s typology (1996), 

“media class” is a particular set of content, servers, and clients but “media object” is a 
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specific unit in a media class that the user can observe.  The object has its content and 

server specified by a URL and its client specified as a particular version of a browser.   

 Similar to approaches to the traditional mass media objects such as a newspaper 

article and a visual clip of a television program, the micro-approach focuses on single 

web pages defined by URLs, either homepages or randomly drawn pages (Bates & Lu, 

1997).  This approach emphasizes the structures of texts or messages in CMC and 

considers that the nature of a message’s context is clear enough to be standardized. A 

web page is equivalent to an entire newspaper article.   

  Micro-approach studies tend to pay attention to various case studies during an 

election campaign, observing the usages of the new communication technologies. For 

example, several works observed the on-line activities of political actors in various 

nations (Gibson, Nixon, & Ward, 2003). A series of reports about the campaign styles in 

several countries such as France, U.S., U.K. and southern European countries illustrated 

the political parties’ attempts to adopt the new communication technologies in order to 

correspond to media environments.  Political websites were categorized in terms of styles 

and content.  These are compared in order to examine the effects of the web sites, 

including such as attractability, efficiency, and visibility.   

 Another important research area in the micro-approach is the emphasis on Internet 

journalism as new information sources.  In addition to the presence of existing news 

outlets on the Internet, an emerging concern in this approach is non-elite journalism or 

citizen journalism.  Due to lower production costs, many citizens are able to start 

publishing their own news on the Internet.   As the approach has noticed, emerging 

alternative news media with the new communication tools are likely to influence the 

existing news media.   With lower production costs, many outside of traditional media 

groups are able to publish their own ideas and views on social issues.  For example, in 

Korea, the new journalists are claimed to carry the views of political and social minorities.  

 Despite its large contribution to CMC research, the micro-approach displays some 

limitations.  Many studies based on the micro-approach to the new technology tend to 

adopt relatively simple approaches.  Several studies reported how various political actors 

actually use various new communication applications.  This emphasis on individual 

applications tends to ignore any underlying logic that may be evident across the 
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individual applications.   Research with this approach simply reported that various 

applications of the Internet in politics are possible and those applications can produce 

different benefits and consequences in politics.   As a result, many researchers reported 

different social consequences due to diverse communication applications, failing to seek 

out an integrating analysis across the different applications and communication modes.   

The Macro- Approach 

 The macro-approach examines various types of formal and informal public 

discussions through CMC.  Usenet, listserv, electronic forum and other types of CMC 

applications link a great number of users and construct a virtual communicative space for 

public discussion.  This approach attempts to assess the transformation of current 

political communication systems by analyzing public communicative space or the 

communication environment constructed by CMC rather than individual communication 

activities.  CMC research using this approach evaluates the quality of new political 

communication to solve the problems and limitations of current political communication 

systems. 

 The normative frames for this approach include works on the “Information 

society” (Webster, 1995), “Network society” (Castells, 1996), and democracy theory 

including the “public sphere” (Habermas, 1986). These theories suggest that information 

and communication technology brings about profound impacts on social, economic, 

cultural and political life in society, and that information has become the primary vehicle 

to create value, rather than the production of physical commodities and products.   

 The macro-approach appears to accept the unique logic of each technology and 

believes in the independent impact of new communication technologies on society.  

Media are increasingly becoming the dominant institutions of the public sphere and 

increasingly integrated into the logic of the political system (Dahlgren, 2001).     

 Unlike the micro-approach, the macro-approach is based on the assumption that 

new information and communication technologies lead to a radical transformation of time 

and space relations (Castells, 1996).  The technical potentials of the new communication 

technologies provide for un-mediated communication among political actors.  As an 

alternative communication technology, new communication technology can create a new 
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political space in which more open political processes can take place outside of current 

political barriers.   

 The most popular view in the area of new communication technologies 

scholarship is that the Internet is a democratic technology.  The capabilities of the 

Internet bring the “massification” of discourse, which will lead to the democratization of 

media.   Individuals voluntarily serve as “intelligent agents” (Moore, 1999), forwarding 

items of interest onto various groups.  Web sites, with links to related sites, provide an 

almost infinite world of information to everyone, and without substantial resource 

requirements. 

 In order to assess the quality of the communicative space created by using CMC, 

studies using a macro-approach apply some normative criteria to test the claim that 

anonymous and asynchronous communication allows for diversity and heterogeneity in 

the sharing of information.  Net users can participate in discussions and exchange 

information without revealing their identity, avoiding such otherwise deterring 

consequences as embarrassment or retribution.  Due to those attributes, the idealized 

conditions to achieve the best discussions can be established (Barnes, 2003).  

 With respect to large-scale transformations, this approach proposes that the 

problems in current political systems could be alleviated by transforming these systems.  

This approach, in general, suggests that a direct representation system will be better if 

there are feasible communication systems to overcome the political barriers, such as 

complex social structures and geographic distances in modern society. Internet populists 

claim that the Internet enables ordinary people with few resources to compete with the 

influence of organized groups and political elites.  Community-building experts claim 

that the Internet will cause a restructuring of the nature of community and the foundations 

of social order (Bimber, 1998).      

 Regarding the unit of analysis, most research with the macro-approach examines 

the communicative space or public sphere. Actual cases analyzed include virtual forums 

and listservs that are aggregated communication units.  In order to understand the content 

of the communicative space, the whole messages in a communicative space should be 

analyzed.  There is no clear boundary of the communicative space due to the continuous 

entry of messages into this space.   
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 Several studies analyzed the conversations or discussions on the Usenet 

newsgroups, the form closest to the classic public sphere (Bentivegna, 1998). For 

example, Schneider (1997) analyzed messages posted on a Usenet newsgroup in order to 

measure the public sphere created by the participants.  Also, Hill and Hughes’s analysis 

of Usenet newsgroups collected and analyzed 1,012 threads and 5,611 messages from 22 

randomly selected newsgroup spaces (Hill & Hughes, 1998).  

 However, there is a discrepancy between the actual unit of analysis used to 

observe and the conceptual unit of analysis in this approach.  While the approach 

examines individual messages or individual threads, the actual objective of the approach 

is to examine the overall media space.    

 The unit of analysis corresponds to specific contextual factors that differ in each 

communicative space. The nature of the message’s context is different in each case. So, 

the representativeness of each analysis might not reach a strong level.    

 While the macro approach searches for qualitative changes in political 

communication, those social phenomena do not take place regularly.  As an alternative, 

several studies examined the fitness of new communication technologies into the 

democratic norms of social communication.   

 Schneider (1997) scrutinized the quality of communication in a newsgroup, 

applying the ideal criteria of the public sphere to the newsgroup.  His research tested the 

hypothesis that the form of discourse fostered by computer-mediated discussion provides 

opportunities to expand the public sphere. The conversations in the newsgroups were 

examined by specific criteria by which a public sphere can be evaluated for its goodness 

of fit with the idealized public sphere described by Habermas (1986). 

 In the macro-approach’s criticism, the specific tests of individual news groups 

might not provide the technical potentials of the new technologies because the portion 

selected as the research subjects does not have representative characteristics of all those 

using the new communication technologies.  The lack of integrating ground to generalize 

anecdotal occurrences tends to emphasize the contextual factors to explain the individual 

cases.  While this approach outlines the broad directions of political communications due 

to new technologies, it does not offer predictive analyses regarding individual events.  

Compared to the micro-approach, the macro-approach has more limitations to observe the 
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impacts generated by new communication technologies. Despite several surprising 

political election outcomes, the uses of new communication technologies have not 

become mature enough to generate systematic changes in political systems.  

 

An Alternative Approach 

 While the micro and macro-approaches represent two different levels of analysis 

in CMC research, there are fundamental limitations in current CMC research approaches 

for enhancing the understanding of the social and political importance of new 

communication technologies.  Current research approaches do not provide appropriate 

theoretical frames to integrate various cases of CMC research or to identify regularities of 

the various new communication phenomena.   

 Those limitations of current academic research on CMC result from the 

theoretical grounds of the “reinforcement model” (Agre, 2002) that influences the current 

research approaches implicitly or explicitly.  The reinforcement model hypothesizes that 

the new technology corrects the problems in the current political system.  For example, 

people envision a participatory democracy with the new communication technologies, 

assuming that they allow more average people to participate in the political process.  

Further, the reinforcement model tends to emphasize the actual individual changes in 

political communication while failing to explain the relationships between the 

emergences of new technologies and social and political changes.  Thus, current research 

approaches have difficulty in identifying some regularities in political communication 

processes.   

 In order to overcome the limitations of the reinforcement model, the alternative 

research approach proposed here employs a different theoretical view.  The new 

theoretical frames reflect the unique characteristics of new communication technologies.

 Theoretically, the alternative paradigm needs to replace the linear model with one 

considering the interactions within political communications systems.  The typical linear 

model, with a distinctive starting point and end point of communication, is no longer 

valid in explaining the communication phenomena of CMC.  Although individual web 

sites or networks have a physical top and bottom structurally, any portions of larger texts 
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in CMC lead through links to huge collection of texts and make it impossible to identify 

the beginning and end in texts (Mitra & Cohen, 1999).  

 As many scholars including Burbules and Callister (2000) have pointed out, the 

fundamental structure of communication of CMC is based on the idea that a set of web 

sites and information sources are connected by clickable links that lead users from one 

page to another.  The navigation within the information space is often a nonlinear and 

nonhierarchical pattern.  Because of the unique structure of the information space, each 

user of CMC might have a different experience than other users.  So, the exposure to 

information is likely to be uncertain, different from that in linear traditional mass media.   

   The alternative approach observes the process among social actors within 

communication channels, rather than actual outcomes of communication. The 

“amplication model” (Agre, 2002) emphasizes the importance of the process and 

interaction between human and technologies, while “reinforcement” focuses on outcomes 

caused by the use of the new communication technologies.   

 According to the amplication model, the Internet is amplifying hundreds of forces 

to organize people to perform. The “force” is the aggregate actions which are operating 

with their own logics and resources, but many of those forces conflict (Agre, 2002).  The 

real power in the information and communication technologies is not to transform 

institutional structures but to re-assign the spacing among political actors (Agre, 2002).  

So, it is important to observe how the interaction among political and social forces might 

be changing in assessing the impacts of new communication technologies.  Morrison, 

Svennevig, and Firmstones (1999) doubt the concept of “communication revolution” 

since they did not find any displacement of existing communication. They suggested the 

notion of functional amplification.  For instance, the substitute for posted letters makes 

life easier but not radically different.  

  Corresponding to the unique characteristics of CMC, some adjustments to current 

popular research scopes are necessary.   Communication flows using CMC do not have 

any central system of control and appear to be diverse and complex.  The alternative 

approach provides an appropriate research scope by avoiding concepts that all too 

abstract and analyses that are too individualized.  Foot and his associates (2003) used a 

“mid-range” approach to seek a modest level analysis.  The scope of the alternative 
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approach should be large enough to observe some kinds of overall patterns and small 

enough to take into account unique situations surrounding the phenomena.  The micro-

approach tends to miss global patterns of the new phenomena beyond individual 

differences. The macro-approach tends to make normative conclusions.  

 The alternative approach redefines the unit of analysis, emphasizing a structural 

analysis.  The new analytical approach examines each phenomenon beyond specific 

attributes of individual cases.  The unit of analysis for the alternative approach is a 

relationship. The important feature of a relationship is its pattern (Garon, 

Haythornthwaite, & Wellman, 1999).  In order to measure relation, the analysis scope 

expands beyond individual actors, remaining relatively small.   

 There are two most frequently used types of data in social science such as 

“attribute data” and “relational data” (Scott, 1991).  Attribute data relate to the attitudes, 

opinions and behaviors of agents, in so far as these are regarded as the properties, 

qualities or characteristics which belong to them as individuals or groups. The items 

collected through surveys and interviews are regarded as the attributes of particular 

individuals which can be quantified and analyzed through the many available statistical 

procedures. 

 Relational data (Scott, 1991), on the other hand, are the contacts, ties and 

connections, the group attachments and meetings, which relate one agent to another and 

so cannot be reduced to the properties of the individual agents themselves. Relations are 

not the properties of agents, but of systems of agents; these relations connect pairs of 

agents into larger relational systems.  Relational data are used often to investigate the 

structure of social action since structures are analyzed based on relations.   

Corresponding to the limitations of the current research approaches, the 

alternative research approach pays attention to the interconnection in CMC, which is the 

Internet hyperlink.  These are creating a new environment where media users are gaining 

more control and flexibility because they can access content through multiple paths. The 

context in which they receive messages becomes dynamic (Weare & Lin, 2000). CMC 

texts constantly connect readers into other texts or messages.  The readers can jump from 

page to page, opening the possibilities of multiple interpretations (Mitra & Cohen, 1999).   
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 The analysis of the links among websites opens some opportunities to investigate 

regularity in the Internet beyond the individual websites’ contents and usages.  Also, this 

analysis aims at testing specific propositions rather than abstract and normative 

propositions.   Huberman (2001) suggests that “the aggregate way of looking at a large 

system is a powerful methodology for dealing with large distributed system.”  The 

method can provide a common ground between the particular and the whole.  

 Hyperlink analysis makes clear distinctions from other analytic approaches to 

understanding the online phenomena.  Compared to other web analyses such as a content-

based analysis, the relative advantage of hyperlink analysis is that it is able to examine 

the way in which web sites form certain kind of relations with others via hyperlinks.  

Under the linear model, the senders of messages and receivers of the messages have 

different power structures that never change once the roles in the communication system 

are decided.   
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CHAPTER THREE:  AGENDA SETTING 

 

 This chapter outlines the conceptual ground of political communication research, 

justifying the specific use of agenda-setting theory as a theoretical frame to identify the 

underlying mechanisms of the new political communication system based on CMC.   

 This chapter contains a theoretical overview of agenda-setting theory, describing 

how mass media influence the agenda of the public.  The overview includes primary 

constructs such as the media agenda and the public agenda as well as typical research 

methods used by agenda-setting studies in the past.   

 Finally, this chapter provides a theoretical extension used to investigate the new 

communication phenomena in a systematic manner. Using “accessibility bias” to 

explicate the cognitive effects of agenda setting, this chapter proposes an alternative 

frame to observe the mechanisms of the new political communication.   An alternative 

analysis used to measure the relative availability of information in new political 

information environments is suggested.  Also, the differences in the new political 

information environments based on CMC are described.   

 

Political Communication Research 

 Political communication researchers are devoted primarily to studying the 

strategic uses of communication to influence public knowledge, beliefs, and action on 

political matters (Swanson & Nimmo, 1990).  Political communication, in Chaffee’s 

simple definition (1975), is the “role of communication in the political process.”   

Once political communication came to rely heavily on mass mediated communication, in 

an effort to understand the effective uses of political communication, political 

communication research sought to enrich the general knowledge about primary 

communication that constitute political communication environments.  

 In modern political communication, mass mediated communications including 

TV, radio and newspaper, became the most important communication channels.  Due to 

changes in social and political reality, political communication is increasingly dependent 

on mass mediated communication. Along with the mobilized life styles and weakened 
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regional community, average people lose their regional attachment, which used to be an 

important source of political information (Putnam, 2000).  Also, political reality has 

become too complex for average people to understand and experience directly without 

the mass media’s assistance.   

 Since political communication relies on mass mediated communication, political 

communication scholars shifted their interests from interpretation of political texts to the 

effects of the messages on the wider public (Kaid, 1996).  At the early period of mass 

communication research, the “powerful effect” theories gained strong support among 

academic researches.  Those views claimed that the portrayals of reality made by mass 

media would determine people’s views of the reality. It was generally accepted that mass 

media could manipulate people’s perceptions in specific directions.  Later, however, 

other groups of scholars reported that the mass media had “limited effects” directly on 

people’s views of political reality.  Many scholars found the evidence for the powerful 

media effect was inconsistent and that other social factors still exerted significant 

influence (Severin &Tankard, 2001).     

Responding to the criticisms of both the powerful “bullet theory” and “limited 

effects” views,  “agenda-setting” theory shifts the theoretical approach of media effects 

research to the “moderate effects” model (Severin & Tankard, 2001).  Agenda setting 

proposes a middle ground between the limited and powerful effects models.  As the 

popular phrase says, the mass media is not “telling people what to think, but it is 

stunningly successful in telling its readers what to think about” (Cohen, 1963).  That is,  

the content delivered by mass media does not determine the perception of reality but sets 

priorities to think about reality.  Also, with respect to the primary cognitive impacts of 

mass media, this theoretical view is concerned with the overall patterns of the content, 

rather than the effects of individual messages. Specifically, classic agenda setting 

proposes that news coverage patterns influence public perceptions of the important issues 

of the day.   

Along with cognitive effects of mass media, the existence of agenda setting in the 

political communication system implies underlying mechanisms to operate the system. 

The recognition of those political processes to set the agenda leads to some insights about 

the modern mediated political communication system.  Under the mediated 
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communication system, communication channels become more crucial to influence 

receivers since the original messages of senders are likely to be modified to pass through 

the gates of media.  Shoemaker and Reese (1992) illustrate how the internal and external 

factors surrounding news production in mass media affect the selection of coverage.  

According to Shoemaker and Reese, the factors that influence news coverage range from 

individual internal news production criteria, so-called “news value,” to social and 

institutional factors surrounding news production.   

The existence of the gate-keeping function characterizes the selective presentation 

of ideas and views regarding social issues in modern political communication systems. 

Through various levels of media exposure, some issues become agendas by attracting 

substantial social recognition and interest but others disappear before they receive any 

significant public recognition.  Through social competition in the communication process, 

each issue would obtain significant salience, which refers to the degree to which an issue 

on the agenda is perceived as relatively important (Dearing & Rogers, 1996).    

 

Agenda Setting 

Overview of the Theoretical Frame 

On a typical day in a medium-sized democratic society, thousands of press 

statements are issued by a wide variety of parties, interest groups, and voluntary 

associations, and many demonstrations, pickets, and other protests may be staged.  

Dozens of press conferences vie for the attention of the public.  Many of these attempts to 

enter the public sphere do not receive any media attention at all. Some of them may 

receive limited and localized coverage, and only very few of them succeed in achieving a 

high level of public visibility.   

With various empirical observations, agenda-setting theory presents a relatively 

simple model outlining media effects.  The agenda-setting model suggests a relationship 

between media coverage of topics and the salience of those topics among the general 

public.  Inspecting the causal relationship between media coverage and the public 

judgments about the importance of social events, agenda-setting theory hypothesizes that 
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the salient media issues, or those frequently covered in mass media, tend to have 

relatively high salience in public opinion. 

Methodologically, agenda-setting theory develops a unique research methodology 

to observe abstract phenomena such as the media agenda and the public agenda as 

primary theoretical elements.  Also, agenda-setting research typically employs 

aggregated measurements, rather than direct individual observation.   

The primary constructs in agenda-setting theory are interpreted broadly. The 

broad concepts in these primary constructs are later extended or modified for the 

theoretical extension proposed here.  Kosicki (1993) pointed out the relatively ambiguous 

conceptual boundaries of several key constructs in agenda setting. By applying a 

classification scheme for media effects drawn from McLeod and Reeves (1980), Kosicki 

contends that agenda setting includes different levels of analysis in identical primary 

concepts. Agenda-setting research appears to employ different categorization of primary 

concepts such as micro vs. macro measurement, direct vs. conditional measurement, long 

vs. short term measurement and so on.  McCombs (1981) illustrates the variation of these 

concepts in agenda-setting research.  His simple typology shows the different operational 

definitions in the various research strategies of agenda setting.  Some studies take a single 

issue as an agenda and others employ a set of issues as an agenda.  Also, both aggregate 

and individual-level data were employed.  In short, agenda-setting theory offers relatively 

flexible theoretical grounds to observe actual communication phenomena.    

An agenda is basically a list of items in the order of perceived importance at a 

point in time. Specifically, political scientists Roger Cobb and Charles Elder (1983) 

defined an agenda as  “a general set of political controversies that will be viewed at any 

point in time as falling within the range of legitimate concerns meriting the attention of 

the polity” (p. 14).  In traditional agenda setting, an agenda is regarded as a set of 

different issues, what is called a first-level agenda.   

On the other hand, the second-level of the agenda-setting model suggests that an 

agenda is an abstract notion and that many other things can be included in the list of an 

agenda.  McCombs and Estrada (1997) describe that second level of agenda setting as 

another more abstract dimension beyond the public agenda. Each agenda has numerous 

attributes.  They point out that the attributes of each agenda vary in salience as the agenda 
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varies in salience. Severin and Tankard (2000) illustrate the second level of agenda 

setting by showing the hypothetical agenda of an election campaign.  The list of agenda 

items for an election campaign could contain two items such as candidate image and 

issues.  However, the second level of agenda setting might contain a longer list of 

personal images such as integrity, virtues, personality, appearance, intelligence, education 

and family, and so on.   

 As an initial procedure to inspect the agenda-setting process, which is similar to 

the independent variable of empirical studies, the identification of the media agenda is 

crucial.  In agenda-setting research, the media agenda refers to the most salient issues 

among news stories. In typical agenda-setting studies, only the number of news stories 

about an issue is counted, not the exact content of these news stories.  Every news story 

covering the issue of interest has variation within a main theme, dealing with some 

particular aspects of the broad issue.  The media agenda is a rather gross indicator of the 

coverage. 

 In agenda-setting studies, media salience is typically operationalized as the 

amount of selected countable units, which can be story column inches for front-page 

stories and keyword frequencies, or the air time of the coverage about the given issues 

during specific period of times (Dearing & Rogers, 1996). The number of news stories 

indicates the amount of attention paid by the media so that higher frequency of news 

stories reflects the salience of an issue.  Rogers counted the number of news stories about 

AIDS in three newspapers and three television channels during 91 months (Rogers et al. 

1991).  Similarly, McCombs and Shaw (1972) inspected the number of news stories in 

the nine news outlets serving Chapel Hill.   

 In addition, placement of content was considered implicitly, since the placement 

of messages affects the actual exposure of media messages about the issue. In their study, 

McComb and Shaw (1972) classified news stories into two categories such as major and 

minor stories in terms of amount and placement.  They defined major news stories as 

stories of more than 15 seconds in length or one of the lead stories in television news or 

lead stories on the front page or stories with a three column title as well as five 

paragraphs at a minimum in newspapers. In most cases, lead stories in television news 

and frontpage stories have advantages in being exposed and they would occupy more 
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space or airtime than other stories.   News salience in linear distribution is closely 

associated with the actual availability of information that is determined by the actual 

amount and relative accessibility.  

 When inspecting the agenda-setting function of mass media, typical research in 

agenda setting observes three types of audience groups such as the general public, policy 

makers, and news media.  It is clear that some modification to measurement has been 

applied to different audience groups in various agenda-setting studies..  

The most frequently observed audience group is the general public as the primary 

target group of mass media, also known as the public agenda.  Many classic agenda 

setting studies used, “the aggregate responses to such an MIP (most important problem) a 

question to indicate the relative position of an issue on the public agenda” (Dearing & 

Rogers, 1996).  Also, much agenda-setting research tends to rely on public opinion poll 

research that examine the increase and decrease in popularity of one or a few issues 

(Tomasello, 2004).   In short, the public agenda refers to the respondents’ attitudes 

toward a specific issue or a broader agenda (Dearing & Rogers, 1996).   

As the first systematic examination of agenda setting, McCombs and Shaw (1971) 

investigated the effects of agenda setting on public opinions.  They compared the central 

issues selected by dominant mass media outlets with the major issues perceived by the 

respondents during a Presidential election.  This research found that the correlation 

between the emphasis in the media on an issue and voter perception of that issue as 

important turned out to be very high. The coefficient of correlation between media 

agenda for important items and the public agenda was 0.967. The coefficient of 

correlation between media agenda for minor items and the public agenda was 0.979.   

Another audience group for agenda setting are political decision makers, 

including policy makers and government officials.   Since political decision makers pay 

close attention to and are often forced to respond to media coverage, news or media 

coverage can influence the policy agenda directly or indirectly.  Kingdon (1984) contends 

that the media agenda narrows possible subjects that could occupy policy attention to the 

list on which attention is actually focused.   As the result, a policy agenda can be 

expressed in the form of a new law, an executive order, an appropriation, or some other 

governmental action (Dearing & Rogers, 1996).  For example, with in-depth coverage 
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and rich information, investigative reporting often brings about a policy change.  That 

most famous investigative reporting of Watergate by the Washington Post contributed to 

the resignation of a U.S. president in 1974.    

Among audience groups of mass media, news media themselves are the least 

considered subjects in agenda-setting research.  In fact, several scholars noticed the 

leading news media such as the New York Times, the Washington Post, the Wall Street 

Journal, wire services, and major network stations influence other news media’s 

coverage directly and indirectly.  Reese and Danielian (1989) applied agenda setting to 

the influence of the news media on other news media, referring to “intermedia agenda 

setting.” Observing cocaine coverage, they found that dominant news media outlets 

influenced each other. However, compared to the effects on the public agenda, the 

phenomena of agenda setting among news media did not appear to be directly associated 

with each other.  The cycle of cocaine coverage appeared to be due more to other news 

media than prominent news events.  News media coverage corresponded to leading news 

media such as the New York Times.  Leading news media outlets initiated news coverage 

and set the tone of news coverage. Subsequently, other outlets carried the stories, 

adopting the tone.  At other times, news media carried the coverage with similar tones.   

The mere presence of news stories regarding specific social issues might not be 

sufficient to generate the evidence of an agenda-setting function.  The media agenda 

influences the public agenda for issues through a gradual and cumulative process.  The 

salience of some issues among various social issues is not likely to appear until a certain 

amount of media coverage of issues takes place.  Russell Neuman tracked the media 

agenda and the public agenda about the Vietnam War from 1962 to 1975.   He found that 

the position of the Vietnam War issue on the public agenda took off when about 15 news 

articles per month about the war were being published by the New York Times.  Once a 

critical mass of media salience was created, the salience of the issue in the public agenda 

increased rapidly (1990).   

 

Accessibility Bias 

 The cognitive effects of agenda setting are based on the “accessibility bias” 

(Iyengar, 1990) of that information environment.  The accessibility bias is a particular 
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instance of the well-known cognitive tendency to simplify information seeking and 

management.  Searching for relevant information, people tend to minimize their 

searching effort and to settle for acceptable rather than optimal strategies.  The idea of 

accessibility is the basic concept of a memory-based model of information processing, 

which assumes that individuals make judgments about other people or issues based on 

information easily available and retrievable from memory at the time the question is 

asked (Iyengar, 1990). 

 Along with limited direct exposure to actual political reality, the influence of 

mass media is based on the power to make information accessible or more retrievable 

from memory.  With respect to complex social and political issues, the amount of 

information people can obtain today is primarily determined by mass media.  Especially, 

more accessible information for public affairs refers to information that is more 

frequently or more recently conveyed by the mass media.   

Political issues that are most salient or accessible in a person’s memory would 

most strongly influence perceptions of political actors and issues.  The accessibility of 

information influences what people take into account and what they ignore in making a 

decision.   Information that can be more easily retrieved from memory tends to dominate 

judgments, opinions and decisions.  The accessibility bias influences the way in which 

individuals assign weight to various considerations in expressing attitudes or making 

choices.  Considerations that are made more accessible have been found to exert 

significantly greater effects on attitudes and choices than equally relevant, but less 

accessible considerations (Wyer & Srull, 1986).   

In order to examine how the more prominent issues in national information 

environment would receive the greater weight in individuals’ evaluations, Iyengar and 

Kinder (1987) observed viewers’ assessment of the president’s overall performance in 

office, conducting a set of experimental research studies with three conditions of news 

exposure.  Participants exposed to news exclusively carrying one of the news stories such 

as civil rights, unemployment, and the arms race were asked to evaluate President 

Reagan’s overall performance.  Compared to two other groups watching different news 

coverage, each experiment condition group shows impressive patterns.  For example, 

people who saw a steady stream of stories about unemployment would weigh their 
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assessments of how well or how badly Reagan had dealt with unemployment more 

heavily when considering his overall performance than should people who saw a steady 

stream of arms race stories and no stories on issues (Iyengar & Kinder, 1987).   

 This relatively abstract notion of accessibility bias extends into two theoretical 

applications in communication research: priming and framing.  These theoretical 

applications provide more detailed and extensive views of the phenomena related to 

accessibility bias.   

Framing can be considered an extension of agenda-setting theory as “selection of 

a restricted number of thematically related to attributes for inclusion on the media agenda 

when a particular object is discussed” (McCombs, 1997, p.6).  The multi-items within the 

agenda can be applied to framing in the mass media. As defined by Entnam (1993), 

framing essentially involves salience and selection. Framing is to select some aspects of a 

perceived reality and make them more salient in a communication text by promoting a 

particular problem definition, casual interpretation, moral evaluation, and treatment 

recommendation of the item described (Entnam, 1993).  Noting the power of frames on 

the public, frames call attention to some aspects of reality while obscuring other elements.  

Media select certain aspects and highlight them through coverage and increase 

their salience among audience members.  Both the selection of topics for the news agenda 

and the selection of frames for stories about those topics are powerful agenda-setting 

roles (McCombs, 1992).  In news media or mass media industry, media frames are 

adopted for journalists or editors to identify and classify information, and to package the 

information for efficiently relaying the story to the audience (Gitlin, 1980).   

 On the other hand, priming is the process by which media attend to some issues 

and not others and thereby alter the standards by which people evaluate election 

candidates.  Priming is a psychological process whereby media emphasis placed on 

particular issues not only increases the salience of those issues, but it activates in people’s 

memories previously acquired information about those issues.  That information is then 

used in forming opinions about persons, groups, or institutions linked to the issues.  With 

this in mind, it is not surprising that participants exposed to a series of news stories on the 

inadequacies of government performance on some issues tend to put more emphasis on 

these issues to evaluate the president’s performance (McComb & Bell, 1996).   
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 Iyengar, Peters, and Kinder (1982) discovered a special way that television 

newscasts might have an impact on presidential elections. By setting the agenda for an 

election campaign, the media also determine the criteria by which presidential candidates 

will be evaluated.  In the research, participants rated President Carter on his performance 

in the three specific problem areas: defense, pollution, and inflation.  Participants were 

then asked to give general ratings of Carter’s overall performance, competence, and 

integrity.  As a result, the correlation between the overall rating and the rating in a 

specific problem area was greater for respondents who saw coverage emphasizing that 

problem area than it was for respondents who saw coverage neglecting that problem area.   

 

Agenda Setting in Cyberspace 

 

 Different communication systems can create different information environments 

that lead to different types of accessibility bias.  Each communication system is based on 

a different distribution system. The different distribution systems allow for different ways 

to access information through the communication systems.   

Underlying Mechanisms of the New Information Environment 

 While the physical restrictions become less critical in political communication, 

information retrieval in the new communication space is still subject to some underlying 

mechanisms that control the accessibility of information.  Technically, there are no 

physical limitations to disseminate information and share the information with large 

groups of people spontaneously.  The unique nature of the new political information 

environments creates different rules to control communication flows.  In the virtual 

public information environments, greater public visibility or a more meaningful presence 

is not established through a simple increase in the supply of information.   

The underlying mechanisms to set public visibility on the web are operating upon 

two principals of the information searching on the web: “vertical” and “horizontal” 

selections (Zimmermann & Koopmans, 2003).   Zimmermann and his associates 

conducted a series of studies on the formation of the virtual public sphere consisting of 

web sites associated with identical issues (See at europub.wz.berlin.de).  They 
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constructed theoretical concepts to outline the selection process of information on the 

web by observing the patterns of hyperlinks among the web sites based in different 

European nations.  

 The vertical selection on the Internet relies heavily on the portal sites and search 

engines since portal sites sort out the large amount of information available on the web.  

People search information by using specific search engines, portals, or search directories 

when they have necessary information to locate information on the new communicative 

space.  Every web site has its own address on the web, the Uniform Resource Locator 

(URL).  Users can locate a web site by using a URL of the web site or by using specific 

search engines through keyword searching.  

Also, sites with larger numbers of links to other sites are regarded as more 

authoritative sites by search engines and portal sites.  A link to other web sites shows this 

linking web site’s recognition that it is worthwhile to direct the attention of visitors on 

their own web site to the other web site.  Some scholars suggest that hyperlinks indicate 

some level of prestige or trust (Klienberg, 1999; Park, 2003).  A web site that is 

perceived to be highly credible receives more hyperlinks from others.   Past popularity of 

a web site is, in this system, the determinant of the prominence in the search listing.  This 

visibility can be the result of reinforcement of web sites whose visibility is already 

prominent.  A study by Zimmermann, Koopmans, and Shiecht (2004) of political 

communication on the Internet reported some evidence consistent with this claim.  They 

observed “vertical selection,” which refers the hyperlinks between the national and the 

European level in the study.  The web sites for European level institutions were found to 

be better known than individual national level web sites.   

Even though the portal sites and search engines are operating as gatekeepers, the 

role of Internet gatekeepers are certainly much more restricted than gatekeepers of 

traditional mass media.  There is no central distribution system to control the access to 

specific information on the web.  While the producers or mediators still remain active in 

providing content in cyberspace, the consumption of content in cyberspace is not limited 

by physical time and space, but by the pace of users.  While traditional mass media 

determine information presentation, consumption of the information in cyberspace is 

subject to the users’ capabilities and willingness.   
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Apart from the selection of search engines, the horizontal selection of 

communication flows is carried out collectively. Individual users or web sites with 

similar ideas and views can create certain flow patterns of the information and opinions 

on the Internet by means of providing links to other websites collectively (Koopmans & 

Zimmermans, 2002).  The virtual communicative space is not constructed by a few 

dominant sources but interactions of a large number of contributors. Collective 

hyperlinks construct a communicative sphere consisting of specific information flows.  

Similarly, Park & Thelwall (2003) contend, hyperlinks are not only a technical tool but 

also a newly emerging social and communication channel.  

The collective communication flow can be carried beyond the individual 

decisions (Huberman, 2001). Web sites are connected in a complex and arbitrary fashion 

as users continuously add links from their own web sites to others that users think are 

related to their own information needs.  While individual communication activities on the 

Internet are carried by individual decisions, the overall communication flow can be 

established by social or collective manners.  Based on the personal assessment of the 

costs and benefits of maintaining communication flows, individual designers or owners 

of Internet web sites construct their links to other relevant web sites (Jackson, 1997). 

Therefore, the Internet creates media space that makes the dominance of specific 

individual gatekeepers more difficult. Analyzing the political claims that become visible 

on the Internet, Zimmermann and Koopmans found that only 38 % of the “claimants” 

reach the audience directly without any other media, whereas the remaining 62 % depend 

on other actors to gain public visibility on the Internet (Zimmermann & Koopmans, 

2003).   

 In order to initiate the selection process, individual issues need to establish a tip-

off point, which is a threshold to maintain a meaningful presence in cyberspace.  The 

meaningful access to the public sphere through CMC can be established once the 

participants in the communication process can reach a ‘critical mass’ (Rogers, 1995).  

Critical mass is defined as “a small segment of the population that chooses to make big 

contributions to the collective action” (Oliver et al, 1985, p.524).  For example, the 

failure to attract a sufficient number of participants results in the collapse of the networks 

in the long run.  In cases where some issues surprisingly gain some attention initially, but 
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they can not maintain substantial populations to construct a sufficiently large public space 

in cyberspace, the virtual communicative space might not create substantial impacts on 

the web agenda. 

 For a bulletin board to be viable, its content must have depth and variety. If the 

audience who also serves as the source of information for the bulletin board, is too small, 

the bulletin board cannot survive due to lack of content. A much larger critical mass will 

be needed for such a group to maintain itself, perhaps as many as 100 or more. The 

discretionary data base, as defined by Connolly and Thorn (1991) is a "shared pool of 

data to which several participants may, if they choose, separately contribute information" 

(p. 221). If no one contributes, the database cannot exist. It requires a critical mass of 

participants to carry the free riders in the system who do not contribute, thus supplying 

this public good to all members, participants, including free riders. Though applied to 

organizations, this refinement of the critical mass theory is a useful way of thinking about 

listservs, electronic bulletin boards, Usenet groups, and other Internet services, where 

participants must hold up their end of the process through written contributions.  

The Web Sphere:  Virtual Issue Networks 

 As mentioned in Chapter One, several unprecedented collective communication 

actions on the web have been observed in recent political events.  When individual 

communication activities reach to a certain degree of popularity, or critical mass, the 

individual activities tend to construct virtual spheres of information and communication 

in a collective manner.  A sufficient number of communication activities carrying 

information related to an issue create collective flows of the relevant information.  

Created by these collective flows, a virtual sphere offers an open space for people to 

share and to gather information.       

Diverse communication activities using CMC form various structures of virtual 

spheres.  Different types of communication activities ranging from postings, bulletin 

boards, to launching web sites, contribute different components of the virtual sphere.  In 

addition, the size and shape of the virtual spheres vary, depending on the nature of the 

issue carried by the diverse communication activities.   
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Among the diverse communication activities constituting the virtual sphere, the 

interactions among web sites outline the virtual sphere.  The number and the 

characteristics of web sites on the virtual sphere determine the nature of information 

flows consisting of the networks of web sites covering an issue.  The networks with more 

web sites covering an issue are likely to include more communication actors and 

information relevant to the issue.     

Observing issue formation on the web, several scholars have conceptualized 

virtual issue networks, or what is called the web sphere in this study.  “Virtual Issue 

network” refers to the networked communication flows regarding an issue.  Some 

researchers emphasize institutional structures such as social relations and connections 

among the web sites, while others focus on the patterns created by the complex 

communication flows among web sites.   

 The concept of “issue network” represents the structural patterns of the unique 

communication phenomena, centering on the thematic cohesion of communication flows 

carrying related messages.  Marres and Rogers (2005) conceptualize issue networks on 

the web.   According to their observation of several issue formation processes, 

heterogeneous entities such as organizations, individuals, documents, slogans, and other 

social entities have become configured into a hyperlink-network carrying information 

related to a keyword (Marres & Rogers, 2005).  

The dynamics of participants within virtual issue networks are based on the 

conceptual views of classic issue networks using interpersonal communication.  Heclo 

(1978) observed that increasingly “issue-activists,” “issue-experts” and “issue watchers” 

were forming “loose alliance” where they came to “define public affairs” by sharing 

information about the issues.   Also, Schlozman and Tierney (1984) describe issue 

networks as “webs of policy activists,” regardless of the intervention of  the government, 

who are linked by their shared commitment and expertise with respect to a particular 

issue area.   Issue networks include policy or technical experts affiliated with public 

agencies, corporations, private groups, and political organizations.   

 Foot, Schneider and their associates (www.webArchivist.org) have proposed an 

analytical tool, which might refine the notion of an issue network.  The concept, “web 

sphere” (Foot & Schneider, 2002) introduces a better description of physical 
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characteristics for the virtual communicative space.  The web sphere has been 

conceptualized not simply as “a collection of web sites, but as a hyperlinked set of 

dynamically yet systematically defined digital resources spanning multiple web sites 

related to a certain theme or an object” (Foot & Schneider, 2002, p. 225).  

 In fact, those scholars who proposed the concept of the web sphere do not yet 

consider the notion of an issue network as communicative space.  However, the concept 

of the web sphere refers to a sub-division within the collection of web sites carrying 

similar content. Also, the web sites belonging to the sub-divisions tend to have 

substantial numbers of links from other web sites, compared to isolated web sites.  Thus, 

the concept can strengthen the conceptual and methodological frames to understand 

virtual issue networks.   

 The concept of web sphere indicates a relatively smaller communicative space, 

compared to the overall virtual issue networks.  The web sphere outlines the virtual 

communicative space consisting of web sites related to a theme, while an issue network 

encompasses the broad scope of an issue consisting of various issue publics.  “Issue 

public” (Knoke, et al., 1992) includes various members with different orientations toward 

an issue and covers broader topics or themes.   

 Also, a communicative space with a narrow scope tends to be more flexible and 

less stable, reflecting the changes in the theme or object covered. Toyoda and 

Kitsuregawa (2003), defining those phenomena as web communities, which are a set of 

web pages created by individuals or associations with common interests on topics, found 

that web communities gradually grow by absorbing various types of related pages.  The 

evolution of the web communities also showed the separation of those web sites once 

they lost popularity as hubs.  Hubs are web pages with a list of hyperlinks to valuable 

pages on the topic (Toyoda & Kitsuregawa, 2003).  

 The study on the evolution of the networks observed the changes of the web 

networks related to Islam after the September 11 attacks.  Toyoda and Kitsuregawa (2003) 

found that the communities regarding Islam before the attacks contained one community 

regarding religions.  After the attacks, the communities grew and separated into two 

groups, including Islam and pacifist movements against the retaliatory bombing.    
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Hypotheses 

 This study examines three hypotheses regarding the structural characteristics of 

networked information environment on the web.  In an effort to examine the agenda-

setting function of CMC in political communication, this study examines “size” and 

“density,” which represent the structural nature of the networked communication space. 

The two characteristics were conceptualized and analyzed to test the association with the 

agenda-setting function of CMC.   

Equivalent to the frequency and placement of messages in the traditional mass 

media, the overall structure of issue networks among web sites affects the availability of 

information about the given issue. Apart from the independent quality of discourses or 

the value of issues, the structures of issue networks in cyberspace can affect the visibility 

of information and messages.  Issues in certain types of networks are likely to spread 

more quickly and widly than issues in other networks.  

 Without a central system to control communication flows, the mere existence in 

communication space does not guarantee the exposure of information to audiences.   

Each message’s relative location within a communicative space determines the impact of 

those messages among the overall set of the available information.  The connections 

among web sites in networks determine the structure of the virtual issue networks. The 

connection among web sites can be presented as the structures of the networks consisting 

of external links, or the hyperlinks among the web sites which lead users to other web 

sites.   

The patterns of communication networks are associated with the speed that 

information flows can reach across different boundaries to domains or the virtual public 

sphere.  Some connection patterns facilitate the flows of information within the 

communication networks while other connection patterns impede some flows of 

communication beyond certain domains.  The optimal structure to disseminate 

information through the communication networks needs both to facilitate users’ visits to 

web sites and to offer some visibility for the information.  Both availability and visibility 

are closely connected to each other since prominent issues can attract more attention.  

Issues to which there is easier access will gain more attention on the Internet.    
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The connection among web sites does not indicate the direct information flows 

but indirectly reflects information diffusion among web sites.  On an aggregated macro 

level, the connection patterns can reflect cognitive, cultural, and social currents and 

formations that include the emergence of networks and the diffusion of ideas across 

topical domains (Bjorneborn, 2004).  

The spread of information between communication networks is known as 

“propagation” (Bonchek, 1997). The structure of communication networks influence 

propagation.   This is often used as a measure of the “contagiousness” of information 

(Bonchek, 1997).  Bonchek compares the diffusion of ideas through two different types 

of networks as either “open-ended networks” or “closed-end networks” (Bonchek, 1997).  

The open-ended networks are likely to have a lower frequency of communication flows, 

compared to the closed-ended networks with a high frequency of communication.  The 

open-ended networks have more possible paths for users to move around than the closed-

ended networks.   

Cyberspace structure can be defined as the “spatial reach” and “strength” of 

communication concerning specific issues whose online presence can be measured by the 

patterns of communicative flows and relative density of communication flows within and 

between different political spaces (Koopman & Erbe, 2003).  

 The density of connection among web sites is likely to affect the likelihood of 

distribution of messages within the communication network. One of the common 

properties in measuring relations among web sites is “relational strength” (Jackson, 1997).  

Strength is conceived of as the likelihood that following a link in one document will take 

a user to a second document.  Strength is represented by the ratio of links between two 

nodes (A and B) to the total number of links in A.   Reflecting the strength of 

interconnections among web sites, the density of communication flows within a 

communication networks can be measured by connectedness.   

   In the web sphere level, the “connectedness” of subgroups within a network 

(Jackson, 1997) influences the propagation of each issue in the subgroups. The 

“connectedness” is measured by inspecting density of the individual subgroups within the 

networks. “Connectedness,” or density of a network, is the ratio of actual connections 

existing among nodes or subgroups to the total number of possible connections within the 
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clique.  A web sphere with ratio of a 1.00 would indicate a structure in which each node 

is connected to every other node.  The completely connected structure imposes no 

constraints on movement and allows the user to move through the clique (Jackson, 1997).   

 

 Hypothesis One:  Web spheres with higher density within an issue network 

are more likely to influence bloggers’ agendas than web spheres with lower density 

within an issue network.  

 

 As the most fundamental pre-requisite to achieve the optimal condition, some 

networks attract more links and reach out more across diverse domains (Jackson, 1997). 

The size of the spatial boundary of issue networks influences the flows of communication 

in several ways.  The flows of communication are more likely to move easier and faster 

within identical networks.  A larger size issue network carries issues more quickly to 

wider audience groups.  This would encourage the user to move often from center to 

periphery so that the user focuses on a small number of central documents.   

 The spatial boundary of a communicative space in cyberspace also affects the 

number of contributors.  The bigger issue networks with more contributors are likely to 

have more relevant information that contributes to perceived higher credibility and 

greater popularity among the media users.   

 

 Hypothesis Two: Large web spheres within an issue network are more likely 

to influence bloggers’ agendas than smaller web spheres within an issue network. 

 

 An issue network on the web keeps changing, responding to continuous additions 

of web sites to the issue network as well as the changes of hyperlinks among those web 

sites. Consequently, the relative positions among sub-groups or web spheres are 

transformed. After groups of web sites emerge into a web community and remain active 

for some period of time, some web sites lose some connections or hyperlinks with the 

web community.  Some web communities grow by integrating some web sites from web 

communities of similar interests and some web communities split into distinctive web 

communities (Toyoda & Kitsuregawa, 2003).   
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 “Integration” (Jackson, 1997), is an indicator of the relationships between the sub-

groups, or web spheres.  A pattern of low integration creates a sense that each clique is 

autonomous and independent.   A web sphere with highly disparate levels of integration 

among a set of web spheres might put more attention on the content of a particular set of 

pages, similar to the way in which repetitive phrases and content bring more attention to 

messages (Jackson, 1997).   

 The concept of “integration” is used to explain the evolution of networks of web 

sites.  The “integration” of sub-groups can explain the shift of communication flows. 

With the evolution of the networks both individually and collectively, some web sites 

gradually emerge into larger communication networks. Within the given communication 

networks, a communicative space’s emergence carrying similar issues or identical issues 

may take place (Toyoda & Kitsuregawa, 2003).  

 

 Hypothesis Three:  The change of the relative positions among web spheres is 

likely to influence the changes of bloggers’ agendas. 
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CHAPTER FOUR: METHODOLOGY 
  

 This chapter describes an exploratory research design to inspect the agenda-

setting function in the new political communication system. Corresponding to the unique 

nature of CMC, some alternatives research methods are proposed.  The complexity and 

malleability of CMC require alternative research approaches to capture possibly unique 

communication characteristics in political communication systems.   

 Three sections in this chapter detail data collection, data analysis and hypothesis 

tests that are used in this study.  Each section includes not only the theoretical concepts of 

the selected research methods but also an overview of the research design.  This chapter 

substantiates the theoretical concepts, attempting an exploratory design to reflect the 

unique characteristics of the virtual information environment.  Also, brief descriptions of 

several computer programs used in each research step are included.  

 The section on Data Collection discusses appropriate criteria for data collection 

and for the selection of appropriate issues for this study.  Also, this section describes the 

procedure of data collection for hyperlink analysis and content analysis. The steps for 

data collection are interdependent and the procedure consists of a series of protocols 

using several computer programs.  

 The section on Analysis Methods discusses data analysis, which includes 

hyperlink analysis and content analysis using several types of computer software. In 

addition to a detailed description of the protocols used for the automated steps, the 

modifications to the initial plan made during actual implementations are discussed.     

 The section on Agenda-setting Analysis explains agenda setting analysis and 

contains analysis designed to test hypotheses modified from typical agenda-setting 

hypothesis reflecting the unique characteristics of CMC.  

 

Data Collection 

 In order to capture the complex patterns of CMC, this study requires two types of 

data.  The first data set is used to assess the structural nature of specific issue networks 

carrying messages related to certain topics.  The second, textual type of data set reflects 

content carried within the specific communicative space.  Also, the structural analysis of 
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the web sphere and the blogosphere determines the unit of analysis for subsequent 

content analysis.   

 In order to achieve greater validity of the research propositions, diverse issues are 

selected for this study.  Through the examination of diverse issues, this study seeks to 

identify commonalities and regularities of the new communication phenomena that go 

beyond the differences of each case.    

 Textual data collection entails collecting web sites and blogs in English while 

excluding web sites in other languages in order to create a coherent corpus.  Also, graphic 

messages such as pictures and cartoons as well as audio messages were removed from the 

textual data.  So, only English-language and text-based messages were collected in this 

analysis.   

 The time spans for data collection are different for each type of data.  The data 

concerning virtual issue networks on the web is collected once.  The data collection for 

blogosphere was conducted two times for two months in order to observe possible 

changes in bloggers’ agendas.  Specific protocols are articulated in the discussion below. 

 

Issues for Analysis 

 The selection of issues appropriate for this study was a part of the research design.  

Appropriate types of issues could provide better contexts to observe the agenda setting 

function of the new political communication technologies.  The appropriate issues for this 

study should meet certain requirements on theoretical grounds as well as technical 

grounds to be included.  These are outlined below.  

First, the topics for this study should be sufficiently popular in cyberspace so that 

there are substantial numbers of web sites associated with the selected issues and a 

substantial frequency of interactions among the Internet population.  The communicative 

space on the Internet is constructed by aggregated individual actions and relies on the 

continuous entry of the individual web sites to the space.  Therefore, a low number of 

individual communication actions, which are indicated by hyperlinks among web sites 

and weblogs for this study, can create restrictions in examining communication 

phenomena on the Internet.    
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 Practically, recently emerging issues attracting sufficient attention by the 

population using the web are appropriate. As discussed in Chapter Five, those issues 

contain relatively clear divisions of views among issue publics and have been discussed 

in a relatively short period.  BlogPulse (www.blogpulse.com), a trend search web site, is 

used to track the trends in the popularity of certain issues among bloggers.  BlogPulse 

identifies the topics and subjects that people are talking about in their blogs by measuring 

the percentage of all blog posts mentioning the issues.  

 Second, the issues for this study should ideally not be discussed externally or 

carried prominently by the mainstream mass media.  In order to examine the possible 

effects of the information carried by CMC on the formation of the public agenda, the 

effects of other influential factors including mass media should be excluded as much as 

possible. Since people with Internet access are very likely to have access to the traditional 

mass media, the simple popularity of some issues on the Internet might not only reflect 

the influence of the Internet communication but also the influence of the mass media if 

issues are extensively covered by the mainstream mass media.    

 In order to identify issues discussed predominantly on the web, a preliminary test 

was conducted to investigate the possible influences of the mass media.  The preliminary 

test counts the frequency of the coverage by major newspapers of the given research 

topics during the given time period of study.   This test uses the LexisNexis database to 

inspect the media coverage of the issues of interest.  In general, newspaper coverage is 

likely to be much wider and richer than that of television or radio.  The LexisNexis 

database provides a very comprehensive archive of newspapers so that a search through 

the LexisNexis can indicate the presence or absence of the issues covered by mass media.       

In order to identify appropriate issues to observe the possible agenda-setting 

function on the web, the overall view of issues discussed on the web could provide a 

useful insight.  There have been several attempts to understand the overall trends of 

issues using ranking systems.  In fact, ranking systems such as The Lycos 50 and Google 

Zeitgeist keep archives of ranking lists for several years so that the trends in the 

popularity of issues can be analyzed.  These ranking systems establish the logical grounds 

to estimate the overall trends of the new information environment, equivalent to the best 

seller’s lists issued by major news outlets.   

http://www.blogpulse.com/
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However, those popular ranking systems did not satisfy the criteria suggested by 

this study. The issues listed by search engines tend to be ones discussed extensively in 

both traditional mass media and new media. Therefore, it is hard to identify the issues 

that are popular only in cyberspace.  Another concern is that a majority of the topics 

listed by search engines are mainly related to the entertainment industry such as movies, 

sports games, popular songs or television dramas, or popular books.  These topics are 

directly associated with traditional mass media. So, the web site ranking system used 

alone cannot provide a good selection of issues for this study.    

By using the criteria as suggested above, five issues were selected for this study.  

They are listed in Table 4.1 below.  First of all, the issues for this study should be social 

issues that gained some attention from the blogosphere.  Empirically, the issues selected 

for this study appeared to have the significant changes in the frequency of posts in the 

weblogs (see Appendices, A, B, C, D, & E).  The number of posts mentioning about these 

issues should have also increased significantly during a certain time. Topics which at 

some point go from active to very active then back to inactive, are called spikes. Usually, 

externally induced sharp rises in postings are observed (Gruhl, Guha, Liben-Nowell, 

Tomkins, 2004).  According to BlogPulse, a sudden increase in bloggers’ activities 

occurred for these issues at approximately the end of July and the early August 2005, 

which created some windows to observe changes in bloggers’ agendas.   

In addition, the content of five major newspapers was examined in order to check 

whether there was significant traditional media coverage. These issues selected for this 

study should have received little coverage of traditional mass media.  Lexis-Nexis is used 

to confirm that those issues were covered by few mainstream mass media.   More specific 

observations on media coverage regarding these individual issues are discussed in 

Chapter Five.  

Several keywords for each issue were selected to define the issues for a Google 

search from a preliminary literature review on the web.  Those keywords were chosen to 

clarify the social issues or restrict the search scope in a reasonable manner.  Those 

keywords, in the initial stage of research, are used to define the scope of a Google search.  

Table 4.1 below displays keywords for each issue.   
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Table 4.1:  Social Issues on the Web 

Issues         Keywords to represent issues 

North Korea’s nuclear weapon development North Korea, Nuclear weapon, National Security 

Intelligent Design Intelligent Design, Origin of Life 

Cyber Stalker Cyber stalking 

Zero Access Policy Zero Access, Hurricane Katrina, Government 

response 

Hydrogen Vehicle Hydrogen Vehicle, Alternative Fuel 

  

Five different cases were chosen to illustrate various information environments 

that differ from those based on traditional mass media.  As an exploratory study, this 

dissertation seeks some variation among the new political information environments in 

order to obtain external validity, which indicates the possibility of generalization of 

research across population, setting and time (Wimmer & Dominick, 2000). 

Traditional mass media not only provide useful knowledge for the public but also 

create social experiences based on the control of information flows within a society 

sharing identical media outlets, or an identical media market.  On the contrary, the new 

information environment is based on more active information seeking and provides a 

more segmented or personalized information environment.  The new political information 

environment based on CMC does not support the assumption that people share similar 

mass media exposure in general.   Thus, this study employed a research design containing 

five different topics with five different audience groups, instead of a more traditional 

design using one audience group and a collection of several topics developed from the 

classic agenda setting study by McCombs and Shaw (1972).   

 

Issue Networks 

 Without a comprehensive list of information available on the Internet, this 

research design attempted to identify the boundary of information that is highly 

accessible to Internet users.  Also, the analysis revealed the structural nature, such as the 

size and density, of the boundary.  For a macro-overview of the availability of 

information within an issue network, two types of data extracted from the issue networks 
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are collected with computer-assisted methods.  The first analysis of data reveals structural 

characteristics of the issue networks, and is equivalent to information about the amount or 

frequency of media coverage.  The second analysis of data is used to examine the content 

carried by each web site within the issue networks, and this can be seen as equivalent to 

the media agenda in typical agenda-setting studies.  

 It should be noted that the data collection procedures for this study are 

interdependent.  The first step, structural analysis determines the unit of analysis for the 

subsequent step, content analysis.  The latter can also validate the outcomes of the 

structural analysis. Hyperlink analysis outlines each issue network by analyzing the 

patterns of interconnections among web sites.  As the pilot study showed, visualization 

by Pajek, network analysis software, can identify individual divisions (Figures 4.2, 4.3, 

and 4.4) from an initial web sphere (Figure 4.1).  Once the individual divisions are 

identified from the initial web sphere, Webivore is used to collect texts from each 

division.  The identification of agendas in each division indicates the thematic cohesion 

in each division.  For example, if the texts collected from each division carry messages so 

diverse that content analysis can not identify coherent themes, the outcomes generated by 

visualization become invalid for further steps.  So, the content analysis of each issue 

network would validate the structural analysis for the relevance of the information within 

each issue network.   

 The data collection procedure for issue networks is described in the sections 

below while an overview is presented in Table 4.2.  

Collection of URLs 

 In order to identify virtual issue networks properly, it is crucial to start with 

appropriate web sites as the basic elements that constitute issue networks.  The boundary 

of an issue network is not physically discrete but is outlined conceptually and inductively.  

Also, the conceptual boundaries that delimit the virtual communicative space should be 

suitable to the technical tools used to collect the most relevant sites on the web.  The data 

collection for this study aims at identifying the information that average web users can 

access practically, rather than identifying the exhaustive lists of all existing information 

on the web.   
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 This study employs Google, a search engine, to obtain “seed URLs.” Using 

keywords representing each issue of interest, search engines provide a huge range of web 

sites carrying messages related to a given issue.  Search engines such as Google and 

Lycos, regardless of different searching algorithms they use, provide huge collections of 

the web sites that are available and illustrate the relative popularity of the sites.  These 

search engines provide approximate overviews of communication actions on the web by 

listing every available entry such as web sites, PDF files, blogs, or other applications.   

As a preliminary step to collect the web sites making up an issue network, “seed 

URLs” (Schneider & Foot, 2005) are selected, based on the author’s personal judgment 

and on the knowledge gained through comprehensive research about the issues. Seed 

URLs, similar to hub pages (Toyota & Kitsuregawa, 2003), should broadly lead the 

substantive parties of issue publics to the core issues of a particular issue network.  

 For this study, a set of seed URLs is defined as top ranked URLs in the list 

generated by a search engine using the keywords.  Understanding the fact that the 

relevance of content and the popularity of each web site might not be compatible all the 

time, the collection method for this study is based on both an authority, defined as a web 

page with good content on a topic, and a “hub” (Toyoda & Kitsuregawa, 2003), defined 

as a web page with a list of hyperlinks to many good authorities, in order to detect 

collections of decent web sites with sufficient relevance and popularity.   

Once the seed URLs for each issue are identified (about 100 URLs for data 

collection), IssueCrawler, a web crawler application, is used to collect URLs to constitute 

an issue network on the web.  IssueCrawler can collect several hundreds or thousands of 

URLs through crawling.  IssueCrawler crawls specified sites, captures the outlinks from 

the specified sites, performs “co-link analysis” on the outlinks, and returns densely 

interlinked networks (www.govcom.org/Issuecrawler). 

 In addition to tracking the hyperlinks, “co-link analysis” selects the web sites with 

higher relevance to the issues of interest.  Placing emphasis on hyperlinks to each web 

site may weaken the thematic unity even though good hubs and good authorities should 

be interconnected fairly well.  Some web sites ranked by search engines might carry 

different connections with other web sites, rather than only relying on a thematic 
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cohesion as “thematic strategy”(Schneider & Foot, 2005). So, “co-link analysis” provides 

reasonable boundaries, widening the scope of URL collection.   

 With sufficient knowledge about social issues to make relatively accurate 

predictions of the formation of the social issues, there is another possible approach to 

collecting web sites constituting issue networks.  The idea of the “issue public” (Knoke, 

et al., 1992) can represent a range of actors related to a given issue.  If the producer types 

are highly predictable, and the web sphere highly anticipated, existing directories can be 

useful.  For example, some issues attract public interest and become social issues 

periodically. In these cases, people can predict the formation of these social issues. Since 

the communicative space on the web shifts temporally and is malleable, the process of 

outlining the boundaries is both a process of discovery and a process of creation 

(Schneider & Foot, 2005).   

Using a “thematic strategy” Google tends to include several irrelevant actors that 

have strong status on the web.  To keep the web sites for analysis strongly oriented 

toward these selected issues, it is necessary to exclude some web sites such as 

mainstream news media web sites and general portal sites containing multiple issues. The 

web sites constituting the issue networks regarding the selected issues need to function 

not only as information providers but also as connectors or linkers among other web sites 

in the networks.  The web sites with multiple purposes or multiple issues might distract 

the users’ attention from focusing on the specific issues of the issue networks.   

Collection of texts  

 Once web spheres within each virtual issue network are identified from structural 

analysis, the texts from each web site are collected for examination of the themes or 

agendas of each web sphere.   

 Unlike other content analysis, little consideration to random sampling is paid in 

the textual data collection design here.  Practically, the knowledge about every text 

available within an issue network is limited when conducting a typical random sampling.  

Typical content analysis, unless all texts are collected and analyzed, collects the messages 

that best represent the overall content of the texts under investigation.  Further, content 

analysis for this study has a specific scope of analysis.  The design of this study searches 
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for the most visible messages, not to illustrate the outlook of every existing message but 

to identify the messages that are most available to the audience.   

 In order to inspect the agendas of each web sphere within a virtual issue network, 

the titles and meta-tag keywords of each web site are collected.  Webivore, a crawling 

software, is used to collect titles and meta-tag keywords of web sites, while also crawling 

the hyperlinks of the web sites.  Titles and meta-tag keywords of each web site carry a 

brief description of the content of each web site.  “Meta-tag” refers to the brief 

description of the documents of each web site (Greenlaw & Hepp, 2002).  While titles of 

web sites are visible to visitors to each web site, meta-tag keywords are not visible to 

visitors.  

 Webivore is a crawling software that collects primary texts to inspect the media 

agenda, and was developed by Greg Elmer, Rob King, and Andres Zelman at Ryerson 

University.   This research-oriented web crawler is designed to collect source code, title, 

image URLs, plain texts, headers, cookies, meta-tags, robots info, and errors.  Among 

these data available through Webivore, titles and meta tags are collected from each web 

site belonging to the issue network since these two texts best represent the content of 

each web site.   

 Finally, every text extracted from a web sphere is saved into the same file with an 

indication of their origins.  Every text within an issue network is saved in one of the text 

files.  This procedure creates text files for as many web spheres as are identified through 

web sphere hyperlink analysis.  The data collection procedures are summarized below in 

Table 4.2.  

 

Table 4.2: Data Collection Regarding the Web Sphere 

Objectives  Procedure Outcomes 

Identification of Seeds URLs   Enter Keywords to Google 

Search engine  

List of Top 100 ranked URLs  

Collection of URLs of issue 

networks 

Enter seed URLs to 

IssueCrawler 

List of URLs for issue 

networks 

Text collection of web sites Enter the URLs of issue 

networks to Webivore 

Textual data containing meta 

tags & titles 
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Blogosphere 

 Despite the lack of established literature, weblogs are considered to be a solid 

indicator of public opinion on the web, where no research methods to measure public 

opinions have yet been established.  

 In order to identify the public agenda among active audiences on the web in this 

project, the texts posted in weblogs within individual blogospheres related to the given 

issues are collected.  The texts from each weblog are collected twice during the time 

periods to track the changes among predominant themes or agendas of blogospheres.   

Agenda Identification for the Blogosphere 

Blog search engines offered by BlogPulse (www.BlogPulse.com) and Google 

were employed to identify appropriate weblogs that discuss and express opinions about 

the issues of interest.  The blog search engines provide a list of weblogs searched by 

keywords and a general profile about individual weblogs including links, rank, 

neighborhood and post frequency.  

In order to assess the public agenda on the web with reliable validity, an 

alternative method is also proposed, focusing on the blogosphere consisting of blogs with 

similar interests.  Considering the technical limitations of polling research to assess 

public opinions about certain issues among the Internet users, a weblog, a new “coffee 

house” on the web (Blood, 2002), can be a good indicator to show the general tendencies 

of web users.  

Also, the notion of blogophere opens the possibility of a new research approach to 

accommodate hyperlinked conversations among bloggers, when compared with typical 

linear standardized schemes to collect textual data.   Moor and Efimova (2004) observed 

the dynamics of collaborative communication among webloggers. The overall flows of 

communication among weblogs can be understood as multi-dimensional communication 

since a message sprung off from one post leads to one or several flows of conversations.  

One or some of those reaction posts can ignite more reactions from original authors or 

third authors at the same time.  So, observations of communication among webloggers 

should take into account the whole communicative space, or blogosphere.   
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 While it is considered extremely difficult to assess the public agenda in virtual 

space, this kind of effort has gained some credibility among researchers observing 

weblogs as a tool to understand the general public opinions on some issues.  Halavais 

(2002) suggests the possibilities of using weblogs as indicator of public opinion.  He 

suggests that blogs, as a popular and accessible form of public discourse, represent a 

potentially valuable source of public opinion and deliberation.  Even though the 

representativeness of blogs, considering the infinite amount of information on the web, 

might be limited, cautious selection of blogs with frequent updates and solid authorship 

can represent a part of the collective opinions expressed on the web.  

 In order to identify an appropriate blogosphere to reflect the overall views 

regarding given issues on the web, it is important to take into account the nature of the 

weblogs.  The selection of appropriate weblogs discussing given topics is one of the 

primary concerns in the data collection procedure.  A specific conceptual scope to select 

appropriate blogs should be used since an indefinite number of issues and unlimited 

amount of information are discussed on the blogosphere.  The blogs for this study are 

topic-oriented and filter blogs.  Also, the blogs for this study should maintain a 

substantial level of visibility or popularity among weblogs within a blogopshere.   

 Among the three or four types of weblogs (see Figure 2.1), filter blogs are the 

most suitable weblogs to survey public opinions on the web.  Other types of weblogs are 

more focused on internal matters, rather than being reflections of general opinions toward 

social issues.  Filter blogs select and provide commentary on information from the web 

(Herring et al., 2004).   

 For a similar reason, only “topic oriented” blogs are chosen. Typically, each blog 

has strong orientations toward a specific topic or purpose, not multiple functions.  So, it is 

important to observe appropriate blogs which cover particular issues or topics. The 

categorization is based on the initial information that is available about the authors and 

the blogs in the “about” sections of the blogs. Self-oriented weblogs or multi-purpose 

weblogs might not have sufficient information to reflect the public opinions toward a 

social issue.  

 Once the blogospheres relevant to the issues of interest are identified,  “A-list” 

blogs (Herring et al, 2005) are collected, which refer to the most popular blogs as 
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determined by number of inbound links.  At the same time, the generally popular and 

well-known weblogs are a good indicator for well-known issues.  For example, the blogs 

in the top 100 blogs lists are likely to be active for a long time and receive relatively good 

credibility. A-list blogs are predominantly filter-type blogs.    

 Collection of Texts 

 The texts in several types of “posts” or “entries” of each weblog are collected to 

observe the agenda.  A post or an entry is any individual entry of content published to the 

website and separated from other posts by a unique timestamp denoting the exact time the 

post was published (Carl, 2003).  These texts are collected from the main posts on the 

homepage of a blog, from comments, from posts linked to trackbacks, and from posts 

linked to permalinks.   

 A blogosphere consists of several different types of posts from individual blogs.  

Those posts include “opinion posts” (Jenkins, 2003), “reaction posts” (Jenkins, 2003) or 

posts linked from “social tie” links (Marlow, 2004).  An “opinion post” (Jenkins, 2003) is 

defined as a post to define a topic, containing several links. Usually, opinion posts are 

located on the homepage of a weblog.  A “reaction post” (Jenkins, 2003) is a post in 

which bloggers respond to a single position on another site.  

 Several social sublinks interconnect weblogs so that bloggers can read each 

other’s posts and influence each other: Blogrolls, Permalinks, Comments and Trackbacks.  

While “blogrolls” indicate an author’s constant reference to other weblogs, other links 

indicate an issue-specific reference to other weblogs.   Every weblog contains a list of 

other weblogs that the authors of each weblog read regularly, termed the “blogroll.”  

“Permalinks” are defined as reference points that weblogs use for specific posts, not an 

entire weblog.  “Comments” are reader-contributed replies to a specific post within the 

site.  “Trackback” is an automatic communication that occurs when one weblog 

references another.  

 The texts are collected from the archives in the weblogs.  Those texts are 

available in individual blogs’ archives on a daily basis.  The primary texts of weblogs are 

saved manually by simply using the “copy” and “paste” commands of word processing 
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software.  The texts are saved into one large data file with the identification of date and 

the names of blogs to extract from.  

 An overview of the data collection procedure for blogospheres is outlined in 

Table 4.3.   

 

Table 4.3: Data Collection Regarding the Blogosphere 

Objectives  Procedure  Outcomes 

To list relevant blogs   Keyword search using BlogPulse Graphs of trends,  

Lists of weblogs 

To select blogs  Choose the weblogs in the list Homepages of weblogs 

To collect Texts  Choose the texts from each blog Textual data 

 

Analysis Methods 

 This study employs two research methods, hyperlink analysis and content analysis.  

This study observes issue networks consisting of web sites carrying information related to 

pre-selected social issues and the groups of webloggers discussing these social issues.   

 Adopted from the primary concepts of hyperlink analysis providing structural 

information about the web sphere, web sphere hyperlink analysis identifies cohesively 

connected web sites constructing issue networks by removing less-densely connected 

components within issue networks.  The structural characteristics such as size and density 

of each cohesive network, or web sphere, are then calculated. 

 Content analysis identified agendas or primary themes in web spheres and 

inspected the occurrence of the agendas in the blogospheres.  Once agendas presented by 

the individual web spheres were identified, the size and density of the web spheres were 

calculated.  Also, the dominance of each agenda in the blogosphere was observed.  

 

Hyperlink Analysis 

 Drawn from social network analysis, hyperlink analysis is proposed as a 

dependable research method in CMC research since it provides analytical tools to assess 
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the nature of communication flows on the web (Park, 2003; Park & Thelwall, 2003). The 

theoretical frames and research methods of social networks are ideally suited to this new 

communication environment.  The hypertextual structure of the web makes linking 

explicit, which creates a unique information environment for users on the web.  In 

addition, it becomes convenient to observe hyperlinks and analyze them with computer 

software designed for social network analysis.   

 Social network analysis has developed several research methods that analyze 

relations among people, organizations, and objects.  In the field of communication, social 

network analysis investigates the relationships among a social system’s components by 

observing the patterns of communication (Monge & Contractor, 2000).   While a social 

network is composed of nodes, which indicate individual people, organizations or other 

social entities connected by a set of relationships, a communication network is a network 

composed of “interconnected individuals who are linked by patterned flows of 

information” (Rogers & Kincaid, 1981, p. 346).   

 As more communication technologies with network structures have emerged, the 

scope of academic inquiry into communication networks shifts from computer-mediated 

communication networks, and Internet networks, toward hyperlink networks (Park, 2003).  

These diverse communication networks, due to the use of a variety of communication 

devices, create a co-existence of different distribution mechanisms on the Internet.  By 

adopting social network analysis, researchers in CMC have focused on how individual 

users interface with their computers and how inter-personal communication takes place 

on-line (Garton, Haythornthwaite, Wellman, 1999).   

 In order to solve the theoretical confusion arising from the use of numerous 

distribution mechanisms, hyperlink analysis, as a sub-division of other communication 

networks analysis, focuses on the smallest unit of a communication channel.  A hyperlink 

network refers to an “extension of traditional communication networks in that it focuses 

on the structure of a social system based on the shared hyperlinks among web sites” (Park, 

2003).  So, hyperlink analysis can provide some fundamental knowledge to understand 

the underlying mechanisms of communication flows on the web.   

 The theoretical framework of hyperlink analysis is based on traditional social 

network analysis.  The website is regarded as an actor and the hyperlinks among sites 
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represent a relational connection or link (Park, 2003).  The structure, or patterns of 

hyperlinks among web sites, is closely associated with social and communicative 

function.  The Internet is a communication network made up of intertwined connections 

through which a number of messages travel. A website functions as a node that passes 

messages and determines their paths according to a selection of hyperlinks.  Hyperlinks 

as connections represent networks among people, organizations or states.  Hyperlinks 

show the social and communication structure (Park, 2003).   

  Applying network analysis to hyperlink analysis, the relational strength of 

interactions among web sites becomes an important indicator to represent the structure of 

links among web sites.   The properties of the issue networks consisting of web sites 

carrying relevant information can be measured in terms of the structure and density of 

each clique within the network.  The structure of the issue network determines the access 

patterns, which affects the structure and evolution of knowledge contained in that net 

(Carley, 1996).  

 Hyperlink analysis employs a set of analytical techniques derived from social 

network analysis (Park & Thelwall, 2003).  As mentioned in an article by Park (2003), 

while hyperlink analysis is limited to hyperlinks as the basic unit of analysis, the 

analytical techniques used in other network analyses are adopted.  

 “Centralization” (Park & Thelwall, 2003) or “centrality” (Garon, Haythornthwaite, 

& Wellman, 1999) refers to the extent to which a hyperlink network is organized around 

its central web sites.  Social network analysis has developed a measure of centrality that 

can be used to identify network members who have the most connections to others.  Also, 

the concept of centrality focuses on those whose departure would cause network to 

disassemble.  

 Typically, social network analysis employs the idea of the centrality of a node, 

which can be an individual, organization, or object, through a number of connections 

among network members.  Such centrality of a node can reflect the degree of influence, 

prominence and importance of certain members within a network.   

 Network “density” (Park & Thelwall, 2003) refers to the overall level of network 

integration. This concept is one of the most frequently used measures in network analysis.   

The density indicates the actually occurring interactions such as communication or 
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relations as a proportion of the number of theoretically possible interactions (Garon, 

Haythornthwaite, & Wellman, 1999).  Similarly, “cohesion” means that a network 

contains many ties.  More ties between nodes within a network yield a tighter structure, 

which is more cohesive.  In network analysis, the density of a network reflects this idea 

(Nooy, Mrvar & Batagelj, 2005). The frequency or intensity of hyperlinks among a group 

of personal or organizational sites devoted to a social issue may provide clues to the 

salience of the topic in cyberspace.   

 “Cluster analysis” (Park & Thelwall, 2003) identifies those groupings of web sites 

that best represent their hyperlinked relations, identifying central and peripheral groups in 

terms of density. In social network analysis, groups are highly interconnected sets of 

actors known as cliques and clusters. They are densely connected and tightly bounded 

(Garton, Haythornthwaite, Wellman, 1999).  

 The typical hyperlink analysis tends to focus on the network structure of web sites 

on the web, analyzing the relative positions of individual actors.  Park, Kim and Barnett 

(2004) compare the socio-communication network among politicians and their political 

parties, discovering that the structure of the relevant network became denser and more 

highly integrated from 2000 to 2001 in Korea.    

 Along with overall characteristics of networks, similar to social positions in social 

network analysis, individual web sites still remain the focal units to deliver information.  

Park, Kim, and Barnett (2004) examine the structure of the communication networks of 

Korea’s parties and national assemblymen. They report the major parties’ web sites were 

central actors on the web while those of minority parties were peripheral.   

 In addition, several studies scrutinizing the hyperlinks among web sites 

investigated the individual characteristics of hyperlinks within the networked structures 

consisting of web sites.  Foot and his associates (2003) analyzed the hyperlinks of the 

web sites of political candidates and focused on the individual characteristics of 

hyperlinks such as sources of outlinks and identities of the web sites to which they linked. 

They did not look closely at the structures of the networked web sites.   
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Web Sphere Hyperlink Analysis  

 Extending the analytical application of social network analysis to CMC, web 

sphere hyperlink analysis aims at identifying the overall patterns of communication flows, 

not just at describing the patterns of individual communication flows among individuals 

in the networks.  Drawing on social network analysis, this systematic method introduces 

analytical frames to discover some possible regularity from the complex phenomena, 

which are often regarded as chaotic phenomena.   

 Based on the notion that the hyperlinks of web sites construct communicative 

space collectively, this study seeks to assess the structure of the issue networks consisting 

of web sites. The primary objective of web sphere hyperlink analysis is to detect the 

virtual communicative space that is a hyperlinked set of dynamically-defined digital 

resources that span multiple websites and are deemed relevant, or related, to a central 

theme.  Hyperlinks on the web can be considered to be not simply a technological tool 

but as a newly emerging social or communication channel.  Zimmermann, Koopmans and 

Schlecht (2004) assert that hyperlinks of web sites are determinants of the structure of 

virtual public spheres.  Similarly, Jackson (1997) proposes hyperlink analysis as a solid 

approach for studying the representation and interpretation of the web’s communication 

structure.   

 Technically, web sphere hyperlink analysis is proposed to provide analytical 

frames to identify cohesive sub-divisions within individual issue networks. Also, web 

sphere hyperlink analysis inspects the structures of the virtual communicative space in a 

systematic manner.  In practice, visual maps generated by computer software can classify 

the cohesive sub-divisions.  In addition, the calculation of the numeric values, such as the 

density and the size of each sub-division reveals the structural nature of the issue 

networks. 

 As illustrated in the introduction chapter, some modifications to typical hyperlink 

analysis research are proposed here to take into account the unique traits of CMC, which 

is a collaborative communicative space.  Both web sphere hyperlink analysis and typical 

hyperlink analysis adopted from social network analysis address the communication 

phenomena of CMC. However, there are several differences in analytical scopes and 

underlying assumptions, as summarized below in Table 4.4. 
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Table 4.4: The Application of Network Theory to CMC Research 

Research Scope Social Network Analysis  Hyperlink Analysis Web Sphere Hyperlink Analysis 

Actors / nodes  Individuals/ contacts Web sites /hyperlinks Web sites / hyperlinks 

Research goals Social relations, social 

positions among actors 

Connection patterns 

/Structural positions 

of web sites 

Nature of connections / 

Formation of cohesive sub-

groups within a network 

Communication/ 

level of analysis 

Individually/ 

Individual contacts 

Individually/ 

Individual links 

Collectively/ 

Collection of links (Sphere) 

Communication 

channel  

Interpersonal 

communication 

Interpersonal 

communication 

Mass Communication 

Primary concepts  Centrality/ density Centrality/density Density/ size 

  

 In order to identify the virtual communicative space, an aggregate method is 

adopted to scrutinize a large distributed system.  This might include big collections of 

web sites that can provide useful insights about the mechanisms of the large system 

(Huberman, 2001).   Knowledge about the individual links between web sites and even an 

accumulation of information regarding those individual connections might not provide 

information about the general patterns of links among web sites.  Especially important 

here, a system with nonlinear constituents can not be explained by adding up all the 

partial actions in the system (Huberman, 2001).    

 In addition to the methodological clarifications, it is suggested that there are 

possibly regularities on the hyperlinks among web sites.  While the lack of central control 

and coordination characterize the Internet, the distributed information system of the web 

is not totally chaotic and unordered.  Analyses of the web illustrate a substantial degree of 

self-organization in the pattern of aggregated links that reflect topic-focused web clusters 

(Bjorneborn, 2004).  

 The notion of connectedness characterizes an issue network on the web and 

cohesive sub-divisions within an issue network.  The pattern of networks consisting of 

connected web sites represents the nature of the issue network.  The concepts of 

components, or a cohesive sub-division, and the structural nature of components are 

important primary concepts.   

 Several scholars take into account the semantic cohesion of sub-divisions in 

identifying cohesive groups of web sites.  The web sites within an issue network are 
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connected with each other into a lump.  The network is separated into several pieces.  

Those isolated sections of the network may be regarded as cohesive subgroups because 

the websites within a section are connected, whereas websites in different sections are not.    

 While the concept of web sphere is proposed for this study, a “group” or a 

“component” are the terms used to refer to the collection of interconnected web sites.  

Especially, the term “component” (Nooy, Mrvar, & Batagelj, 2005) in network analysis 

refers to the parts of a network that are connected but isolated from others.  In an 

undirected network, components are isolated from one another, and there are no 

connections between different components (Nooy, Mrvar, & Batagelj, 2005).  However, 

the actual cases might not turn out to demonstrate clear-cut divisions.  Some 

manipulation, if necessary, of the visual map can outline the sub-divisions more clearly.   

 This study employs two concepts to indicate a level of sufficient visibility in the 

virtual space.  Analysis of hyperlinks connecting the web sites provides information 

regarding the structural characteristics of the issue networks, indicating the relative 

salience of issues.  The communicative spaces gaining a minimum salience should reach 

a critical mass in terms of communicative actions on the web.  Also, the density of 

communicative actions affects the strength of public communication, which is the 

capacity to disseminate certain content to audiences on the web. 

 First, the number of actors within an individual communicative space can indicate 

the size of an issue network.  As self-organizing networks, the issue networks need to 

attract enough actors or agents to construct solid and self-sustained communication 

networks.  A common pool of information is created by people without any pre-

determined rules to organize the networks.  While a few actors or agents with high 

interest and some resources can initiate the interactions, which in turn can construct the 

networks of information, a critical mass can sustain and develop the issue networks.  As 

interest grows among the audience members, the collective actions increase and more 

contributions are made (Monge & Contractor, 2003). So, the number of actors within the 

communicative space is crucial to assess the quality and influence of the issue networks.   

 Second, the strength of interaction within the communication network is likely to 

be affected by perceived similarity or frequent interactions.  In many cases, the cohesion 

of social interaction is directly related to the density of interaction.  In network analysis, 
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the density of a network is the number of lines, or hyperlinks, in a simple network, 

expressed as a proportion of the maximum possible number of lines.  Maximum density 

is found in a complete network.  However, the network density is not useful as an 

indicator because it depends on the size of the network.  A larger network tends to have a 

lower density because the number of possible lines increases rapidly with the number of 

vertices, while the number of ties remains limited.   

 “The average degree of all vertices” to measure the structural cohesion of a 

network is a better tool because it does not depend on network size (Nooy, Mrvar, & 

Batagelj, 2005).  The degree of a vertex is the number of ties in which each vertex is 

involved.  For instance, vertices with a high degree are more likely to be found in dense 

sections of a network.  Since dense sections within a network tend to have more vertices 

and more paths from each vertex, the vertices in that section are more likely to be 

involved with other vertices.   

 

 Constructing the web sphere 

 In order to inspect the structure of individual web spheres within an issue network 

on the web, several types of computer software are used in this study.  The sub-divisions 

within an issue network are classified, based on the hyperlink connections among web 

sites.  Primarily, numeric data and visualization are used to analyze the data obtained 

about the connections among websites.   

 As an initial step to analyze hyperlinks, SocSciBot generates the basic information 

about external links, inter-site links, and other links among the web sites.  SocSciBot  was 

developed by Thelwall and his associates and is designed to crawl web sites of up to 9000 

pages and analyze their link structure (available at http://cybermetrics. 

wlv.ac.uk/socscibot/).  The software provides numeric data by crawling every existing 

link within a web site and links among web sites.  The numeric data set of the links 

includes overall numbers of the outgoing and incoming links from every individual web 

site and the individual numbers of the outgoing and incoming links between specific web 

sites.    

 Once obtaining the basic data files about the patterns of the links by SocSciBot, 

Colink Analysis, a software developed by Thelwall, generates data files that help Pajek to 
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build networks, rather than just using a list of URLs collected directly from SocSciBot. 

This application software analyzes the Link Structure file created by SocSciBot and 

produces a set of standard reports.  Also, the software removes some sites such as 

google.com and amazon.com, which may otherwise dominate the networks under 

investigation.  Table 4.5 summarizes the analysis steps using Colink Analysis. 

 

Table.4.5: Link Analysis 

Objectives Procedure/ Software Outcomes 

Preliminary analysis of links among 

web sites 

Enter the list of URLs to 

SocSciBot 

Link structure file 

Final analysis of external links 

within issue networks 

Enter a link structure file   to 

Colink Analysis 

Interlink structure file 

for Pajek 

  

Analyzing the data file generated by Colink Analysis, Pajek, a visual mapping 

software package, draws a diagram to visualize the patterns of the connections among the 

web sites.   The visualization provides a useful outline to identify each component based 

on the connections among web sites, and deals with the huge size of networks. Pajek’s 

automated procedures for discovering an optimal layout provide a better way to obtain a 

basic layout than building a manual drawing (Nooy, Mrvar, & Batagelj, 2005).  The 

automated drawing can avoid any risks of subjective misconceptions. Also, the procedure 

speeds up the visualization of communication flows.  

 Visualization begins with a visual map including every vertex, in which each 

vertex represents a web site on the visual map.  The initial maps with every vertex tend to 

have no visible patterns.  Among those vertexes, many vertices do not have any 

connections or have one or two connections with other vertices. Further, too many 

vertices may blur any possible patterns.   

 In order to optimize the visualization of network layout, which allows clear 

patterns to emerge from a large and complex network, a reduction of the network is 

necessary (Herring, et al., 2005).  The most popular way to reduce the network is to 

increase the cut-off threshold of nodes by applying stringent measures for defining 

cohesive sub-divisions.  This study employs “K-core” (Nooy, Mrvar, & Batagelj, 2005), 
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a maximal subnetwork in which each vertex (node) has at least degree k within the sub 

network.  Using k-cores, Pajek removes the lowest k-cores from the network until the 

network breaks up into relatively dense components.    

 With denser network layouts, Pajek manipulates the layout of the components 

with a meaningful number of web sites by setting the minimum component size.  

Theoretically, components are isolated from one another without any connections among 

different components.  To extract the cohesive sub-divisions from a visual map, one class 

or cluster of vertices, which represent web sites on the visual map, is selected.   

However, practically, an absolute division among components might not occur very often. 

Simple editing can enhance and clarify the layout of the visual map.   Table 4.6 below 

summarizes each step of web sphere identification using Pajek. 

 

Table 4.6: Identification of the Web Spheres 

Objectives Procedure( software) Outcomes 

Overview of web sphere Draw/ partition (Pajek) Overall Visual map 

Transformation  Arc > Edge (Pajek) All lines to Edge 

Partitions Net>Partitions>core>All (Pajek) Division of links 

Removal of less dense parts Enter (cut-off number ) in the 

dialogue box (Pajek) 

Reduction of visual map 

Clarification of cohesive 

divisions 

Manual extraction of each 

component from visual maps 

(Pajek) 

Visual map of individual 

divisions and numeric data 

set grouping URLs 

 

Content Analysis 

 This study will also analyze the content of the weblogs as well as the content of 

web sites to inspect the agendas of each web sphere.  Content analysis is used to identify 

media agendas, which are found in the web spheres for this study, and agendas of the 

public, which are indicated by groups of bloggers here.  Content analysis for this study 

also employs several steps and uses several computer programs to collect and analyze the 

texts of web sites and weblogs.   
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 Primary themes or issues of each web sphere within individual issue networks are 

identified.  Subsequently, the agendas defined by the texts that are extracted from each 

web site will be used as a classification frame to analyze bloggers’ messages.   

  Content analysis for CMC should consider the uniquely flexible unit of analysis, 

which is contingent on the structure of each web sphere.  Seen as equivalent to mass 

media, the aggregated groups of web sites carrying related messages construct an 

information environment.  While there is no discrete physical unit of messages on the 

web, content consumption on the web is dependent on the access patterns of users.  

 The detailed descriptions of the research procedure for content analysis are 

presented below.  Each section contains summary tables to outline the research steps. 

 

Computer-aided content analysis 

 The content analysis in this study is computer-assisted, using VBPro developed by 

Mark Miller (http://mmmiller.com/vbpro/vbpro.html).  VBPro is capable of analyzing a 

huge amount of text in terms of both keywords and frames (which is a group of related 

keywords).  This software examines how often the keywords or frames in the networks 

appear in the weblogs related to the issues.  

 Computer-assisted content analysis is suitable for this study since this research 

analyzes quite a large number of texts and since the content analysis scheme used for this 

study is relatively simple.  While computer-aided content analysis can not deal with a 

complicated frame to analyze content, the quicker and more accurate analysis through 

automation enables it to increase the number of sample texts and increase the validity of 

the analysis (Riffe, Lacy & Fico, 1998).  In typical agenda-setting research, collective 

visibility through repetitious exposure is observed by aggregated patterns, rather than by 

the use of sophisticated frames to analyze a small number of messages. The media 

agenda is a rather gross indicator of the coverage consistent with issues.  The media 

agenda is examined by counting the news coverage while little attention has been paid to 

understand the detailed content of each news story.  For instance, a number of agenda- 

setting studies have used media indexes to examine the media agenda.  Most major news 

outlets make available media indexes that list every news article and its publication date 

(Dearing & Rogers, 1996).   
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 VBPro is developed on the basis of the concept of “frame.” A writer tends to 

repeat certain words as they elaborate their arguments on an aspect of a subject. Thus, 

frames can be detected by probing for particular words appearing consistently in the text 

to convey thematically consonant meanings across media and time (Entman, 1991).  

Practically, the frames in this study were categorized into a group of keywords in terms 

of the general frequency of word occurrence and co-occurrence as well as relative 

distances between words within each text.   

 Examining the agendas of media, which are the frames of the selected web sites, 

VBPro counts the frequency of every word in each unit of analysis, which could be the 

sentence, paragraph, or article.  From the list containing the frequency of every word that 

occurred in the texts, using commands “Alphabetizer/ Sort,” meaningless words such as 

articles, prepositions, and grammatical devices are removed from the list manually.  

Based on the frequency and the relevance, the keywords to represent themes or issues are 

selected.   

 Once the frames representing certain issue networks are identified, the “Coder” in 

VBPro can calculate the frequency of those frames in each news article.  The most 

frequent words in each division can represent the main themes as agendas.  

Web sphere 

 The texts collected from each web site within individual web spheres are analyzed 

by VBPro to construct frames representing agendas in each web sphere.  Based on the 

result of frequency, keywords, agendas, or the primary themes are identified in each 

component. 

 The observation of the agenda-setting function of CMC is restricted to the 

“second level agenda” (McCombs & Estrada, 1997).  The typical agenda-setting research 

based on traditional mass media analyzes the overall patterns of news coverage of a list 

of issues (first-level agenda) or inspects the media coverage discussing certain aspects of 

a given issue, which can be sub-issues, categories under a heading, or attributes of an 

issue (second-level agenda).  However, the overall view of the content available through 

CMC might not be possible practically because of unlimited information available and 

continuous entry of messages.  So, the observation of content carried through CMC is 
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technically feasible using restricted scopes by selecting specific issues, similar to the 

second-level agenda.   

 The conceptual unit of analysis for content analysis is a web sphere or a cohesive 

sub-division of web sites within individual issue networks.  An individual web sphere, or 

component, remains a complex recording unit, while the individual web sphere is roughly 

equivalent to a discrete unit of an information source.   

 In order to recognize publicly visible issues, each virtual network and each web 

sphere within individual issue networks reaches a certain connectedness to expose the 

messages.  Therefore, this study operationalizes the visible issues in the issue networks as 

prominent issues in each web sphere.  In other word, issues within each issue network are 

not regarded as public visible claims until they gain more sufficient connections with 

other web sites.   

 The keywords are selected to represent the agenda of the web sphere, which is 

made by individual content analysis.  The classification frames will contain some groups 

of keywords that represent the dominant themes in each division.  A frame is defined as 

consisting of key terms that create a meaningful, coherent representation of a position on 

an issue.  Key terms are words and phrases most frequently, consistently, and exclusively 

presenting a position on an issue (Koella, 2001).   

 With manual omission of some unrelated keywords from the list generated by 

VBPro, the overall frequency list of each word is generated. The “Rank” procedure of 

VBPro produces list of words, their frequency of occurrence, and percentage of 

occurrence.  Often, content analysis examines the highest-frequency words because those 

words with a high frequency account for a relatively large portion of the text (Weber, 

1990).  By contrast, many low-frequency words, which may, for example, occur only 

once, are found in naturally occurring texts without any intentional usage to make some 

points.  

 Based on the frequency analysis, semantic relevance of those keywords is 

examined by analyzing keywords in context. VBPro can produce files containing key 

terms in sentences, paragraphs, or cases and can offer descriptive statistics.  The 

“searching terms in context” procedure of VBPro allows the examination of only relevant 

sentences containing keywords, eliminating all sentences without key terms.  The 
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“searching terms in context” command shares some conceptual grounds with “key-word-

in context.”  

Computerized content analysis can take a variety of forms, but most seem to fall 

into seven categories: word counts, key-word-in context (KWIC) and concordances, 

dictionaries, language structure, readability, artificial intelligence, and dynamic content 

analysis.  Among them, word-count content analysis is the quickest way to yield 

inferences about the content creators, but it removes words from their context and can 

affect the meanings attached to the words.  The KWIC (Weber, 1990) technique is used 

to show which words appear in the text and how they are actually used.  The KWIC can 

help improve the validity of content analysis by identifying the words of interest and 

surrounding words that give context (Riffe, Lacy, & Fico, 1998).  Hence, using 

“searching terms in context”, a command of VBPro, this research design can provide the 

variation or consistency in word meaning and usage.   

Table 4.7 outlines the procedures using VBPro in order to analyze the textual data 

collected from web spheres.   

 

Table 4.7: Content Analysis Steps 

Objectives Procedure (Software) Outcome 

List keywords Ranking/ Alphabetizer (VBPro) Frequency table 

Check semantic relevance Searching terms in context (VBPro) Search Term Output  

Identify agendas Grouping keywords  Lists of groups of keywords 

 

Blogosphere 

 Applying the frames constructed by analysis of the web sphere, the analysis of the 

texts collected from weblogs will inspect the occurrence of the frames representing the 

media agenda in each weblog of interest.  Using VBPro, content analysis for blogs can 

analyze a huge collection of texts from weblogs.   

The unit of analysis reflecting individual web spheres varies in terms of size.  

Some weblogs contain lengthy texts while others post brief comments.  Different 

amounts of texts can create different possibilities for the occurrence of those keywords, 
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reflecting their differing popularity.  Longer texts are more likely to have a higher 

possibility of including certain keywords than are shorter texts.   

Using the frames developed from the content analysis of the web sphere, the 

occurrence of the themes or the agenda in each weblog is examined.  The keywords 

selected from the procedure for analyzing the media agenda are entered in VBPro as 

search files and the texts of each blogs are analyzed.  VBpro provides the frequency of 

occurrence of keywords in each text of the weblogs.  

The frequency of keywords representing issues is calculated and compared in two 

different time periods: June 1, 2005 to July 30, 2005 for the pre-period and August 1, 

2005 to September 31, 2005 for the post-period.  The differences in frequency of 

keywords are examined in order to determine which issues are gaining and losing 

popularity.   

 

Agenda-Setting Analysis 

 In an effort to inspect the agenda-setting function of CMC, this study tested some 

factors such as the size and density of web spheres.   Also, the relative dominance of the 

agendas on the blogosphere between the pre-event period and the post-event period were 

compared.  In order to observe the difference of information availability of each case, this 

study differentiated the time periods into two periods: one month before the event and 

one month after the event.  Unlike the traditional mass media’s agenda-setting function, 

the agenda-setting function of CMC was not considered to be simple binary events of 

absence and presence but as delicate events with a different degree of agenda setting in 

each case.  As an agenda-setting study, this dissertation attempts to explore whether 

prominent frames or agendas of web spheres regarding an issue influence the formation 

of the public opinions of bloggers toward the issue.  A primary method to test agenda 

setting is based on the comparison between the ranking of the web agenda and the 

ranking of issues in the agenda presented in the texts of selected weblogs.  The ranking of 

web spheres reflects the popularity of issues carried by the web spheres within an issue 

network, which are directly associated with the salience, or visibility of the issues.  
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Therefore, the occurrence of the media agenda on the blogosphere is equivalent to the 

responses about the “Most Important Problems” in traditional agenda-setting studies.    

 The measurement of ranking for public agendas in this study employed an 

average ranking.  Agenda setting was developed as a model to explain the 

correspondence between aggregated-level media and public opinion data among 

independent voters (McCombs & Shaw, 1972).  Typically, agenda-setting studies add up 

all responses from respondents selected for study and calculate the overall rankings of 

public agendas.   Similar to measurements by survey research methods, each blog has its 

own ranking of agendas.  The overall ranking of each agenda item in the blogosphere 

reflects the average ranking of the agendas.   

 This study compares the correlation of media agenda and public agenda for the 

pre-period with the correlation for the post period in order to strengthen the evidence of a 

possible agenda-setting function of CMC.  It is often insufficient to support the existence 

of an agenda-setting function by calculating the correlation between the media agenda 

and public agenda.  In the classic agenda-setting study, McCombs and Shaw (1972) 

compared major news items and minor news items in assessing their agenda-setting 

impacts on voters.  They inspected the correlations between public agendas and media 

agendas set by either major news items or minor news items.  In addition, Althaus and 

Tewksbury (2002) investigated the difference between the paper version and the online 

version of the New York Times in terms of the impacts of agenda setting on subjects who 

were exposed to either the online version or the paper version of the New York Times for 

five days.   

Reflecting the unique nature of the new political communication channels, this 

study has proposed to observe the web link structure as the factors that determine the 

exposure of information to Internet users, who are looking for specific information about 

certain topics or issues.    As discussed in previous chapters, there are no comprehensive 

lists of information available to Internet users.  The structure of the web sphere, that is the 

interlinked patterns of web sites within the web spheres, provides a good overview of 

practically accessible information on line.  So, this study employed the size and density 

of web sphere as indicators of exposure.   With the complete lists of agendas of both the 
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media and public, the inspection of each web sphere generates two ranking of each 

component within a web sphere in terms of density and size.   

Through ranking the agendas of each web sphere and the web spheres by size, the 

occurrence of these agenda in blogosphere is examined.  This hypothesis was examined 

in two levels.  One level is for the individual agendas within a web sphere and another 

level is for the individual web spheres themselves.   

The agendas belonging to the components with greater size are expected to occur 

more often compared to the frames belonging to the component with smaller size.  This 

allowed the test of Hypothesis Two in the hypotheses section.  The size of each web 

sphere and agenda for this study was subject to individual assessment of the unity of each 

sub-group since the visual map could not produce clear divisions. 

 As for Hypothesis One in the hypotheses section, comparison analysis between 

the web agenda and the blog agenda was employed.  Once the ranking of web spheres by 

density was identified, a list of rankings of blog agendas was calculated.  The list 

included the frequency of occurrence of keywords, the average ranking, and simple 

correlations between agendas of web spheres and these of webloggers.   

 For the final hypothesis, it was not possible to examine the change in agendas 

generated by the evolution of issue networks due to the failure of visual maps generated 

by Pajek.  The failure to observe the evolution of the virtual issue network resulted in 

inability to test the possible shift of media agendas.  

 

 Pilot study: September 11 Attacks 

 

 This pilot study was conducted to test the technical feasibility of the research 

methods outlined above.  Several computer programs were used for data collection and 

data analysis.  The pilot study aimed at testing the transferability of data sets generated by 

each data analysis step to the next step.  Some steps in the proposed research procedures 

are intentionally omitted and simplified in the pilot test.   Based on the pilot test, several 

suggestions for the actual analysis were made. 
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 This pilot study of September 11 attacks identified three web spheres with 

different sizes and levels of cohesion.  However, content analysis for this study did not 

discover meaningful results, possibly because of the time discrepancy between the 

original data collection date for the web sphere and the data collection date for the 

blogosphere.   

 

Data Collection 

 

 The data set of URLs for this pilot test is the thematic web archive of the 

September 11 event, which is drawn from the archive collected by the United States 

Library of Congress.  The September 11 web archive contains web sites collected in the 

immediate aftermath of the September 11 terrorist attacks in 2001 (www. 

Webarchivist.org). The September 11 web archive contains more than 30,000 URLs 

collected from September 11, 2001 to December 1, 2001.   However, this pilot test uses 

only a small portion of the collection, about three thousand independent URLs, due to 

limited computing capacity.   

 Since URLs of web sites for this study are adopted from the existing archive, the 

procedure for “seeds URLs” is not necessary.  The specific procedure about how to 

collect the web archive was not available in this report.  Additional information about the 

procedure is available at the project web site (www.Webarchivist.org). 

 

a. Web sphere  

 Without the procedure for “seed URLs” collection, about three thousand URLs 

were selected randomly from the list of URLs in the archive.  The list of collected URLs 

was transformed into a plain text file for SocSciBot, a crawling software.  This software 

crawls websites in the list and produces the structural data about the interconnections 

among the web sites, generating output files of link results.  One of the link results files, 

interlink_structure_pajek.full.net, is used as input file for Pajek, a visual map software for 

social network analysis.   
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b. Blogosphere 

 Blogs related to September 11 attacks were selected from the list of blogs 

generated by BlogPulse (www.blogpulse.com/trend).  BlogPulse Trend Search provides a 

visual graph that tracks postings over time for certain keywords, phrases or links.  Visual 

graphs generated by BlogPulse indicate the frequency of keywords through a specified 

time period so that researchers can identify the appropriate period to collect blogs.                                           

 According to the tracking report of BlogPulse, bloggers had discussed or 

exchanged ideas about the attacks the most during June in the six month period  of 2005 

selected for this pilot test.  Also, three top blogs were chosen among blogs identified in 

the list. The entry messages posted by the primary author of the blogs were collected as 

the primary texts of those blogs.   

 Since the content analysis of blogosphere was conducted to test technical 

feasibility, this pilot test adopted simpler steps and collected a smaller data set than the 

cases for primary analysis.   

 

Analysis Methods 

 

a. Web sphere hyperlink analysis 

 Analyzing the data file from SocSciBot, which crawled the web sites selected 

from the archive and collected information about the connections among the web sites, 

Pajek generated a visual map containing every vertex, which is a web site (shown at 

Figure 4-1).  In the initial visual map, the discrete visual divisions did not appear.  

However, k-core partition, a form of drop list, illustrated a partition that assigned each 

vertex, or web site, to the highest k-core.  With the k-core partition, the lowest k-cores 

were removed until the network broke up into relatively dense sub-divisions.   

Removing less dense portions from the visual map, Pajek provided a visual map 

that showed three distinctive divisions on the map.  Those three divisions were subtracted 

from the initial map to show an optimal layout (Figures 4.2, 4.3, and 4.4).   Each division 

on the visual map represents sub-divisions that carry thematically coherent messages.     
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Figure 4.1. Initial Issue Network 

 

 

Figure 4.2. Web Sphere One 
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Figure 4.3. Web Sphere Two 

 

Figure 4.4. Web Sphere Three 
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b. Content Analysis 

Once the sub-divisions within the issue network were identified, the meta-tags 

and titles of each web site belonging to the sub-divisions were collected by Webivore, a 

crawling software.   Every URL in each sub-division was collected and they were entered 

into Webivore for text data collection.   

VBPro analyzed the textual data collected by Webivore in terms of frequency of 

words.  VBPro listed every word from the textual data, counting the number of 

occurrences in the text data.  The frequency table below, Table 4.8, shows the number of 

occurrences of the most frequently appearing words in each set of textual data associated 

with each web sphere.   

 

Table 4.8: Summary of Frequency  

Web spheres Top frequency of occurrence Bottom frequency of occurrence 

Web Sphere One 15 words more than 4 times (5,6,7,8) 306 words less than two times 

Web Sphere Two 54 words more than 4 times 686 words less than two times 

Web Sphere Three 19 words more than 4 times  150 words less than two times 

 

Based on the frequency tables generated by VBPro, the top frequency words were 

inspected within the context of the original sentences.  As a result of that process, those 

keywords were classified into coherent groups within the context.  However, with the 

limited number of texts collected for this pilot test, the test cannot make any solid 

conclusions about any meaningful relevance of keywords in each web sphere.  The 

insufficient number of texts collected for this pilot test led to an inconclusive process of 

“searching terms in context.”  So, a number of keywords selected to represent each web 

sphere also appeared to be inconsistent.   

As stated before, this pilot test was designed to test the technical feasibility of the 

research procedures.  Content analysis for this pilot test confirmed the technical 

feasibility of the research design proposed for this dissertation.  Computer programs used 

for each step in content analysis carried out proposed protocols and provided the 

expected data sets as outcomes.  Tables 4.9, 4.10, and 4.11 illustrate the outcomes of 

content analysis for each web sphere.   
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Table 4.9: Web Sphere One. 

 Frames/ agendas     Keywords  

Marketing Marketing, enterprise, advertising, commerce, consumer, market, 

business, 

Development Development, visual, Internet, technical, zone, web, windows, 

wireless, software, applications, 

 

Table 4.10: Web Sphere Two. 

Frames/agendas       Keywords 

International Tibet, Asian, zen, Asia, Buddhism, country, international,   

Media Search, news, W.W.W., media, publishing, host, hosting, broadcast,  

 

Table 4.11: Web Sphere Three. 

Frames/ agendas      Keywords 

Cost Free, affordable, cheap, premium,  freeservers, cost, easy,  

Web Web, hosting, webmail, tools, services, Internet, Unix, AOL, access. 

 

Hypothesis Test 

 To inspect the existence of the agenda-setting function of CMC, the occurrence of 

the agendas or primary themes of web spheres and blogospheres was examined.  The data 

analysis may reveal relationships between the structural characteristics of web sphere and 

the occurrence of agendas representing each web sphere in the blogosphere.   This pilot 

test tried to examine two hypotheses below.   

 

 Hypothesis One: The agendas of bigger web spheres are more likely to affect 

the agendas of bloggers. 

 

 Hypothesis Two: The agendas of denser web spheres are more likely to affect 

the agendas of bloggers.  
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 According to the results shown below, Web Sphere Two is the biggest web sphere 

and Web Sphere Three is the densest web sphere among three web spheres.   In order to 

prove the hypotheses, the ranking of the web spheres (Table 4.12) should be correlated 

with the ranking of agendas (Table 4.13) in the blogosphere.  Specifically, Hypothesis 

One predicts that Web Sphere Two would show the strongest correlation between media 

agendas and public agendas among three web spheres.  Hypothesis Two predicts that 

Web Sphere Three would show the strongest correlation between media agendas and 

public agendas among the three web spheres.   

This pilot test could not make any conclusion about the hypothesis test because 

this study could not identify the ranking of agendas in the blogosphere.  Few media 

agendas were observed in the blogopshere.  The failure could result from an inadequate 

media agenda. As the lists of potential media agendas in each web sphere that is 

illustrated and listed in Tables 4.9, 4.10, and 4.11, the media agendas in the pilot test did 

not reflect much relevance of the topic.  Also, the insufficient text data might cause 

difficulties in examining the occurrence of agendas in the blogosphere.  Without a proper 

identification of agendas, the inspection of public agendas was not possible (shown in 

Table 4.13).  Therefore, this pilot test did not complete the primary agenda-setting 

analysis.   

 

Table 4.12:  Summary of Web Sphere Hyperlink Analysis 

Web sphere  Size  Cohesion (average degree) 

Web Sphere One 12 2 

Web Sphere Two 37 3 

Web Sphere Three 7 4 

 

Table 4.13: Agenda-Setting Analysis 

   Frames/ agendas  Occurrence  

 Marketing None 1 

Development None  

International  None 2 

Media None 

Cost  None 3 

Web None 
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Suggestions for Future Study  

This pilot test achieved the primary goals of checking the data gathering 

procedures while the pilot test produced little meaningful conclusions in terms of 

hypotheses tests.  This pilot test was proposed to examine the technical feasibility of the 

research design protocol and, overall, this pilot test confirmed that the research design 

was feasible.  Several different computer programs appeared to operate properly with the 

data files generated by other programs.  Also, recognizable visualization showed solid 

evidence to justify the use of the overall research design for the primary research.   

This pilot test found several limitations in the research design proposed for this 

dissertation.  Some of limitations resulted from inherent characteristics of this research 

design.  For example, simply defined frames, or a group of keywords, might not reflect 

any cohesive themes or agendas clearly for each web sphere.  Also, the collection of 

meta-tags, not main texts, for content analysis might contribute to this limitation.  

The biggest limitation for this pilot test in comparing the web sphere and 

blogosphere in this study arose from an inadequate data collection period.  Even though 

the web sphere remained stable for a relatively long time, the web archive used for this 

study was collected in 2001.  The content of web sites, however, has changed from their 

content in 2001.  It is technically possible to obtain an old version of one web site but it is 

not practically possible to acquire the old version of about three thousand web sites. 

Finally, the outcome of this pilot study strongly indicated the need for a bigger 

text data set for the blogosphere than initially proposed.  The initial research design 

would identify and collect several top blogs that primarily discuss the issues selected for 

this dissertation. This pilot test showed that even popular blogs might not contain much 

information.  Many texts collected from blogs consisted of some expressions with simple 

signs.  So, a broader scope to identify relevant blogs was recommended for subsequent 

research.   
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CHAPTER FIVE:  CASE STUDIES AND ANALYSIS 
 

This chapter reports the results of hypotheses tests based on five case studies that 

examined the agenda-setting function of CMC. Each case study in this chapter contains 

the basic content analysis to identify agendas for both the web sphere and blogosphere, 

and the hyperlink analysis to reveal the structural characteristics of web spheres related to 

the issues.  

The implementation of research design for the five case studies is documented.  

This research relied primarily on a series of computer programs for data collection and 

data analysis.  In addition, in implementing the proposed research design, some 

adjustments were made, responding to some unexpected sequences in research 

procedures. The interdependence of content analysis and hyperlink analysis in the 

research design required some procedural adjustments in order to complete individual 

case studies.  The adjustments are detailed in this chapter as well. 

Each case study in this chapter contains the overview of each issue and the brief 

description of the current development of those issues.  The overview includes the 

historical background, conceptual overview, and related legal activities, drawing on web-

based resources that may be accessed by web users.  Based on tracking posts related to 

the issues, recent developments were detected.  Knowledge about current developments 

provided the logical grounds to justify the time period for the agenda-setting study. Also, 

in order to investigate the traditional mass media’s possible influence, the coverage of 

major newspapers of the issues in this study was examined.  

Two out of three hypotheses were tested.  Three hypotheses tests will be 

discussed in the section on Hypotheses. The hypotheses tests for this study are based on 

the comparison among three web spheres of different sizes and densities.  The correlation 

between the media agenda and the public agenda for each web sphere was calculated and 

compared.  The empirical analysis provided some limited evidence of the existence of an 

agenda-setting function in CMC.  As expected, the structural nature of web spheres 

seemed to be a factor in determining the prominence of agendas on the web.  
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Case One. North Korea’s Nuclear Weapons Program 

a. Historical Background 

North Korea’s nuclear weapons program has been both a cause of international 

tension and an outcome of international affairs around the Korean Peninsula since the 

Cold War Era.  The Korean Peninsula has been in a long-standing international military 

confrontation.  The unique geopolitical value of the Korean Peninsula has caused 

constant political and military tensions between two political blocs since the Cold War.  

Both political blocs have invested significant military and economic resources, with a 

large U.S. Army deployment in South Korea since the Korean War.  Heavily equipped 

U.S. infantry divisions are stationed across South Korea.  North Korea has maintained 

strong military and economic association with China and the Soviet Union.  Further, 

officially North and South Korea are still at war since the cease-fire agreement in 1953 

(en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Korean_war).  Under such political circumstances, both Korean 

governments have prioritized military development to address both perceived internal and 

external threats.   

From the 1980s, North Korea has been suspected of developing nuclear weapons.  

North Korea started developing nuclear power plants, officially claiming that they were 

developed only for peaceful purposes.  However, several suspicious activities have been 

reported.  North Korea tried to obtain some technical devices that were allegedly for 

nuclear weapons.  Also, from time to time, North Korean government had expressed the 

intention of obtaining nuclear weapons for national security to respond to the strategic 

nuclear deployment by the U.S. army in South Korea (National Security Archive, 2005).  

North Korea’s ambiguous intention with the nuclear program and its rapid 

expansion have concerned neighboring countries such as China, Japan, Russia, and 

especially South Korea.  Several diplomatic and political attempts to stop its nuclear 

weapon programs have been introduced.  Those international efforts have failed to reach 

permanent solutions regarding North Korea’s nuclear programs.   

In 1991, the U.S. government agreed to withdraw U.S. tactical nuclear weapon 

deployment, the so-called “denuclearization of the Korean Peninsula” 

(en.wikipedia.org/wiki/U.S. –North_ Korea_relations).  North Korea and the U.S. agreed 

on a joint ban of any nuclear weapons in the Korean Peninsula.  In early 1994, the 
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tensions between the U.S. and North Korea almost reached a military confrontation.  

However, through diplomatic efforts, the United States and North Korea signed the 

“Agreed Framework” (www.wikipedia.org). North Korea agreed in 1994 to freeze its 

plutonium production program in exchange for fuel oil, economic cooperation, and the 

construction of two modern light-water nuclear power plants.  Eventually, North Korea’s 

existing nuclear facilities were to be dismantled, and the spent reactor fuel taken out of 

the country. North Korea observed these provisions until the Bush administration stopped 

the oil shipments in December 2002. 

In December 2002, the United States terminated the Agreed Framework and 

suspended fuel oil shipments, arguing that the North Korea’s uranium program violated 

the agreement.  In January 2003, North Korea withdrew from the Nuclear Non-

Proliferation Treaty. In addition, North Korea broke the seals on its nuclear reactors that 

had been installed by the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA).  In February 

2005, North Korea announced that it had developed nuclear weapons for its self-defense, 

and suspended participation in the Six-Party talks.   

 

b. Recent Developments 

In order to identify the point of time when the new media space on the web might 

influence agendas regarding North Korea’s nuclear weapons, recent developments in the 

issue were detected. Typically, social events or activities can create media coverage and 

secure the general public’s attention. Similarly, recent developments of the issue tend to 

generate new content and increase the attention and information-seeking of Internet users 

(Gruhl, Guha, Liben-Nowell, & Tomkins, 2004).  The identification of the time point 

justified the division into two time periods, a pre-period (June 1, 2005 to July 30, 2005) 

and a post-period (August 1, 2005 to September 31, 2005). The division by these time 

periods of recent developments provides an opportunity to inspect the agenda-setting 

function. 

Since it is not possible to recognize significant events or activities on the web 

directly, a reverse search method to identify the recent developments of the issue was 

pursued. First, meaningful increases in bloggers’ attention were detected by BlogPulse. 
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The increase in posts by bloggers can indicate that the bloggers recognized the issue 

collectively (Gruhl, Guha, Liben-Nowell, & Tomkins, 2004).   

Second, recent developments related to the issue were detected by Internet 

searching.  Primary events or activities during the period identified by BlogPulse were 

considered.   

As shown in Appendix A, a visible increase in posts was observed from 

September 9, 2005 to September 27, 2005.  Even though another time period ranging 

from April 18, 2005 to May 24, 2005 showed a relatively high frequency of posts, the 

percent of posts about the North Korean nuclear issue was around 0.025 to 0.050.  

However, the percent of posts between September 9 and September 27 reached almost 

0.200, which was about eight times as much as at the lowest point.   

In the early fall 2005, major diplomatic events brought international attention to 

the North Korean nuclear issue.  On September 19, 2005, six-party talks resulted in an 

agreement in which North Korea agreed to abandon its nuclear weapons program in 

return for economic cooperation and assistance.  In the agreement, the U.S. recognized 

North Korea’s sovereignty and stated that it had no intention to attack North Korea. In 

addition, they agreed that the provision of a nuclear light-water reactor would be 

discussed at “an appropriate time.”  Despite the strong hostility between the two countries, 

the U.S. was willing to discuss the crisis without military operations, possibly since the 

war in Iraq was consuming most of its military resources.  On the other hand, North 

Korea needed some immediate energy aid to support economic activities.   

Diplomatic efforts at resolving the North Korean situation are complicated by the 

different goals and interests of the nations of the region. None of neighboring countries 

can afford to have a North Korea with nuclear weapons.  U.S. President George W. Bush 

had expressed strong hostility against North Korea, citing it as part of an "axis of evil" 

following the September 11, 2001 terrorist attacks.  South Korea and Japan are very 

concerned about North Korean counterstrikes in the case of military action against North 

Korea. The People’s Republic of China and South Korea are also very worried about the 

economic and social consequences should this situation cause the North Korean 

government to collapse. 
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c. Mainstream News Coverage 

In order to examine whether there was significant coverage by traditional mass 

media on North Korea’s nuclear weapon during the time period under investigation, this 

study employed a Lexis-Nexis search.  This search was used to identify newspaper 

articles containing two keywords, “North Korea” and “nuclear weapon” in the headline, 

lead paragraphs and terms in each article.  The scope of the search covered major 

newspapers such as the Los Angeles Times, the New York Times, USA Today, the 

Washington Post, and the Chicago Sun-Times.  The time period for the Lexis-Nexis 

search ranged from August 1, 2005 to September 30, 2005. 

 The Lexis-Nexis search indicated that 98 articles on North Korea’s nuclear 

weapons were published from August 1, 2005 to September 30, 2005.  Based on this 

result, North Korea is the story covered most by the mass media of the five issues 

selected for this study.  In fact, North Korea’s nuclear weapons program has been an 

important international issue. However, in general, the overall coverage about nuclear 

weapons program did not reach a relatively level of high exposure. Five newspapers 

carried an average of fewer than 10 articles.    

 

d. Web Sphere 

As the initial step to identify agendas on the web, web spheres carrying 

information about North Korea’s nuclear weapon should be identified. The crucial task in 

this step is to collect a wide range of web sites dealing with the content relevant to North 

Korea’s nuclear weapons program.  

The Google Advanced Search was employed using keywords to specify the 

semantic scope of the issue and the period for searching.  The keywords for the North 

Korea case were “North Korea,” “nuclear weapon,” and “national security.”  The time 

period for URL collection ranged from August 1, 2005 to September 30, 2005.  As a 

result, the top 100 web sites’ URLs were collected as initial seed URLs.   

 Subsequently, IssueCrawler was used to collect URLs, based on the initial seed 

URLs.  Due to technical limitations, Issuecrawler can not recognize some URLs.  So, the 

final list for the seed URLs contains 96 URLs.  IssueCrawler collects URLs which are 

connected with the seed URLs.  Web sites connected with each other are likely to carry 
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similar content. The initial two steps, which employ Google and IssueCrawler, collect 

URLs of individual web sites. However, the overall set of URLs collected by 

IssueCrawler includes subpages of those web sites as well as the URLs of additional web 

sites collected from the crawling.  In the end, 4,233 URLs were collected for analysis.  

  

Table 5.1: URL Collection for North Korea’s Nuclear Weapons Program 

Initial Seed URLs (Google) Final Seed URLs (IssueCrawler)  Overall URLs 

100 URLs 96 URLs 4,233 URLs 

 

SocSciBot and Colink Analysis were used to analyze the overall network structure 

of links connecting web sites from the list of URLs.  Crawling every link of the listed 

web sites, SocSciBot and Colink Analysis identified the interlinks among web sites and 

generated an output file containing numeric data about the structure of the networks 

connected through the external links of the web sites on the list.    

Subsequently, analyzing the numeric data file about the structural nature of the 

networks, Pajek provides a visual map to illustrate the patterns of interlink structures 

among web sites and a numeric table to detect the cohesive divisions among those web 

sites.  However, instead of showing clear visual divisions within the web sphere, the 

network for this case remained connected. 

Due to the difficulty in revealing any connected patterns through links between 

and within cohesive divisions on the visual map, some adjustments to the research design 

were executed.  The structural pattern of web sphere is believed to indicate the relative 

accessibility of web sites within the web sphere.  While the failure of visualization led to 

the inability to rank sites by relative accessibility within the web sphere, it is still possible 

to identify the cohesive components within the web sphere.  The cohesive divisions 

within the web sphere represent the components carrying information with the highest 

accessibility.  So, the next step of inquiry into the agenda-setting function was carried out, 

as outlined below.  

Pajek was used to identify strongly connected components as cohesive divisions 

by removing less densely connected web sites.  Ideally, cohesive subdivisions on the map 

become visible with simple editing.  However, the cohesive subdivisions on the visual 
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map for this case remained connected even after removing less-densely connected 

components.  

As shown in Table 5.2, the total number of links among every URL on the map 

amounts to 18,028.  The number of links among the web sites varies, ranging from one to 

sixteen.  Instead of using a visual method to detect cohesive divisions, this study outlined 

cohesive divisions by identifying strongly connected networks.  The top four percent is 

regarded as a critical point to classify strongly connected divisions.  The web sites with 

more than four links account for about top 3.6 percent of those on the map.  As a result, 

272 web sites still remain on the map.   

 

Table 5.2: Web sphere for North Korea’s Nuclear Weapons Program 

Total number of links Degrees Cut-off point Remaining URLs 

18,028 1 to 16 4 (96.4016 %) 272 

 

e. The Agenda of the Web Sphere 

 VBPro is employed to identify agendas in each web sphere. An agenda in each 

web sphere is represented by the list of keywords associated with certain conceptual 

views which occur the most frequently in each web sphere.  Keywords were collected 

independent of context and also examined contextually to determine whether each meets 

the conceptual definition (Denham & Miller, 1997).  An agenda is defined as a group of 

key terms that are primarily associated with the issues of interest and create a meaningful, 

coherent representation of a position on an issue (Koella, 1996).   

 In this study, one of the most important tasks is to identify a list of keywords that 

represent the agendas within the web sphere which were identified from the previous 

steps.  The failure to group web sites associated with an identical agenda on a visual map 

demands additional procedures to identify agendas.   

For this study, the keywords representing agendas are identified based on the 

relevance of North Korea’s nuclear weapons programs and their occurrence in the texts 

(e.g. Miller & Denham, 1994; Dyer, Miller, & Boone, 1991).  Each group of keywords 

represents each agenda within the web sphere carrying the content related to North 

Korea’s nuclear weapons development.   
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 Based on the frequency and thematic association, some subjective decisions were 

made in order to finalize the grouping of keywords.  Only words with more than eight 

occurrences in the web texts were considered.  VBPro provides a list of words appeared 

in the texts by frequency, ranging from one occurrence to more than eight times.  This 

study employs the words with the most frequent occurrences, which is set at more than 

eight times for this study.  The frequency of each term can be interpreted as the 

prominence or “size” of the term (Miller & Riechert, 1994).  In total, 4,830 words were 

counted and 732 words occurred more than eight times in the texts.   

Subsequently, every word with more than eight occurrences was manually 

examined in order to classify those that were thematically associated.  Prior to manual 

inspection, technical codes and special letters are removed from the list.  For semantic 

coherence, those keywords were also examined in their context (see Appendix G) and 

groups of words with identical themes were identified.  This procedure adopted 

additional steps to avoid subjective views.  Ambiguous words and words used in various 

contexts were removed.   Finally, top-ranked words in the list were selected to represent 

each agenda (see Table 5.3).  Only words with similar levels of frequency were included 

in order to avoid uneven numbers of words for each agenda. Instead of including every 

relevant word with more than eight occurrences, only words with similar levels of 

frequency were classified into three groups.   

Note that “weapon,” “nuclear,” and “Nuclear” are excluded because of possible 

diverse meanings in different contexts, even while those words might have sufficient 

frequency and relevance to be selected as keywords.  

 

Table 5.3: Agenda for North Korea’s Nuclear Weapons Program 

Agendas Keywords 

Solution (Agenda One) Investigation, prevention, resolutions, disarmament, 

resolution, proliferation 

Development (Agenda Two) Uranium, plutonium, missile, materials, weapons 

Impacts (Agenda Three) Peace, terrorism, military, crisis,  
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f. Blogosphere 

In order to inspect bloggers’ agendas, the posts related to the issue were collected 

by the Google Blog Search Engine and BlogPulse.  Initially, only BlogPulse was chosen 

as a blog search engine but BlogPulse did not cover the entire duration of the pre-period 

at the moment of data collection.  So, the blogs for the “before” time period were 

collected by the Google Blog Search Engine and the blogs for “after” were collected by 

BlogPulse.  Both search engines provided the same options to specify search criteria.  

Searching in both time periods employed the same keywords, such as “North Korea,” 

“nuclear weapon,” and “national security.”  The time period for “before” ranged from 

June 1, 2005 to July 31, 2005.  The time period for “after” ranged from August 1, 2005 to 

September 30, 2005.   

In the initial plan, 100 posts from both the pre-period and the post-period were 

collected to inspect the textual data collected from blogs.  However, some technical 

restrictions in the actual textual data collection limited the collection.  For example, some 

blogs are only open to people with authorized access.  Some blogs no longer exist at the 

moment of textual data collection while the titles of blogs still remained.  Also, some 

blogs are removed in the process of data cleanup.  After data cleanup, some blogs lost 

most of their text and became almost empty. Those blogs contained little text except 

some pictures, cartoons, or other simple expressions.      

For the pre-period, Google Blog Search Engine found 128 posts, but after data 

cleanup (see Appendix L) only 88 cases remained for content analysis.  For the post-

period, although 150 blogs identified by BlogPulse, 100 blogs were collected for the final 

content analysis.   

 

Table 5.4: Collection of Weblogs’ Texts 

 Pre-Period Post-Period 

Number of posts 88 (128) 100 (150) 

 

g. Agendas of the Blogosphere 

Applying the frames of the media agendas, VBPro’s coding inspected the 

frequency of each agenda in the texts of blogs (see Appendices I & J).  As shown in 
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Table 5.5, the first column for the total number of occurrences of keywords illustrated the 

general prominence of each agenda in the blogosphere.  For example, “Agenda Two” 

appeared in the texts 325 times. The second and third columns list the binary frequency in 

each case. For example, Agenda One during the pre-period was found in 84 cases and 

Agenda One for post-period occurred in 94 cases.  This type of basic information 

indicates the relative prominence of each agenda within the blogosphere.  In general, the 

agendas with more total occurrences are likely to have a higher prominence within the 

blogosphere.  However, for the post-period, Agenda One has a higher frequency but 

Agenda Three appeared in more cases.  Nevertheless, the overall prominence of agendas 

within the web sphere about North Korea’s nuclear weapons development remains steady.  

 

Table 5.5: Descriptive Overview of Agendas for North Korea’s Nuclear Weapons 

Pre-Period Post-Period Agenda 

Total Presence Percent Total Presence Percent 

Agenda One 1,244 84/88 cases 95% 1376 94/100 

cases 

94% 

Agenda Two 325 57/88 cases 65% 258 65/100 

cases 

65% 

Agenda Three 1,486 87/88 cases 99% 1027 97/100 

cases 

97% 

 

Case Two. Hydrogen Vehicle 

a. Overview 

Simply, a hydrogen car is an automobile using hydrogen as its primary operative 

power source.  Hydrogen is in a gaseous state at atmospheric pressure and ambient 

temperatures. Hydrogen may contain low levels of carbon monoxide and carbon dioxide, 

depending on the source (en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hydrogen_car).  

The ability to create hydrogen from a variety of resources and its clean-burning 

properties make it a desirable alternative fuel.  Hydrogen cars generally use the hydrogen 

in one of two methods: combustion or fuel-cell conversion 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hydrogen
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(en.wikipedia.org/wiki.hydrogen_car).  In combustion, the hydrogen is "burned" in 

engines using fundamentally the same method as traditional gasoline cars.  The hydrogen 

internal combustion car is a slightly modified version of the traditional gasoline internal 

combustion engine car. In fuel-cell conversion, the hydrogen is turned into electricity 

through fuel cells which then power electric motors 

(en.wikipedia.org/wiki.hydrogen_car).  A fuel cell is a device that uses hydrogen (or a 

hydrogen-rich fuel) and oxygen to create an electric current.  

Using either method, the only by-products are water and heat—no pollutants or 

greenhouse gases are produced. A primary benefit of the hydrogen vehicle is that it uses 

oxygen from the air to produce water vapor as exhaust 

(en.wikipedia.org/wiki.hydrogen_car).  The hydrogen vehicle replaces an engine burning 

fossil fuels with one using clean natural resources to operate a vehicle.    

Because hydrogen can be produced using a wide variety of resources found in the 

United States—including natural gas, biological material, and even water—using 

hydrogen fuel reduces national dependence on fossil fuels.  

Although it offers promise to reduce both pollution and the reliance on fossil fuels, 

the hydrogen vehicle has been a challenging issue for automakers.  Although the potential 

benefits of fuel cells are significant, many challenges, technical and otherwise, must be 

overcome before fuel cells will be a successful, competitive alternative for consumers. 

These include their high cost, low-energy efficiency, fuel storage and delivery issues, and 

public acceptance (www.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hydrogen_economy). 

Energy efficiency is a challenge for all hydrogen storage approaches. The energy 

required to get hydrogen in and out is an issue for reversible solid-state materials. Life-

cycle energy efficiency is a challenge for chemical hydrogen storage in which the by-

product is regenerated off-board. In addition, the energy associated with compression and 

liquefaction must be considered for compressed and liquid hydrogen technologies.  

Applicable codes and standards for hydrogen storage systems and interface 

technologies, which will facilitate implementation/commercialization and assure safety 

and public acceptance, have not been established. Standardized hardware and operating 

procedures, and applicable codes and standards, are required 

(en.wikipedia.org/wiki.hydrogen_car).  

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gasoline
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Internal_combustion_engine
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Internal_combustion_engine
http://www.eere.energy.gov/hydrogenandfuelcells/future/benefits.html
http://www.wikipedia/
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b. Recent Developments 

When some events in the real world induce a reaction from bloggers, a spike in 

the number of posting on the issues related to the events is observed (Gruhl, Guha, Liben-

Nowell, & Tomkins, 2004).  As indicated in Appendix B, there was huge spike of 

hydrogen vehicle posts between July 17 and August 4, 2005. Except for this time period, 

the majority of posts by bloggers remained under 0.0025 percent of overall posts in the 

blogosphere.  The frequency of posting messages at the peak was six times as much as 

the lowest frequency on the graph.  It is fair to say that something took place at the 

beginning of August 2005 to attract bloggers’ attention to the issue of the hydrogen 

vehicle.   

Since the continuing war in Iraq, many people started realizing alternative fuel is 

not only an economic or scientific issue, but also a national security or political concern. 

People perceive that the high dependency of the domestic economy on foreign oil might 

cause more than just high gas prices. Also, the general public may start understanding 

that they need to look for better ways of driving because of continuous increases in oil 

prices (academic.evergreen.edu).  

Many companies are currently researching the feasibility of building hydrogen 

cars. Several leading automobile manufacturers have begun developing cars for the 

general public (en.wikipedia.org/wiki.hydrogen_car).  A new development in the 

technology generated international interests because it opens up the possibility of 

reducing the size of a hydrogen vehicle.  In September, 2005, Joe Williams announced 

that he had developed a machine that could solve many challenging problems to provide 

hydrogen vehicles for average consumers.  Known as Hydrogen Generating Module, the 

machine with the size of a small DVD player contains a small reservoir of distilled water 

and other chemicals such as potassium hydroxide.  By adding hydrogen to the 

combustion chamber, the Canadian creator claimed that burning the fuel becomes 97 

percent efficient (Marsden, September 17, 2005).    

 

c. Mainstream News Coverage 

In order to examine whether there was the significant coverage by the traditional 

mass media of the hydrogen vehicle during the time period under investigation, this study 
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employed a Lexis-Nexis search.  A Lexis-Nexis search was used to search newspaper 

articles containing the keywords like “hydrogen vehicle” or “hydrogen car” in the 

headlines, lead paragraphs, and terms in each article.  The scope of the search covered 

major newspapers such as the Los Angeles Times, the New York Times, USA Today, the 

Washington Post, and the Chicago Sun-Times.  The specific time period for this search 

ranged from August 1, 2005 to September 30, 2005. 

 Only one article on the hydrogen vehicle was found by the Lexis-Nexis search.  

The result, in general, revealed the fact that there was little news coverage on alternative 

fuels by major newspapers during this time. Also, in part, the primary news category 

chosen for the search, which is general news, not technical news, might be a cause for the 

lack of coverage.     

 

d. Web Sphere 

To collect a wide range of web sites relevant to the issue of the hydrogen vehicle, 

the Google Advanced Search was used, specifying the semantic scope of the issue and 

the searching period.  The keywords for the hydrogen vehicle case were “hydrogen 

vehicle” and “alternative fuel.”  The time period for URL collection ranged from August 

1, 2005 to September 30, 2005.  Top 100 web sites’ URLs were collected as initial seed 

URLs.   

Once the initial seed URLs were identified, those URLs were entered into 

IssueCrawler.  Due to the technical limitations of IssueCrawler, IssueCrawler cannot 

recognize some URLs, so the final set of seed URLs might be fewer than the number of 

initial entries from the Google search.   

IssueCrawler collects final URLs through the initial seed URLs.  Web sites 

connected with each other are likely to carry similar content.  Seed URLs collected by 

Google contain only individual web sites. However, the URLs collected by IssueCrawler 

include subpages of those web sites as well as the URLs of additional web sites collected 

from the crawling.  As a result, a total of 4,708 URLs were collected for primary link 

analysis.  
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Table 5.6: URL Collection for Hydrogen Vehicle 
Initial Seed URLs (Google) Seed URLs Overall URLs 

100 URLs 91 URLs 4,708 URLs 

 

As proposed in the research design, SocSciBot and Colink Analysis generated an 

interlink structure file by analyzing the connection patterns among web sites. Pajek was 

employed to detect the overall pattern of the connections among those web sites. With a 

large number of web sites, Pajek provided a visual map and a numeric table indicating 

the divisions to which each web site belongs.  However, the visual map for the case of the 

hydrogen vehicle did not identify any clear divisions among web sites.  So, this case 

study took a further step to detect the cohesive components of the web sphere as a media 

space.   

In order to identify cohesive divisions on the visual map, Pajek removed the less 

connected web sites from the web sphere.  The top four percent of web sites among the 

web sites collected for each case in terms of the number of external links were defined as 

the strongly connected web sites.   As shown in Table 5.7, among the web sites whose 

links range from one to 20, the web sites with more than five links account for the top 3.6 

percent. Pajek removed the links of web sites with four or fewer links.  As a result, 169 

web sites still remain on the map.   

 

Table 5.7: Web Sphere for Hydrogen Vehicle 

Total number of links Degrees Cutoff Remaining URLs 

11,836 1 to 20 5 (96.4473) 169 

 

e. The Agenda of the Web Sphere 

 With automatic classification of an agenda within a web sphere not being possible, 

manual inspection of the conceptual associations among keywords was used to identify 

groups of keywords representing agendas. As in other cases, a group of words with at 

least eight occurrences were identified and irrelevant words were removed through 

manual inspection.    
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However, this case study failed to classify those words into cohesive groups with 

identical themes.  After removing the irrelevant words such as “technical codes” (see 

Appendix L) from the list of words with high frequency, there were few words that 

appeared to be associated with the issue.  While the researcher could notice some patterns 

of the websites implicitly, the manual analysis failed to classify words into cohesive 

groups representing agendas within the web sphere.  Subsequently, no explicitly cohesive 

divisions among those words were found.   

 With the failure to identify relevant media agendas within the web sphere, there is 

no point in proceeding to the rest of the research analysis for this case.  Without media 

agendas, agendas in the blogopshere cannot be examined.  So, in this case it is not 

possible to complete the primary analysis necessary to examine the research hypotheses.  

However, further study might analyze the agendas in the blogosphere.   

 

Case Three. Zero Access Policy 

a. Background 

 Given the unprecedented damage by Hurricane Katrina in August and September 

2005, the U.S. government response provoked criticisms about the lack of preparations, 

the inadequate rescue operation, and several other related issues.  Along with an 

unprecedented natural disaster, the responses by federal and local governments were not 

acceptable to most observers.  The reactions to the natural disaster by both local and state 

governments and the federal government ignited public criticism, particularly in the 

media, for their lack of planning and coordination.  

As high profile news coverage has reported, the American public in general 

blames all levels of government in differing proportions for the failure to perform their 

responsibilities in hurricane preparedness, reaction, and the aftermath.  Vivid images 

depicting the stranded as overwhelmingly African-American, the realization that those 

without private means of evacuation had been left behind, and the perception that the 

poorest areas were those most prone to flooding, very quickly gave the rise to racial and 

class interpretations of the response. 
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As the U.S. military and rescue services gained control over New Orleans, there 

were restrictions on the activity of the media.  On September 7, a Federal Emergency 

Management Agency (FEMA) spokeswoman requested in an email to journalists that 

they voluntarily refrain from taking photographs of the many corpses still present in the 

city at that time (www.wikipedia.org). On September 8, FEMA spokesman Mark Pfeifle 

confirmed this request.  

Again, on September 9, 2005, General Russel Honoré, chief of the hurricane relief 

operation, reportedly declared that the media would have "zero access" to body-recovery 

operations, stating that it "would not be good to have pictures of people, the deceased, 

shown on any media." Also on same day, Terry J. Ebbert, Louisiana’s Homeland Security 

Director, stated that the process of recovering the deceased would be "done with dignity, 

meaning there will be no press allowed." Their comments followed reports from earlier in 

the week that FEMA allegedly asked the media not to photograph those who died in the 

disaster. The FEMA orders barred members of the press from photographing anything to 

do with the recovery of the bodies of the dead. 

 

 b. Recent Developments 

The issue of zero access has the best potential to examine the agenda-setting 

function of the web sphere.  While Hurricane Katrina received huge amounts of coverage 

in mainstream news media, the issue of zero access, a conflict between the media and the 

government, gained little attention from the mainstream media.  At the same time, as 

shown in Appendix C, a high level of blogger activity was observed on the issue.   

Immediately following FEMA officials’ comments on media restrictions, CNN 

filed a lawsuit and obtained a temporary restraining order against the federal ban of 

September 9, 2005.  Subsequently, U.S. District Judge Keith Ellison issued a temporary 

restraining order against a "zero access" policy. 

CNN claimed that FEMA announced the restriction on the news media by stating 

that the press would be totally banned from reporting on the recovery of the deceased 

victims of the Hurricane Katrina. CNN pointed out that that the government’s total ban 

was an unconstitutional violation of the First and Fourteenth Amendments. Also, it added 

in the petition that there were no adequate remedies to prevent the harm to the public if 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/September_7
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/FEMA
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Journalist
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Photograph
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/September_8
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Mark_Pfeifle&action=edit
http://mediamatters.org/items/200509080025
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/CNN
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lawsuit
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Restraining_order
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the recovery operation was conducted in secret (Hilden, September, 13).  On September 

10, 2005, in a hearing before U.S. District Judge Keith Ellison, Army Lt. Col. Christian 

DeGraff promised that recovery teams would not bar the media from watching. Satisfied, 

CNN agreed to put its case on hold.   

 

c. Mainstream news coverage 

The mass media coverage of the zero access policy was inconsistent across media 

outlets.  Surprisingly, major news outlets gave little attention to the government’s actions 

or to CNN’s legal reactions to the government policy (http://mediamatter.org).  However, 

CNN reported the legal case and the developments with an extensive amount of coverage.   

According to a Lexis-Nexis search carried out by a journalism web site, the coverage by 

major newspapers was mainly limited to the general recovery operations between 

September 9 and September 14, 2005. For example, a Washington Post article entitled 

"The category 5 general," on September 12, 2005, and a USA Today article entitled 

"Honoré in charge, refusing excuses that slow cleanup," appeared on the same day.  

Further, most major media outlets ignored violations of the federal court order by 

government personnel on the ground (http://mediamatter.org). 

A Lexis-Nexis search was used here to search newspaper articles containing the 

keyword “zero access” in the headlines, lead paragraphs, and terms in each article.  The 

scope of the search covered major newspapers such as the Los Angeles Times, the New 

York Times, USA Today, the Washington Post, and the Chicago Sun-Times.  The specific 

time period for this search ranged from August 1, 2005 to September 30, 2005.  As a 

result, no articles were found.   

   

d. Web Sphere 

In order to identify web spheres carrying information about the zero access policy, 

the Google Advanced Search was employed to collect seed URLs.  Searching for the web 

sites relevant to the issue of the zero access policy, the Google Advanced Search 

employed keyword searching to specify the semantic scope of the issue and the period of 

searching.  The keywords for the case were “Zero Access,” “Hurricane Katrina,” and 

http://mediamatters.org/rd?http://www.washingtonpost.com/wp-dyn/content/article/2005/09/11/AR2005091101484.html
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“Government response.”  The time period for URL collection ranged from August 1, 

2005 to September 30, 2005.  The top 100 web sites’ URLs were collected as seed URLs.   

 Once the seed URLs were identified, those URLs were entered into IssueCrawler 

as a population of web sites carrying relevant information.  Due to technical limitations, 

IssueCrawler can not recognize some URLs.  So, the number of final seed URLs turned 

out to be fewer than the initial set from the Google search.   

IssueCrawler collected URLs, which were connected with the seed URLs.  Web 

sites connected with each other are likely to carry similar content. The URLs collected by 

IssueCrawler include subpages of those web sites as well as the URLs of additional web 

sites collected from the crawling.  Finally, 13,855 URLs were collected.  

 

Table 5.8: URL Collection for Zero Access Policy 

Seed URLs (Google) Seed URLs (IssueCrawler) Overall URLs 

100 URLs 95 URLs 13,855 URLs 

 

Analyzing the data from SocSciBot and Colink Analysis, Pajek was employed to 

detect the overall pattern of the connections among those web sites. With large number of 

web sites, Pajek provided a visual map and a numeric table indicating the cohesive 

divisions of web sites on the list.  Due to the difficulty of identifying cohesive divisions 

on the visual map, Pajek was used to identify strongly connected components as cohesive 

divisions by removing less densely connected web sites.  The strongly connected 

components within the web sphere are likely to be the most accessible to Internet users, 

representing greater prominence within the web sphere.   

As shown in Table 5.9, among the web sites whose links ranged from one to 14, 

the web sites with more than five links account for about top 3.4 percent  in the terms of 

the number of external links.  As a result, 192 web sites still remain.   

 

Table 5.9: Web Sphere for Zero Access Policy  

Total number of links Degrees Cutoff Remaining URLs 

5,662 1 to 14 5(96.0924) 192 
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e. The Agenda of the Web Sphere 

 Similar to the issue of hydrogen vehicle, this study failed to identify sufficient 

keywords for a conceptual grouping associated with the issue.  Since this research uses 

media agendas to examine the public agendas, the failure to identify any media agenda 

resulted in incomplete content analyses to inspect the agenda setting on the web.   

While further investigation is necessary to understand the reasons for this failure, 

several potential reasons can be suggested.  Before the reduction of the list of the web 

sites to visualize the map, manual inspection, as a preliminary inspection, could collect 

some texts with relevant contents.  As shown in Table 5.9, the number of web sites was 

sufficient.  However, the number of actual web pages containing meaningful information 

was reduced significantly after the reduction for the map. Those web pages could be the 

pages of popular web sites.  So, many relevant web sites might have been collected 

initially for this test, but were removed because they had few links.   

Another possible reason is the data collection date.  This issue was particularly 

avoided by established news organizations, which might maintain longer the contents and 

links than websites created and maintained by individuals (which tend to respond to the 

different issues more rapidly).   The limitations of this research method will be discussed 

further in Chapter Six.   

 

Case Four. Cyberstalking 

a. Background 

 Simply, cyberstalking is defined as stalking via the Internet. It is a communication 

behavior by way of email or other electronic communications with a specific person, 

causing substantial emotional distress to that person 

(en.www.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cyberstalking).  While cyberstalking can take many forms, 

unsolicited email, including hate, obscene, or threatening mail, are probably the most 

common forms of harassment (www.karisable.com/crpcstalk.htm).  A cyberstalker does 

not present a direct physical threat to a victim, but follows the victim’s online activity to 

gather information and make threats or other forms of verbal intimidation.  
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The availability of free email and website space, as well as the anonymity 

provided by chatrooms and forums, have contributed to the increase in cyberstalking as a 

form of harassment. Also, recent technical advancements enable average people to search 

for someone's alias, real name, or email address relatively easily. The anonymity of 

online interaction reduces the chance of identification and makes cyberstalking more 

common than physical stalking (en.www.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cyberstalking).   

At times, the seriousness of the impact of this type of violation is not fully 

comprehended. Although cyberstalking might seem relatively harmless, it can cause 

victims psychological and emotional harm, and occasionally lead to actual stalking.  

Further, cyberstalking is a burgeoning menace.  According to a 2000--2001 survey of 

Working to Halt Online Abuse (WHOA), almost 40 per cent of net users experience 

cyberstalking.  Most of the victims of online harassment, about 85 percent, are young 

women.  

There has been a growing trend toward the criminalization of cyberstalking.  

Today, cyberstalking can lead to criminal charges. Cyberstalking is defined as computer 

crime or harassment. This term is used interchangeably with online harassment and 

online abuse.  The first U.S. cyberstalking law went into effect in 1999 in California. 

Other states include prohibitions against cyberstalking in their harassment or stalking 

legislation. In Florida, a ban on cyberstalking became a law in 2003 (National 

Conference of State Legislatures, 2006).  There, cyberstalking became a first-degree 

misdemeanor in a statute that describes it as communication by way of email or other 

electronic communication directed at a specific person, causing substantial emotional 

distress to that person and serving no legitimate purpose. Aggravated stalking and 

stalking of a minor are among the variations that constitute felony charges. 

On the other hand, the criminalization of cyberstalking concerns people because 

of potential violations of the First Amendment.  Anonymous speech is a vital right to 

allow people to participate in public debates without fear.  The unique technical traits of 

communication in cyberspace enable people to send anonymous messages.  These 

conflicts between freedom of speech and protection of the victim led to large 

controversies whenever the related bills or laws have been introduced to legislatures 

(Pont, 2001).     

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Computer_crime
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Computer_crime
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Harassment
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/1999
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/California
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Stalking
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Florida
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Nonetheless, law enforcement has often not caught up with the developments 

online, and officials in many cases are simply telling the victims to avoid the websites 

where they are being harassed or having their privacy violated. Some assistance can be 

found by contacting the web host companies or the ISP of the abuser.  

   

b. Recent Developments 

 The sharp rise of the number of posting by bloggers is likely to indicate the 

increase of bloggers’ attention to the issues at particular moments.  As shown in 

Appendix D, there was significant increase of webloggers’ activities in September 2005.  

According to BlogPulse, the number of posts by bloggers remained steady until 

September.  The percent of posts about cyberstalking was under 0.10 for most of the time 

period tracked by BlogPulse.  However, the percent of posts between September 9, 2005 

and September 27, 2005 reached almost 0.45.   Several occasions during the time period 

might represent the prominent issues on the web sphere while those examples described 

below were selected, based on subjective judgments.   

 In August 2005, Jacksonville, Florida police charged Racheal Zickafoose with 

two counts of cyberstalking, which is a misdemeanor. Cyberstalking is a law that’s been 

on the books since 2001, but it’s the first time the police department charged anyone with 

the crime, according to a Jacksonville police official.  Zickafoose, who split up with her 

husband, allegedly sent a harassing email in April to the 16-year-old girl who started 

dating him after the break-up. In the email, Zickafoose allegedly harassed the teen she 

sent it to (Papandrea, August 29, 2005). 

As a report by the attorney general in 1999 indicated (Attoney General, August 

1999), the lack of law enforcement resulted from institutional inertia of the legal system 

but also inadequate law enforcement tools.  While several new laws were introduced, law 

enforcement agencies have had difficulty in trying to detect cyberstalking and in 

apprehending the perpetrators. The anonymity of the Internet, the fragility of electronic 

evidence, and privacy statutes have caused law enforcement challenges. As more people 

have access to technology, these cyberstalkers become more sophisticated so they can 

better cover their tracks. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Internet_service_provider
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In September 2005, researchers at Florida State University developed a computer 

system designed to help law enforcement agents thwart cyberstalking.  Computer science 

Professor Sudhir Aggarwal and members of the Florida Cybersecurity Institute have built 

a hardware and software prototype called the Predator and Prey Alert (PAPA) system. 

The forensic toolkit is designed to provide high-quality evidence for the prosecution of 

cyberstalking cases (Newswise, September 13, 2005). 

PAPA is designed to collect evidence that complies with admissibility standards 

by avoiding surveillance methods that violate privacy protection laws, such as those 

outlined in federal wiretapping statutes.  While the victim is logged on, this system 

automatically records all messages that are exchanged and are displayed on screen, even 

when the agent is not in duty.  Saved data is securely stored on the session recorder.  

Inspectors can analyze evidence through a console that permits basic and advanced 

searches of the recorded data (Elish, 2005). 

 

c. Mainstream News Coverage 

In order to examine whether there was a significant amount of media coverage on 

cyberstalking during the time period under investigation, this study employed a Lexis-

Nexis search.  The Lexis-Nexis search was used to search newspaper articles containing 

“cyberstalking” in the headlines, lead paragraphs, and terms in each article.  The scope of 

the search covered major newspapers such as the Los Angeles Times, the New York Times, 

USA Today, the Washington Post, and the Chicago Sun-Times.  The specific time period 

for this search ranged from August 1, 2005 to September 30, 2005.  As a result, no 

articles containing the keyword “cyberstalking” were found in those five major 

newspapers.   

  

d. Web Sphere 

In order to collect various web sites related to cyberstalking, a Google Advanced 

Search and IssueCrawler were employed.  As far as web sites are semantically related, 

optimal URL collection should include various URLs in order to reflect the overview of 

information available on the web.   
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As the first step to identify web spheres carrying information about cyberstalking, 

initial seed URLs were collected.  The Google Advanced Search using keywords allows 

specification of the semantic scope of the issue and the period of searching.  The keyword 

for this case was “cyberstalking.”  The time period for the URL collection ranged from 

August 1, 2005 to September 30, 2005.  The top 100 web sites’ URLs were collected as 

initial seed URLs.   

 Once the initial seed URLs were identified, those URLs were entered into 

IssueCrawler to collect URLs that represent a kind of population of web sites carrying 

the information.  Due to technical limitations, IssueCrawler cannot recognize some URLs 

among the collected URLs.  So, the final seed URLs were fewer than the initial set from 

the Google search (shown at Table 5.10).   

IssueCrawler collects URLs which are connected with the initial seed URLs.  

Web sites connected with each other are likely to carry similar content. The previous 

steps in URL collection gathered URLs of individual web sites. However, the URLs 

collected by IssueCrawler include subpages of those web sites as well as the URLs of 

additional web sites collected from the crawling.  The total number for link analysis was 

5,138 URLs.   

 

 Table 5.10: URL Collection for Cyberstalking  

Initial Seed URLs (Google) Seed URLs (IssueCrawler) Overall URLs 

100 92 5,138 

 

SocSciBot and Colink Analysis revealed the pattern of interlinks among web sites 

of the 5,138 URLs.  Based on the numeric data of interlinks among web sites generated 

by Colink Analysis, Pajek provided a visual map illustrating the overall pattern of the 

connections among those web sites.  However, the visualization by Pajek did not provide 

a clear grouping of web sites by coherent themes. The simple visualization did not outline 

the divisions of each group with different themes.  

Due to the difficulty of identifying cohesive divisions on the visual map, Pajek 

was used to identify strongly connected components as cohesive divisions by removing 

less densely connected web sites.   
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As shown in Table 5.11, among the web sites whose links range from one to 21, 

the web sites with more than five links account for about 4.1 percent. Similar to other 

cases, the web sites within the top four percent in the number of links were selected as the 

cohesive components of the web sphere.  As a result, 438 web sites still remained in the 

map.   

 

Table 5.11: Web Sphere for Cyberstalking 

Total number of links Degrees Cutoff Remaining URLs 

14,026 1 to 21 5 (95.8849) 438 

 

e. Agenda of the Web Sphere 

 Content analysis using VBPro was employed to identify agendas in each web 

sphere.  The agendas in each web sphere are defined by a group of keywords that 

represent a relevant theme of the issue.  The keywords for each agenda should have a 

sufficient frequency to provide representativeness of the texts.  Also, the keywords in 

each agenda should be thematically associated with each other.   

 First, the words with high frequency were selected.  VBPro lists every word that 

occurred in the texts from the web sites for this issue and ranks them.  Every word with at 

least eight occurrences was selected for the subsequent step. The web sphere for this case 

consisted of 6498 words.  Among them, 1036 words have at least eight occurrences in the 

texts.   

Second, every word from the frequency list was examined in order to finalize the 

list of keywords for agendas.  By using “Keyword in Context” of VBPro (see Appendix 

H), the actual usages of each keyword in contexts were examined in order to classify 

keywords into thematic divisions.   

Finally, the keywords representing agendas are identified based on the association 

with the social issues as shown in Table 5.12. “Cyberstalking,” “ Internet,” and 

“computer” were excluded from the list of keywords in that those words can be used with 

various meanings.  
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Table 5.12: Agendas of Cyberstalking     

Agendas Keywords 

Cybercrime (Agenda One) Fraud, victims, criminal, abuse 

Enforcement (Agenda Two) Enforcement, police, cyberlaw, investigation 

Protection (Agenda Three) Protection, identity, privacy, private 

 

f. Blogosphere 

In order to inspect bloggers’ agendas, the posts related to the issue were collected 

by Google Blog Search Engine and BlogPulse.  Initially, BlogPulse was chosen as the 

blog search engine, but BlogPulse did not contain some portions of the time period 

selected for data collection.  So, the blogs for the “before” time period were collected by 

the Google Blog Search Engine and the blogs for “after” were collected by BlogPulse.  

Both search engines provided the same options to specify the searching criteria.  

Cyberstalking was used as the keyword for searching for both time periods.  The time 

period for “before” ranged from June 1, 2005 to July 31, 2005.  The time period for 

“after” ranged from August 1, 2005 to September 30, 2005.   

Some technical restrictions reduced the number of collected posts in the 

blogosphere even after the list of blogs was identified.  Some blogs are open to people 

with authorized access.  Some blogs no longer exist.  Also, some blogs are removed in 

the process of data cleanup.  After data cleanup, some blogs lost most of their texts and 

became almost empty.   

For the pre-period, Google found 106 posts but 72 cases remained for content 

analysis after the clean up procedure, whose description is provided in Appendix L. Table 

5.13 below displays the summary of text collection from the weblogs.  For the post-

period, among 52 blogs that were identified by BlogPulse, 31 blogs were collected for 

final content analysis.   

 This case showed some limitations in using two different methods to collect 

textual data from blogs.  According to BlogPulse, the posts of bloggers on cyberstalking 

were supposed to increase for the post-period.  However, the actual data collection 

identified more posts on cyberstalking for the pre-period than for the post-period.   
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Table 5.13: Collection of Weblogs’ Texts  

 Pre-period Post-period 

Number of posts 72 (106) 31 (52) 

 

g. Agendas of the Blogosphere 

Table 5.14 summarizes the total frequency of keywords in the issue network and the 

overall frequency of the cases containing the keywords representing agendas (see 

Appendices I & J). The overview provides implicit evidence of an agenda-setting 

function on the web by showing the relative prominence of each agenda in the 

blogosphere and the shift of prominence between the pre-period and the post-period. 

 As seen in Table 5.14, this case did not show a strong indication of agenda setting.  

The majority of cases did not contain the frames of agendas in the texts.  The agendas for 

the post-period appeared in an average of 32 percent of the total cases.  The rank of 

agendas in the blogosphere is not consistent with the rank of agenda in the web sphere, 

which is seen at Appendix K.  According to the rank of agenda in the web sphere, the 

expected ranks of agenda in blogosphere are Agenda One, Agenda Two, and Agenda 

Three in that order.  

The shift of prominence of agendas can also indicate the agenda-setting function.  

The patterns of the posts on cyberstalking for the post-period are different from those for 

the pre-period.  For the pre-period, Agenda One was the prominent agenda among 

webloggers.  Agenda One appeared in more than half of total cases while the number of 

Agenda Two and Agenda Three posts could account for only about one-quarter of the 

total cases.  For the post-period, Agenda Two was the most prominent agenda.  

 

Table 5.14: Descriptive Overview of Agendas for Cyberstalking.  

Pre-Period Post-Period Agenda 

Total Presence Percent Total Presence Percent 

Agenda1 121 37 51% 73 10 32% 

Agenda 2 33 17 24% 22 11 35% 

Agenda 3 73 22 31% 30 9 29% 
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Case Five. Intelligent Design 

a. Overview 

Intelligent design is presented as an alternative to purely naturalistic forms of the 

theory of evolution. The controversial assertion is that certain features of the universe and 

of living things exhibit the characteristics of a product resulting from an intelligent cause 

or agent, not an unguided process such as natural selection. The fundamental logic is that 

"there are natural systems that cannot be adequately explained in terms of undirected 

natural forces and that exhibit features which in any other circumstance we would 

attribute to intelligence" (en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Intelligent_design). 

Primarily, intelligent design looks for evidence of "signs of intelligence." The 

most commonly cited signs include irreducible complexity, information mechanisms, and 

specified complexity. Design proponents argue that living systems show one or more of 

these, from which they infer that some aspects of life have been designed 

(en.wikipedia.org).  

The proponents of intelligent design regard it as a scientific research program that 

investigates the effects of intelligent causes.  William Dembski, a leading proponent of 

intelligent design, claimed that people cannot test for the identity of influences exterior to 

a closed system from within. Leading proponents claim that intelligent design is a 

scientific theory that stands on equal footing with, or is superior to, current scientific 

theories regarding the origin of life.  Intelligent design proponents say that while 

evidence pointing to the nature of an "intelligent cause or agent" may not be directly 

observable, its effects on nature can be detected.  

On the other hand, an overwhelming majority of the scientific community views 

intelligent design not as a valid scientific theory, but as pseudoscience or junk science. 

The U.S. National Academy of Sciences has stated that intelligent design and other 

claims of supernatural intervention in the origin of life are not science because they 

cannot be tested by experiment, do not generate any predictions, and propose no new 

hypotheses of their own.  

Nonetheless, according to a 2005 survey by the Pew Institution, 60 percent of 

Americans believe that humans and other animals have either always existed in their 

present form or have evolved over time under the guidance of a supreme being.  More 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Naturalism_%28philosophy%29
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Theory_of_evolution
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Forces
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Scientific_evidence
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Irreducible_complexity
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Information
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Specified_complexity
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Science
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Theory
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Origin_of_life
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Observation
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Scientific_community
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Scientific_theory
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pseudoscience
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Junk_science
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/United_States_National_Academy_of_Sciences
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Supernatural
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Scientific_experiment
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hypothesis
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than 60 percent of Americans support teaching creationism alongside evolution in the 

classroom (Pew Forum, 2005). 

 Legally, until 2006, courts have allowed for teaching creationism in several 

contexts.  In the case of Stone vs. Graham, 1980, the U.S. Supreme Court clearly stated 

that “the Bible may constitutionally be used in an appropriate study of history, 

civilization, ethics, comparative religion, or the like” (Masci, 2005).  Since Darwin’s 

theory on the origin of life was established, a number of evolution opponents have tried 

to empower their status in classrooms.  Courts have dismissed a variety of state and local 

attempts to either limit the teaching of evolution theory or to require the presentation of 

views alternative to evolution theory.   

 

b. Recent Developments 

 The graph drawn by BlogPulse showed that a huge spike in activity on this topic 

took place after August 4, 2005.  There were two clear divisions on the graph.  Before 

July 17, the percent of posts within the web sphere was sustained at a relatively steady 

low, under about 0.025.  However, the percent of posts during post-period reached at 

about 0.250, which was almost ten times as much as at the lowest point.   

On September 22, 2005, aided by the American Civil Liberties Union, 11 parents 

of Dover, Pennsylvania, schoolchildren filed a federal lawsuit against that town’s school 

board, accusing it of violating the principle of separation of church and state. The Dover 

school district is believed to be the nation’s first school system to require that students be 

exposed to the intelligent design concept.  

In October 2004 the Dover Area School Board in York, Pennsylvania, voted six 

to three to add intelligent design to the district’s biology curriculum.  The policy requires 

school administrators to read a statement before classes on evolution that says Charles 

Darwin’s theory is "not a fact" and has inexplicable "gaps." It refers students to an 

intelligent-design textbook for more information. 

Science teachers balked and many Dover parents were angered as well. The 

plaintiffs asked the court to void the intelligent design policy in the class.  "It’s the first 

movement to try to drive a wedge between students and the scientific process," said 
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Brown University’s Kenneth Miller, the first witness called by lawyers for eight families 

suing the Dover Area School District (Associated Press, September 26, 2005).  

 

c. Mainstream News Coverage 

Teaching intelligent design or other ideas related to creationism in the public 

school classroom has been a lasting social controversy.  Both proponents and opponents 

are often very active in expressing and disseminating their ideas through the mass media.  

In order to examine whether there is sufficient coverage in traditional mass media on 

“intelligent design” during the time period under investigation, this study employed a 

Lexis-Nexis search.  The Lexis-Nexis search was used to search newspaper articles 

containing “intelligent design” in the headlines, lead paragraphs, and terms in each article.  

The scope of the search covers major newspapers such as the Los Angeles Times, the New 

York Times, USA Today, the Washington Post, and the Chicago Sun-Times.  The specific 

time period for this search ranged from August 1, 2005 to September 30, 2005. 

 Compared to other social issues, intelligent design received relatively frequent 

media coverage.  In total, 54 articles were found.  

 

d. Web Sphere 

As the initial step to identify web spheres carrying information about intelligent 

design, seed URLs were collected.  The crucial task in this step is to collect web sites 

which contain content relevant to intelligent design.  The Google Advanced Search used 

keywords to specify the semantic scope of the issue and the period of searching.  The 

keywords for the case were “intelligent design” and “origin of life.”  The time period for 

the URL collection ranged from August 1, 2005 to September 30, 2005.  Top 100 web 

sites’ URLs were collected as seed URLs.   

However, some the initial seed URLs were not technically usable.  Due to 

technical limitations, IssueCrawler cannot recognize some URLs.  Eight-five URLs 

remained for actual analysis step.  Once the seed URLs were identified, those URLs were 

entered into IssueCrawler to create a population of web sites carrying information 

centering on the issue.   
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In this case, the number of final seed URLs became smaller after being submitted 

to IssueCrawler than the number of initial entries from the Google search.  IssueCrawler 

collects URLs, which are connected with the seed URLs.  However, the URLs collected 

by IssueCrawler include subpages of those web sites as well as the URLs of additional 

web sites collected from the crawling.  Table 5.15 summarizes the numbers of URLs 

selected from each step.  

 

Table 5.15: URL Collection for Intelligent Design  

Seed URLs (Google) Seed URLs (IssueCrawler) Overall URLs 

100 URLs 85 URLs 3,271 URLs 

 

Analyzing the data from SocSciBot and Colink Analysis, Pajek was employed to 

detect the overall pattern of the connections among those web sites. With a large number 

of web sites, Pajek provided a visual map and a numeric table indicating the divisions to 

which each web site belongs.   

Due to the difficulty of identifying cohesive divisions on the visual map, Pajek 

was also used to identify strongly connected components as cohesive divisions by 

removing less densely connected web sites.   

As shown in Table 5.16, among the web sites whose links range from one to nine, 

the web sites with more than four links account for about 3.6 percent.  As a result, 272 

web sites still remained.   

 

Table 5.16: Web Sphere for Intelligent Design  

Total number of links Degrees Cutoff Remaining URLs 

6,873 1 to 9 4 (96.4716) 272 

 

e. The Agenda of the Web Sphere 

 A computer-aided content analysis is employed to identify agendas in the web 

sphere carrying content related to intelligent design.  The agendas in each web sphere are 

defined by the keywords.  The keywords for each agenda were selected based on 

thematic association, and the keywords should have at least eight occurrences in the texts.    
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 In order to identify the list of potential keywords to represent each agenda, a 

group of words with high frequency were chosen from the frequency list generated by 

VBPro.  The final list excludes special letters, technical codes and irrelevant texts.   

Subsequently, the keywords representing agendas are identified based on the 

association with social issues.  VBPro detected the contextual usages of the words 

selected from the previous step.   The sentences containing the words in the list were 

detected and collected in order to inspect the prominent themes, as shown Appendix F, 

and identify the keywords to represent the themes or agendas (see Table 5.17).    

 

Table 5.17: Agendas for Intelligent Design 

Agendas Keywords 

Education (Agenda One) Science, evolution, public, education 

Civil rights (Agenda Two) Ideas, freedom, tolerance,  

Political attention (Agenda Three) Controversy, arguments 

Legal (Agenda Four) Legal, lawyers, laws, lawyer, attorney, law, attorneys 

 

f. Blogosphere 

In order to inspect the bloggers’ agendas, the posts related to the issue were 

collected by the Google Blog Search Engine and by BlogPulse.  Initially, BlogPulse was 

chosen as blog search engine but BlogPulse did not cover a portion of the time period to 

observe the blogosphere.  So, the blogs for the “before” time period were collected by the 

Google Blog Search Engine and the blogs for the “after” were collected by BlogPulse.  

Both search engines provided the same options to specify searching criteria.  The search 

for both time periods employed the same keywords such as “intelligent design” and 

“origin of life.”  The time period for “pre-period” ranged from June 1, 2005 to July 31, 

2005.  The time period for “post-period” ranged from August 1, 2005 to September 30, 

2005.  Table 5.18 below summarizes the result of textual data collection.  

 

Table 5.18: Collection of Weblogs’ Texts 

 Pre-Period Post-Period 

Number of posts 86 (279) 100 (1,043) 
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g. The Agendas of the Blogosphere 

 The overview of the frequency of keywords in texts and the number of cases 

containing agendas are used to examine agenda setting on the web.  Applying the frames 

of agendas on the web to the texts from blogs, the frequency table shows some 

association between the agendas of the web sphere and agendas of the blogosphere.  

 The prominent agendas of the web sphere showed a strong presence in the 

blogosphere as shown in Table 5.19.  For example, Agenda One appeared in almost every 

case in the blogosphere.  Also, Agenda Three appeared in the majority of the cases of 

blogosphere. The prominence of the agendas appeared to be consistent across the time 

period. Agenda One was the dominant agenda both for the pre-period and the post-period.   

However, the prominence of agendas in the blogosphere shifted from the pre-

period to the post-period.  While the ranking of the agendas for pre-period lists Agenda 

One, Agenda Three, Agenda Four, and Agenda Two in that order, the ranking of agendas 

for the post-period is Agenda One, Agenda Three, Agenda Two, and Agenda Four.  

While the frequency of Agenda Two increased from the pre-period to the post-period, 

Agenda Four appeared to decrease.   

Overall, agendas during the post-period received more attention from bloggers 

than during the pre-period.  Agenda One, Agenda Two, and Agenda Three obtain higher 

prominence for the post-period than for the pre-period. Agenda Four received much less 

attention during the post-period than during the pre-period.   

 

Table 5.19: Descriptive Overview of Agendas for Intelligent Design  

Pre-Period Post-Period Agenda 

Total Presence Percent Total Presence Percent 

Agenda One 2,246 85 99% 1,376 97 97% 

Agenda Two 58 33 38% 82 47 47% 

Agenda Three 172 51 59% 114 56 56% 

Agenda Four 202 41 48% 32 11 11% 
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Hypothesis Test 

 

This study hypothesized that the structural characteristics of web spheres carrying 

specific agendas will be associated with the prominence of the agendas as perceived by 

bloggers.  The density and size of the web sphere were proposed as indicators equivalent 

to the amount and placement of mass media coverage. The relative availability of 

agendas on the web sphere is measured by the density and size of the web sphere.  Also, 

the rank of agendas as measured by the occurrence in texts reflects the prominence of an 

agenda among bloggers.  In short, web spheres with a higher density or a bigger web 

sphere are likely to have a stronger agenda setting impact than web spheres with lower 

density or smaller web spheres.   

Comparing the relative emphasis of agendas among web spheres, this study 

examined the correlation between the ranking of the prominence of each agenda as 

perceived by bloggers and the relative availability of information related to the agendas 

on the web sphere.  Similar to typical agenda-setting studies (Dearing & Rogers, 1996), 

the correlation between the average ranking of agendas on the blogosphere and the mean 

order of the availability of agendas on the web sphere was used. 

The mean rank order among agendas in the blogosphere was used to represent the 

aggregated ranking of each agenda.  Every agenda is ranked based on the occurrence of 

the keywords representing the agenda in each case. For example, “One” was assigned for 

the agenda with most frequent occurrence and “Two” was assigned for the second agenda 

in the raw frequency table.    

The raw ranking of each agenda in each case was used to calculate the mean 

ranking.  According to the formula used to calculate mean rank order (Althaus & 

Tewksbury, 2002), smaller numbers indicate higher ranks. So, a negative correlation in 

the column means the ranking of the public agenda and the media agenda’s ranking are 

positively correlated.  As a supplementary measure, the mean portion was used.  Instead 

of transforming the raw score of occurrence to an interval score, the mean portion used 

the raw score by summing up the raw scores of each agenda.  The mean portion of each 

agenda reflects the relative portion of total frequency.  As shown in Appendices I and J, 
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the actual raw numbers of occurrence of a media agenda in each blog could reflect more 

closely the actual variation in the frequency of media agendas.   

  The initial research design predicted that the density and size of sub-web spheres, 

or divisions, would carry agendas within a web sphere of the issue.  However, the direct 

comparison of each agenda within those sub-web spheres was proposed in order to test 

those hypotheses. However, the failure of identification of each agenda within a web 

sphere led to the aggregate comparison of web spheres.  The density and size of each web 

sphere was calculated.  Based on these calculations, the strength of agenda setting effects 

of each web sphere was examined in order to test hypotheses.   

 

Hypothesis One 

This study found limited evidence to support Hypothesis One.  It states “web 

spheres with higher density within an issue network are more likely to influence 

bloggers’ agendas than web spheres with lower density within an issue network.”  

Hypothesis One predicted that web spheres with higher density would show 

stronger agenda-setting effects.  The core analysis showed that the web spheres with 

higher density showed higher correlation between media agendas and public agendas 

than the web spheres with lower density. Also, the meaningfully higher correlation at the 

post-period than pre-period can indicate the effects of agenda setting after exposure of 

information in the web sphere. In general, the result of analysis was not consistent 

enough to prove the hypothesis.   

However, the analysis using the mean portion reported a slightly different 

conclusion from one made based on the analysis using mean ranking. Since the ranking 

measure transformed the raw data of frequency into an interval variable, the variation of 

raw frequency became restricted and reflected the variation of the raw score with some 

limitation.  For example, raw frequencies of “250,” “24,” and “34” were transformed into 

“1,” “0.5,” and “0.25” respectively.  The mean portion might represent the variation of 

frequency better than the mean ranking measure.   

  As shown in Table 5.20, the analysis using mean ranking showed little evidence 

of the agenda setting effects of CMC.  The overall correlation between the ranking of 

bloggers’ agendas and the order of agendas on the web sphere appeared to be low except 
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for the intelligent design case.  Also, for the comparison between the pre-period and the 

post-period, only the North Korea case showed an increase of correlation.  The 

cyberstalking case, with the highest density, showed a smaller correlation for the post-

period than the pre-period. Also, compared to the other two cases, the cyberstalking case 

did not show the highest correlation between the ranking of media agendas in the web 

sphere and the ranking of public agendas in the blogosphere.   

On the other hand, as shown in Table 5.22, the analysis using the mean portion 

found more meaningful evidence.  Overall, the correlations between the portion and the 

order showed higher cross cases.  Especially, the intelligent design case showed a 

correlation of almost 0.99 and the cyberstaking case reported a correlation of about 0.62. 

Furthermore, the cyberstalking with highest density, showed a huge increase of 

correlation from the pre-period to the post-period, which can indicate an agenda setting 

effect on the web.  The intelligent design case did not show any change in correlation and 

the North Korea case did not show any meaningful result.     

The density of each issue network selected for this study was calculated. Among 

two types of density, “the average degree of all vertices” was calculated because the three 

networks vary in size.  As shown in Table 5.20, the network for the intelligent design 

issue has an average of 5.6 links to each web page. The network for cyberstalking has an 

average of 8.7 links to web pages within the networks.  The North Korea network has an 

average of 7.3 links.  Based on the calculations, cyberstalking has the most strongly 

connected network while intelligent design has the weakest connected network among 

three networks.  Also, Table 5.20 lists the correlation coefficient between the pre-period 

and the post-period for each case.  

 

Table 5.20: Comparison by Density of Web Spheres  

Issue Networks Density Pre-Period Post-Period 

Intelligent Design 5.6176 -0.7566* -0.6929* 

Cyberstalking 8.754 -0.5587* -0.3977* 

North Korea 7.339 0.0215 0.3739 

Note: *Negative figure means positive correlation. 
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Hypothesis Two  

With a mixed outcome, the Hypothesis Two test failed to prove the hypothesis, 

this stated “bigger web spheres within an issue network are more likely to influence 

bloggers’ agendas than smaller web spheres within an issue network.” 

Similar to the density hypothesis test, cyberstalking was ranked first in size, the 

North Korea case ranked second, and intelligent design ranked last. The overview of 

analysis using mean ranking was identical with the Hypothesis One test. So, the overall 

analysis using mean ranking showed little meaningful evidence of agenda setting on the 

web based on size.  

On the other hand, the analysis using the mean portion showed some indication of 

agenda-setting effects on the web. The biggest web sphere, which was found in the 

cyberstalking case, showed the strongest impact on the public agenda.  The change of 

correlation between the pre-period and the post-period was consistent with the prediction.  

However, two other cases did not report supporting evidence for Hypothesis Two.   

In order to test Hypothesis Two, two types of methods to calculate the size of 

each network were proposed (shown in Table 5.21). Since the concept of size of the web 

sphere is proposed without solid ground, another measure was introduced.  Two different 

methods to measure the same phenomena could provide some validity to each other.  One 

method is based on the number of web sites constituting issue networks or web spheres.  

In this way, the networks with more web sites are regarded as larger issue networks.  The 

other method is based on the total number of keywords occurring in each web sphere.  In 

this way, the networks containing more keywords are regarded as bigger ones.  However, 

the hypothesis test using the second method did not produce meaningful insights for this 

study.   

 

Table 5.21: Comparison by Size of Web Spheres 

Issues Size (Keyword) Pre-period Post-period (Agenda Setting) 

Intelligent Design 264 (272) -0.7566* -0.6929* 

Cyberstalking 438 (460) -0.5587* -0.3977* 

North Korea 272 (616) 0.0215 0.3739 
Note: *Negative figure means positive correlation 
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Table 5.22 shows the summary of the hypothesis tests for Hypothesis One and 

Hypothesis Two by mean portion and mean rank.   

 

Table 5.22: Descriptive Overview by Pre-Post Period 

  Pre-Period Post-Period 

Intelligent Design Mean portion 

Mean rank order 

0.9921 

-0.7566 

 

0.9921 

-0.6929 

Cyberstalking Mean portion 

Mean rank order 

 

0.0896 

-0.5587 

 

0.6162 

-0.3977 

 

North Korea Mean portion 

Mean rank order 

 

0.0034 

0.0215 

 

-0.2840 

0.3739 

 

 

   

Hypothesis Three 

 Hypothesis Three was not tested because of the inability to observe the growth or 

evolution of the web spheres.  Hypothesis Three stated that the change of the relative 

positions among web spheres is likely to influence the changes of bloggers’ agendas. 

In order to test Hypothesis Three, the visual identification of the initial thematic 

divisions on the web sphere is essential.  Without an initial point with which to compare, 

it is not technically feasible to observe and compare the evolution or growth of each 

thematic division on the web sphere. 

In short, the limited evidence reported in this chapter failed to support all the 

hypotheses of this study, while the evidence still implied the existence of some agenda-

setting functions on the web. Among the three cases with complete results from analysis, 

two cases showed implicit evidence of possible agenda-setting effects on the web sphere.  

The intelligent design case reported the highest correlation between the media agenda and 

the public agenda. The cyberstalking case also reported a relatively meaningful 

correlation between the media agenda and the public agenda. On the other hand, the 

North Korea case did not show a solid correlation.  Also, the correlation between pre-

period and post-period did not show a meaningful difference, which could indicate the 

agenda function of CMC.  
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CHAPTER SIX: CONCLUSION  
 

 Responding to the many unanswered questions about CMC in political 

communication, this study proposed an exploratory research design to establish an 

empirical research approach.  Because of the inherent complexity and the broad 

implications of the new forms of political communication, various academic and 

scholarly approaches have been undertaken.  Recognition of the limitations of those 

approaches led to a research attempt here to generalize the unique features of the new 

political communication using CMC.  Despite its limited achievements, this study 

suggests a wide range of new possibilities for future studies.  

 Adopting agenda-setting theory, this dissertation offers theoretical and 

methodological contributions to political communication research.  Specifically, this 

study sought to uncover empirical findings and theoretical clarifications in an effort to 

generalize the complex patterns of new forms of political communication.  More 

importantly, methodological alternatives were proposed to analyze new communication 

phenomena.   

First, this study attempted to discover the empirical evidence of an agenda-setting 

function on the web.  While this study could not prove a strong causal relationship in 

order to support an agenda-setting function of CMC, it provided limited empirical 

evidence indicating the possible existence of an agenda-setting function in the new 

political communication using CMC.    

 Second, this study enhances the conceptual grounds to analyze unique and new 

political communication phenomena.  The theoretical frame drawn from agenda-setting 

theory specified the appropriate research scopes, clarifying the theoretical concepts used 

in this research design.  Such a clarification provides the theoretical basis to establish 

future empirical research on the new political communication phenomena.  Also, the 

study, beyond using a simple extension of agenda-setting theory, offers a theoretical basis 

to undertake an overall assessment of new political communication.      

Third, this study proposes an alternative research method to capture the unique 

nature of the new political communication environment based on CMC.  Drawing on 

agenda-setting theory, some alternative concepts are suggested and operationalized.  
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Apart from the actual findings from the research design, the actual implementation of the 

research design provides some grounds for subsequent research efforts.  The pilot test 

reported in Chapter Four showed that a visualization of the web sphere for an issue could 

make sense.  The visual map in the pilot test outlined the patterns of hyperlinks among 

web sites.  Further, primary analysis for the hypothesis test illustrated the feasibility of 

content analysis combined with hyperlink analysis.  Also, the research design using a 

series of automated research procedures proposed an alternative research approach to 

study the new phenomena, which requires a relatively large capacity to collect and 

analyze data, while also minimizing human intervention.   

   

Empirical Findings 

This dissertation found limited evidence of the agenda-setting function in the web 

sphere.  The empirical findings for this study indicate that the structural properties of the 

web spheres carrying agendas are associated with the prominence of the agendas in the 

blogosphere.  Yet, the findings of the study were not consistent across the cases explored 

here.    

Systematic inquiry observed that the prominent issues in the web sphere did have 

a visible presence in the blogosphere. Every agenda item identified from the web spheres 

of this study occurred in the blogosphere with a meaningful frequency.   Considering the 

high number of potentially available issues and agendas on the web, it is significant that 

the recognizable presence of agendas identified from the web sphere appeared in the 

blogosphere.   

However, the simple presence of agendas in the blogosphere would not prove the 

agenda-setting function without evidence of a correlation between the two types of 

agendas.   Overall, the numeric evidence of the correlation between the media agenda in 

the web spheres and public agenda in the blogosphere turned out be moderate in this 

study.   A strong correlation between the shifting prominence of the agendas in the 

blogosphere and the varying availability of agendas in the web sphere can be used to 

draw a solid conclusion of the existence of agenda setting.  So, the relatively weak or 

moderate correlations between web sphere and blogosphere provided limited evidence.   
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Specifically, the intelligent design case and the cyberstalking case showed strong 

correlations between the media agenda and the public agenda, as shown in Tables 5.1 and 

5.2. More importantly, the cyberstalking case showed meaningful changes in correlation 

from the pre-period to the post-period as well as a solid overall correlation. However, the 

results of analysis conflicted with the results of analysis using another measurement, 

mean ranking.  For example, the results of the North Korea case weakened the evidence 

of agenda setting because of the absence of an agenda-setting function.  

As the criteria to assess the “prominence” of each agenda in the web sphere, the 

“size” of the web sphere and the “density” of the web sphere were proposed.  Both 

criteria ranked each agenda for this study identically while the two measures are 

conceptually opposite.  A larger network appears to be less dense when the actual density 

is same.  Overall, cyberstalking is ranked as the first, North Korea, the second, and 

intelligent design as the last in both criteria.   

While some results appear less meaningful, “density” showed the possibility of 

becoming a good indicator to represent the availability or prominence of information in 

the media space.  The density appeared to provide a useful distinction among three cases.  

Cyberstalking, ranked as first in density, showed significant change in correlation from 

the pre-period to the post-period (see Table 5.22).    

The correlation between the media agenda and the public agenda for the 

cyberstalking case during the pre-period turned out to be fairly low but the correlation 

between the media agenda and the public agenda during the post-period became higher.  

In addition, the North Korea case showed large changes in the correlation coefficient 

from the pre-period to the post-period even if the direction of correlation was different 

from the prediction.  Finally, the intelligent design case showed little change in 

correlation coefficient between the two time periods.    

Regardless of the strength of empirical evidence generated by the research, the 

evidence reported in this study was not sufficient to make any conclusions claiming 

causality.  Correlation alone does not establish the causal assertion that the news media 

influence the public agenda.  These correlations might even be spurious because a 

common source might influence both the news agenda and public agenda (McCombs, 

1994).  
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As for the “size” of the web sphere, cyberstalking, ranked first in the number of 

URLs within web sphere, showed strong evidence of agenda setting.  Two other cases 

with similar size showed distinctively different correlation coefficients. Basically, it is 

hard to determine the different implications of the outcomes since the result of the 

analysis turned out to be identical regardless of the different ranking criteria.  

Based on the limited findings, this study suggests qualitative changes in agenda 

setting, rather than the absence of the agenda-setting function in the new political 

information environment.  While further inquiry is required to derive better conclusions 

about the possible existence of agenda setting on the web, the weak outcomes in this 

study might show the shift of agenda setting logics arises from the features of new media 

space.  

The small effect size of agenda setting might be responsible for the limited results 

of this study.  Unlike the findings of the classic agenda-setting study by McCombs and 

Shaw (1972), the effect size of agenda setting in the new information environment is 

likely to be smaller than in the traditional information environment.  In the information 

environment analyzed in the classic study, a limited number of media outlets had a 

significant influence on the general public. Because of the limited number of outlets, the 

dependency of people on those limited media outlets was much greater than today, where 

there are many media outlets.  With more media outlets, people have more diverse 

information sources and more topics and issues became available to the general public.   

Further, new communication forms using CMC are less likely to establish a 

dominant status, or replace traditional mass media. Media space or information 

environments based on mass media have become more competitive (Fidler, 1997).  In the 

past, traditional media such as television, radio, newspaper had dominant roles in 

political communication.  Even though the new forms of communication technologies 

introduced significant changes in political communication, the new political 

communication might not produce a lot of empirical evidence that can be directly 

associated with uses of new media.  Practically, it might not be feasible to expect that 

new political communication can achieve a dominant status under the current media 

environment, where various media outlets have established their own places.   
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Theoretical Clarification 

This dissertation advances some theoretical clarifications, based on the empirical 

findings.  While these clarifications are commonly based on agenda-setting theory, the 

clarifications aim at different levels in the theoretical frame.  They justify the alternative 

research methods used for this study and build conceptual views on the political 

importance of the new patterns in political communication.  

The first theoretical clarification outlines the conceptual boundaries for the use of 

alternative research methods to study the new forms of political communication.  The 

conceptual boundaries refine the research scopes, which include primary variables, and 

relations between these variables.  In order to establish empirical analysis, some solid 

definitions should be made by identifying core components characterizing the complex 

phenomena seen in the new political communication.  Among diverse features in the new 

political communication, some are more crucial in explaining overall patterns of new 

political communication because those features account for the underlying regularity of 

diverse phenomena generated by these patterns.  

The introduction of agenda setting helps to outline the core characteristics of 

CMC as a political communication channel in order to achieve an empirical analysis that 

goes beyond the abstract conceptualization of CMC in political communication.  Theory-

based research specifies research scopes, generalizing complex communication 

phenomena (Babbie, 2004).  Collective communication and networked communication 

flows seen as mass mediated communication characterize the core features of the new 

political communication channels using CMC.   

Secondly, the mass media aspect of CMC is crucial in understanding the social 

impacts of new forms of political communication using CMC.  Agenda-setting theory 

emphasizes the concept of communication between receivers and senders, which is often 

ignored by current CMC research approaches. Based on this clarification, this study 

characterizes the new political communication using CMC as a form of mass-mediated 

communication.  As discussed in Chapter Two, various communication applications are 

now available to citizens.  Roger Fidler (1997) illustrated that there are at least three 

types of communication channels using CMC: interpersonal, broadcast, and document 

communication.  The features of mass media characterize communication applications 
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using CMC as political communication because political communication mainly entails 

mass dissemination of messages to reach mass audiences.    

Similarly, mediated communication can be regarded as inherent traits of the new 

political communication.  Political communication using CMC retains the source-

channel-receiver features of mass-mediated communication while a number of studies 

point out the value of the new political communication as public sphere without any 

intervention.  Accordingly, there are external factors determining communication flows 

beyond individual Internet users.  In addition, there are relatively clear divisions between 

information sources and primarily receiving Internet users.  The reception of information 

depends on more systematic factors than individual choices, which is similar to 

traditional mass media.  Under a new information environment based on networked 

communication flows, collective communication flows constitute mass-mediated 

communication. Recognition of such qualities in the new form of political 

communication using CMC justifies the introduction of an established communication 

theory, agenda setting, to CMC research.   

Thirdly, the networked media space and the collective activities within the new 

space justify the use of the alternative research approach used for this study.  The unique 

nature of the web sphere allows for the use of indirect measurement of the relative 

availability of information when direct inspection of the availability of information on the 

web is technically infeasible.   

Simply counting from a list of web site topics may not reflect the actual 

availability of information.  The availability of information is also subject to the 

accessibility of information in web sphere.  The relative placement of information in the 

web sphere can determine the accessibility of information.  In order to measure the 

relative locations in the web sphere, it is important to understand the patterns of 

connections among web sites carrying the messages.  So, the concepts used for this study, 

such as the “density” and “size” of the web sphere, are introduced to measure the 

structure of networked communication on the web.  The recognition of the commonality 

underlying the complex communication activities on web sphere offers a research scope 

that can apply to various cases associated with the new political communication using 

CMC.  
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Fourthly, in addition to the theoretical grounds for an alternative empirical 

analysis, agenda setting also provides theoretical grounds to assess the significance of 

CMC in political communication.   The clarification of the assessment criteria reduces the 

ambiguity in the current evaluation of the changes by the new political communication, 

which is discussed in Chapter Two.   

Agenda-setting theory can be used to extend theoretical grounds from ones 

provided by the classic agenda-setting studies as a branch of media effects study that 

primarily observes the media influence on media users’ views, attitudes and behaviors.  

Agenda setting emphasizes not only the journalistic aspect of political communication 

but also the mechanical structure of communication flows in political communication.  

Typically agenda-setting research is based on the assumption that a limited number of 

gatekeepers can influence the agendas of the general public.  Agenda setting in traditional 

mass media takes place in a monopoly of media space.  Linear communication flow can 

allow a limited number of media outlets to act as gatekeepers.  The limited number of 

media outlets account for the majority of political communication.  The small number of 

available media outlets strengthens the established media’s influence on the information 

environment.   

However, the findings of this study suggest changes in the mechanisms that 

influence the ways that the public forms social issues.  Networked communication using 

CMC creates different mechanisms that shape information flows on the web.  These 

differences lead to more than just lower barriers to access to political communication.   

Simple quantitative increases in political communication or political information cannot 

fully characterize the changes caused by the use of new communication technologies.   

The changes created by the new political communication distinguish the new 

technologies from the introduction and diffusion of other communication technologies 

such as telephones, radio, or television sets.    

The operative mechanism of the new forms of political communication is open to 

a wide range of players in political communication.   The control over communication 

flows in new political communication forms shifts from a limited number of media 

gatekeepers to an unspecified mass public on the web.   There might be no way to control 

or even simply to facilitate certain flows of communication in many cases.  The lack of a 
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typical agenda-setting function of CMC indicates a potential shift of the power structure 

within a media space. Messages can reach a large number of people only when many 

people think the messages deserve more attention or many people agree on the messages.  

In the networked media space, no established figures with guaranteed prominence exist.  

So, any new players in political communication might have the same chance to attract 

people and deliver their ideas to the people as other established political figures in offline 

political life.   

At the same time, this study does not support the popular claim that there is an 

emerging free space of political communication.  The lack of typical agenda setting in 

networked communication does not mean an absence of control mechanisms that set 

priorities for information in the media environment. Despite an open system of 

communication, there are some underlying factors that influence the relative availability 

of information within communication flows using CMC.   

The existence of invisible mechanisms calls for another interpretation of the new 

information environment.  The presence of any mechanisms that influence 

communication flows is open to the possibility of manipulating those flows.  Many 

politicians are known for mastery of the new political communication using CMC 

because of their popularity among the Internet users. People with high “social capital” 

(Putnam, 1993) tend to succeed in delivering their ideas in the new media space.  So, it is 

not obvious whether the changes in the power structure might reflect qualitative shifts or 

just cosmetic changes.  In short, the shift of technical power systems does not guarantee 

any changes in the gatekeepers in new forms of political communication. 

Methodological Alternatives 

This study proposed an exploratory research method to observe the networked 

space on the web.  It attempted to develop research methods by expanding the conceptual 

boundaries and also proposed alternative analysis tools for CMC research.  Some new 

concepts in research design were proposed, corresponding to the unique nature of the 

phenomena.  Also, the use of a series of computer programs opened up new research 

opportunities to analyze communication activities on the web.   
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In spite of cautious planning and pilot testing prior to the actual research 

implementation, two of the case studies were not completed and Hypothesis Three was 

not tested.  Also, some modifications to the initial research design were made, 

corresponding to these unexpected problems.  While the results illustrated some 

limitations of this research design, this approach revealed some possibilities for further 

study of online political communication.  

As an exploratory effort, this study proposed several methods and implemented 

them.  The results of the new methods, in addition to the empirical findings, provided 

some solid grounds to enhance the research methods and concepts, and also considered 

the limitations of existing research methods.   The measurements used for typical agenda 

setting studies are no longer valid for this study because the new political communication 

based on CMC creates a vastly different information environment compared to those 

based on the traditional mass media.   Several new methods developed for this study will 

be discussed below.  Also, the logics underlying the new concepts and limitations of each 

method will be described.   

In examining the agenda-setting function on the web, the measurement of the 

relative availability of political information on the web is the crucial component in 

research design. While typical agenda-setting research employs content analysis to 

identify the agendas and rank them, the alternative design includes hyperlink analysis as 

well as content analysis.  While every piece of information on the web sphere is 

accessible in theory, the actual accessibility, or the likelihood of exposure to information 

by the Internet user, varies.  The pattern of connections among web sites is likely to 

determine or shape the relative accessibility of information on the networks.  The new 

information environment does not limit the access to the information to one or two linear 

paths but provides and allows for many different paths to access the information within 

the information environment. The relative availability of content on the web cannot be 

compared easily because the new media space is not a zero-sum media space. Taking into 

account unique collective activities of web users and web space, this study adopts 

hyperlink analysis to measure the structural characteristics of the network carrying 

related information.  So, the density and size of the web sphere for an issue were 

proposed to measure the salience of each issue agenda within a web sphere.   
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Since the “size” and “density” of a web sphere are new devices, follow-up tests 

can check out the validity of these devices. Theoretical concepts explained in earlier 

chapters provided some conceptual grounds to obtain face validity for the use of the 

indicators of density and size in a web sphere.  In addition, newly proposed measures can 

be tested by using external measures that have established some validity.  Criterion-

related validity is used to test the validity of measures (Babbie, 2001).  The actual 

recognition of information and the attitude toward the issues or an agenda can reflect the 

actual exposure to the information by the users and can be used as a supplementary 

indicator.     

As an alternative element in research design, this study employed the content 

analysis of posts by bloggers on issues.  Instead of doing a survey to assess the public 

agenda, this study employed content analysis of posts by webloggers.  Technically, it is 

hard to identify users who are exposed to the messages collectively.  Under the new 

political communication environment, the identification of the general population 

exposed to the relevant information is difficult. Also, it is more difficult to obtain access 

to those users, both technically and legally. The inquiry into the perceived views of the 

general population on certain issues is, practically, very difficult. Typical agenda-setting 

studies used the survey method to identify public opinions on social agendas or used 

some primary data generated by external institutions such as Gallup polls or other 

academic survey data.  There are several institutions and government agencies that 

generate and keep survey data across time for either academic purposes or practical 

purposes.   

The alternative measure of weblog content was designed to correspond to the 

unique nature of the new information environment. Despite the lack of confirmed 

knowledge about how much bloggers represent the views and opinions of the general 

public on the web, the bloggers might be the best possible indicator to represent the views 

of general Internet users. Observing specific bloggers with relevant comments might 

increase the possibility of understanding the pattern of exposure of relevant information 

on the web.  As noted above, unlike traditional information environments, the new 

political communication environment does not have any strong systems to control 

communication flows.  Theoretically users can have unlimited alternative choices so that 
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no outlets or web sites on the web can guarantee automatic exposure of information to the 

users.  Even though the political communication using CMC has become popular, the 

exposure of political information through CMC might not be observed in the general 

public, especially for social issues rather than for information related to major political 

elections.   

Furthermore, the information environment based on CMC is compartmentalized 

into several different spaces carrying specific information. These compartmented spaces 

serve different user populations.  Typically, agenda-setting studies observed the agendas 

of people who resided in the same media market such as the same towns or the same 

cities.  The agenda-setting function is based on aggregated media exposure experienced 

collectively.  Only people within identical media markets are expected to share the 

aggregated exposure to certain issues or information.      

However, content analysis is a more indirect measure to assess the public agenda, 

when compared to a direct survey of public opinion.  There are few studies that analyze 

the validity of the correlation between weblogs’ contents and webloggers’ intentions even 

though it is fair to say that the posts by webloggers can reflect their views on social issues.   

Also, the collection of meta tags in this study led to the need for an additional data 

cleanup process because too many technical codes and devices in the textual data were 

preventing VBPro from running.  

In order to obtain validity from two individual and distinct methods, this study 

employed the interdependency of hyperlink analysis and content analysis.  Content 

analysis and hyperlink analysis in this study rely on each other for data collection.  So, 

valid outcomes of each procedure validate each other.  The unit for data collection in 

content analysis was determined by hyperlink analysis as shown at Figures 2, 3 and 4 in 

the pilot study.  Content analysis collects text data from each web sphere and identifies 

agendas within the web sphere.  Conceptually, hyperlink analysis identifies the web 

spheres carrying related messages on the issue.  However, hyperlink analysis using 

computer software can produce any kinds of outcomes regardless of the validity of the 

analysis.  The automated analysis generated visual and numeric outcomes by crawling 

any lists of URLs collected by previous steps. So, visual patterns or numeric data 

generated by hyperlink analysis might contain a number of web sites which are not 
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associated with thematic divisions.  However, successful identification of agendas within 

each web sphere may confirm the proper classifications of web sites as thematic divisions.  

So, content analysis to identify agendas from individual web spheres can validate the 

divisions of web sites generated by hyperlink analysis.   

While the pilot test in this study showed technical feasibility, primary case studies 

for this study did not substantiate this method.  The possible causes and subsequent 

adjustments to the initial research design will be discussed later this chapter.  

 Another effort to establish empirical research is to construct a solid research 

protocol outlining each step using associated computer software.  The research design 

consists of several computer programs for data collection and data analysis.  The 

automated research design enables the researcher to investigate the complex phenomena. 

Well-designed and created research protocols can obtain some validity, minimizing 

subjective intervention in the research procedure.  

As shown in previous chapters, phenomena on the web tend to evolve very 

quickly.  Search requires huge resources both to collect and to analyze the data before the 

web changes.  Without automatic procedures, this kind of analysis might not be possible.  

Because of the availability of limited resources to analyze the new phenomena, this study 

employed computer programs that were free and easily available to analyze the data.   A 

huge amount of textual data and the collection of a large number of URLs for this study 

would be impossible without computing assistance.  Technically, using human judgment 

for data collection and data analysis also creates unnecessary intervention such as 

technical errors and coding errors.   

Content analysis using a computer program primarily relies on numeric data to 

reveal the overall pattern of texts.  Once textual data from the web sphere and the 

blogosphere were collected, primary content analyses inspecting the agendas representing 

the web sphere are based on numeric analysis.  Frequency and co-occurrence of 

keywords in context can produce numeric data to represent the content of the textual data.  

The coding scheme to categorize agendas is used to identify a group of keywords with a 

high frequency of occurrence.  

In establishing a uniform protocol for content analysis, some compromises in 

research design were made.  The simple coding procedure leads to the development of a 
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coding classification system, which is likely to limit a simple representation of actual 

textual data.  In some cases, a simple classification might have limitations in recognizing 

some ambiguous or sophisticated expressions in texts. 

Also, the coding scheme restricts the number of keywords representing an agenda 

because the number of keywords directly affects the ranking of agendas within a web 

sphere.  As proposed, the agendas with more keywords are likely to be estimated as a 

stronger presence on the web.  So, using more keywords to represent an agenda should be 

undertaken cautiously. 

This study collected meta tags and titles to inquire into the content of the media 

agenda.  The core benefit in the initial design is to minimize the size of textual data.  On 

the other hand, the expected shortcoming of this design was the representation of the 

main texts that Internet users actually consume from web sites.  The collection of meta 

tags necessitated additional data cleanup processes because there were too many 

technical codes and devices in the textual data and this prevented VBPro from running. 

This additional cleanup, however, caused some loss of textual data.    

In order to maximize the benefits of this empirical approach in the procedures of 

data collection and research analysis, informal preliminary inspection was conducted 

manually while the automatic data collection and research analysis were conducted as 

proposed in the research design.  The preliminary manual inspection does not obtain 

much validity because it entailed browsing the messages without specific protocols in the 

research design. However, manual inspection here provided a preliminary overview of 

the phenomena of interest.  The outcomes of the automatic analysis were different from 

those obtained by browsing web sites and weblogs.  Manual inspections tended to find 

that incomplete cases provided some meaningful insights that cannot be quantified.  The 

manual inspection recognized the conceptual divisions among web sites within web 

spheres while the automatic analysis failed to draw visual maps to illustrate conceptual 

divisions among web sites.    

 With limited literature available to guide the investigation of the new phenomena, 

several strategic decisions on the research design in this study were made without solid 

grounds to support them. Some decisions were accepted because of the availability of 
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limited resources to test or confirm procedures.  Some decisions were chosen over other 

options because they were the best possible options available for this study.     

For instance, URL seed collection should reflect the overall availability of 

information on the web sphere, and consider the overall pattern of users’ traffic in the 

web sphere.  The best way to collect URLs for this study would be accomplished by 

resolving the conflict between popularity and relevance in URLs. The ultimate goal of 

URL collection for this study is to identify the sphere of information that is most 

accessible to the users.  There are several institutions that carry out projects that aim to 

collect web sites and preserve them. Practically, the simple collection of web sites 

appeared to be an optimal path to gather a wide range of web sites.  For example, the 

Library of Congress and Washington University have accomplished several joint projects 

(see www.archive.org).  These projects collected groups of URLs for wide ranges of 

issues such as the September 11 attacks and other social issues.    

With limited resources, there are two possible methods to collect URLs. Both 

collection methods have technical limitations as well as strengths.  IssueCrawler has a 

limited scope in collecting URLs because the URLs from IssueCrawler are based on the 

links among websites.  The collection by IssueCrawler tends to be restricted to the issue 

scopes that are already identified.  

On the other hand, the Google search engine can provide a greater variety of 

issues or subjects, compared to IssueCrawler. However, the Google search engine can list 

no more than 1,000 URLs even including many duplicate URLs.  In theory, these two 

methods would create significant benefits if they were combined.  The combination of the 

two methods requires substantial computing capacity.   IssueCrawler cannot manage 

more than several hundred URLs at one time.  IssueCrawler is a server-based computer 

program and shared by many users and the server used by IssueCrawler does not allow 

the crawling of more than 1,000 URLs for one project.   

Another problem comes from the lack of information about the overall structure 

of the web sphere.  Since issue networks keep changing, the actual web sites and 

information that may influence the agendas of web users are not always identifiable. 

There are no stable top-ranked web sites.  Depending on the specific issues and their 

popularity, different web sites are regarded as top sites according to Google Search.   In 

http://www.archive.org/
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fact, Google, Lycos, and other search engines provide a list of web sites by the most 

popular issues every week.  However, those reports are not much use in political 

communication research because they emphasize the entertainment section and the 

technology industry.   

For technical reasons, this study excluded most established web sites, such as 

search engines, portal sites, and major news outlets’ web sites.  Those major outlets on 

the web contained too many links to various web sites, and there were not issue-specific. 

The web sphere including those sites might represent substantially more activities on the 

web. Also, it is true that several search engines or portal sites including Yahoo, Google, 

and others have established themselves as must-visit sites.  Yet, their power to control 

information flows cannot be as decisive as much as that of traditional gatekeepers 

because users can access information they want without passing by those sites.  So, 

despite the fact that the exclusion of those web sites might cause some distortion of 

overall patterns in the visual maps, this study employed a measure to seek for consistent 

thematic divisions on the map.  

 While the selection of issues was a crucial element to obtain validity for core 

studies, the method used here to select issues was determined by practical reasons.  This 

study selected five issues as cases to observe a possible agenda-setting function in the 

web sphere.  Several criteria were used to define the types of issues for this study.  The 

issues for this study should have received a sufficient attention from Internet users, which 

is directly related to the formation of a decent size blogosphere.  At the same time, the 

issues should have remained largely unrecognized by traditional mass media.  

In order to establish external validity, various topics for this study were selected.  

The topics ranged from examples of foreign affairs, domestic affairs, as well as technical, 

educational, and political issues.  Also, each issue represents different characteristics in 

terms of their previous exposure.  Some of them are long-lasting issues but others are 

emerging issues.   

In order to identify feasible issues, this study employed BlogPulse, which traces 

postings of bloggers on certain issues defined by keywords.  This research strategy was 

used to identify issues that could be feasibly examined within limited time and resources.  

The sharp increase in the number of bloggers’ posts within a blogosphere indicates the 
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formation of collective attention.  Once significant activities in blogosphere were 

identified, an additional procedure was employed to confirm that those changes were 

based on collective activities, not a limited number of individuals’ activities. The issues 

selected for this study were ones with a spike in multiple postings during similar time 

periods.   

 In-depth and contextual research detected the logical validity of the social issues 

on the web sphere.  In-depth research identified recent major events or occasions related 

the issues for the time period for the research.  Recent developments in the description of 

each case study provided preliminary information about the rapid increase of activities on 

the web.  While the association between the events and traditional mass media coverage 

tend to be rather strong and obvious, the recent developments of each case did not have a 

visible validation unless those cases were socially significant.  Traditional agenda-setting 

studies also started with identifying social events that created social conflicts or 

represented social tensions underneath the events.   

However, such a method could justify a case of issue formation but fail to identify 

external reasons that did not have logical explication. Different types of issues might 

arise because different mechanisms and different factors are shaping issue formation. 

With insufficient knowledge about the differences between social agendas in the web 

sphere and social agendas in the traditional media space, the method to select social 

issues for this study might generate some restrictions in evaluating the issues. 

Also, identical division points and identical time periods for data collection might 

not be optimal for each case.  Some events in the cases might have different importance 

and demonstrate different times in diffusing the information in order to obtain the 

public’s attention. Some issues on the web sphere received attention for a short period 

while others established more internal discussion from the time they gained initial 

attention (Gruhl, Guha, Liben-Nowell, and Tompkins, 2004). Furthermore, the varying 

nature of issues can lead to vastly different agenda-setting effects and dynamics.  Not 

only can the identification of agenda-setting effects be lessened through aggregate issue 

measures, but also the effects can be masked entirely if various issues have opposing 

dynamics. However, this study employed a uniform protocol to avoid the influence of 

subjective decisions.   
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Sorting out various kinds of influences from the media, the selection of issues 

cannot exclude the influence of mass media.  Many issues discussed on the web are 

initiated by traditional mass media. Many Internet users become interested in certain 

subjects or issues after they are exposed to the messages from traditional mass media.  

Also, mass media outlets may decide to cover the issues after the issues become 

significant on the web.  If an issue becomes any important issue in both online and offline 

media spaces, it is hard to sort out the direction of effects.    

Except for several limitations recognized by the initial research design, several 

unexpected limitations in the research design arising in the study are suggested.  Due to 

unexpected sequences of the initial research design, some adjustments were implemented. 

More importantly, two cases in the study failed to demonstrate the data necessary to 

complete the research design and one hypothesis was not tested.  As an exploratory 

research effort to enhance research methods and develop alternative research methods, an 

assessment of these unexpected challenges would advance the research design for other 

subsequent studies.   

Primarily, the failure to identify agendas in the web sphere caused two incomplete 

case studies. In general, two causes are proposed. One is the absence of sufficient media 

space, equivalent to the lack of media coverage.  Agenda-setting theory contends that 

only prominent issues with sufficient media coverage can set agendas, not every issue on 

media.   

The other possible cause is the use of an improper research approach to detect the 

agendas in the media.  It is not possible to make conclusions about the causes for the 

difficulties in these two cases in the study without any further inquiry.  The zero access 

case had ideal traits to test agenda setting on the web.  Uniquely, traditional mass media 

did not cover the issue much even though a number of Internet news outlets and other 

civic organizations dealt with the issue extensively.  The hydrogen vehicle case has quite 

the opposite characteristics to the zero access case.  The hydrogen vehicle case was 

connected with the auto industry and many actors on the web are business-oriented 

organizations.   

In browsing web sites for the zero access case prior to the procedure of removing 

less dense components on the visual map, preliminary manual inspection recognized 
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some patterns that can classify information on the web.  However, the patterns or 

potential divisions of information disappeared after removing the less dense components.  

One strong suspicion here is that many web sites in the web sphere are so small that they 

had relatively fewer links than other bigger web sites.   

On the other hand, the hydrogen vehicle case had a lot of commercial web sites, 

which are likely to avoid links to competitors’ web sites.  While those established 

business websites motivated by business interests contain a number of links for 

promotional purposes, those web sites do not lead their audience members to other 

competing web sites.  So, sometimes the links from those commercial web sites might 

cover various issues but fail to carry coherent content within the web sphere.   

 The incomplete analysis of two cases resulted from gaps between the initial 

research design and the actual implementation. In fact, this research design is somewhat 

complex and subject to the sequences of the complex research procedures, which consist 

of a series of computer software programs for data collection and data analysis.  Improper 

sequences in one analysis or data collection step or procedure may cause other steps’ 

procedures to fail.  Overall, it is necessary to consider the validity of underlying 

theoretical approaches which were used to determine specific research tools or methods.    

 Except for the incomplete cases, the most challenging problem in implementation 

of the initial research design was the failure to identify thematic divisions on the visual 

map.  The failure of visualization created additional problems that the initial research 

design did not expect.  The initial design attempted to exclude any subjective decisions in 

identifying media agenda. However, the actual procedure required some subjective 

decisions even though those decisions were based on numeric criteria and are accounted 

for fully.   

 The media agenda based on the concept of frame was created by simply searching 

keywords in context.  Minimizing the possibility of subjective decisions, only words with 

high frequency in the texts were examined.  Such strict categorization could remove the 

subjective intervention, but a smaller frame might increase the misidentification of the 

media agendas in the blogs’ texts. However, the failure of visualization required 

additional categorization.  The unit of analysis was supposed to go with the unit of 

context (Riffe, Lacy, & Fico, 1998).  Visualization was expected to classify the media 
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space into an analysis unit with thematically integrated divisions. Since several agendas 

exist within a web sphere, some subjective coding was implemented and explained.    

 The failure of visualization might result from the lack of web sites for link 

analysis.  There are two possible causes, which are related to each other.  One is simply 

that there were the insufficient numbers of web sites to reveal the patterns of the 

networks among web sites.  The pilot study in the method chapter showed successful 

visualization.  The pilot collected more than 3,000 URLs.  A sufficient number of URLs 

provides an adequate size of issue networks that contain mature web spheres.  In order to 

identify the distinctive networks from the complex issue networks, the issue networks 

should retain complete shapes, not a broken shape.  

 The other possibility is the use of IssueCrawler as a collection tool.  Because of 

limited resources to obtain software to collect web sites widely, this study employed 

IssueCrawler.  The tool for visualization was not designed to inspect the connections 

among web sites and this technical incapability caused some restrictions in examining the 

connections between homepages and the subdirectory.  Subdirectory pages within a web 

site have one link because those subdirectory pages can be accessed through their 

homepages.  Because of that, many subdirectory web pages were dismissed for this study.  

The software cannot take into account the unique characteristics of web sites.   

 There are shortcomings to this exploratory study because of the lack of guiding 

criteria.  Exploratory research might have some weakness because of lack of literature 

that provides guides to better ways to conduct research.  Also a broader literature might 

help in anticipating some problems, and building better research designs. In addition, the 

lack of literature limited the selection of appropriate guiding criteria to assess the findings 

of the research.    

Even though agenda-setting studies are likely to produce relatively strong 

evidence in the classic studies such as 1972’s Chapel Hill study, the phenomena of 

agenda setting under today’s media space appears to be weaker.   

Since the new media space is not dominant, the investigation of the agenda-

setting function of the new media space needs to receive additional consideration.  This 

investigation needs to figure out how to reveal any possible existence of the agenda-
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setting function of CMC, but also needs to remove the influence of mass media on public 

opinions.   

 Recently, several studies have used the media agenda as an indicator of CMC 

agenda setting.  The strength of this attempt is to build solid indicators, theoretically and 

methodologically.  The agendas of news media can be collected and analyzed by various 

criteria.  Also, it is technically much easier to detect the causal relationship between the 

traditional media and the new media. The news-gathering process including usual 

journalism practices and cited news resources can be examined.  The shortcoming in this 

approach is that only a limited number of issues may be covered by mass media.   

Future study 

 In order to address the failure to observe the evolution of agenda setting in this 

study, a systematic longitudinal study could provide important empirical evidence to 

inspect the underlying mechanisms of political communication on the web sphere and 

blogosphere.   

 A longitude design provides more powerful evidence of association than a cross-

sectional set-up.   When both agendas are measured simultaneously, there can be no 

discussion of what comes first and what follows.  Zucker (1978) suggested that the best 

way to observe association between the media agendas and public opinion is track the 

changes in both over time.  Such longitudinal observation can detect agenda-setting 

effects even when the effects are too small to be considered to be statistically significant.   

 Because of financial and legal limitations, this study employed only free computer 

software for data collection and analysis.  The computer software used for this study is 

available to the general public and well developed.  However, those types of software 

were developed for a wide range of purposes.  These kinds of discrepancies caused 

technical problems including data loss and were also very time consuming.   

Customized research tools can produce much more valuable research findings and 

understandings about the importance of CMC in political communication.  Also, the 

recent events in political communication can be evaluated more properly using such tools, 

rather than reporting anecdotal happenings in the political world.  Most computer 

programs used for this study were not developed for Internet study.  Usually, texts 
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collected from web sites tend to contain more spaces between lines, visual images, and 

special letters.   

In fact, it appears to be clear that many scholarly and academic, as well as 

commercial resources, are being directed toward developing research tools to observe 

activities on the web. This trend is observed in some academic community listservs such 

as the Association of Internet Researchers.  These research tools are developed for many 

different purposes, including mapping of web links, tracking the posting of weblogs, and 

other archiving. This kind of trend in the academic community is an indication of the 

collective recognition of academic value in CMC study.    
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APPENDIX A: NORTH KOREA’S NUCLEAR WEAPONS PROGRAM 
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APPENDIX B: HYDROGEN VEHICLE 
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APPENDIX C:  ZERO ACCESS POLICY 
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APPENDIX D: CYBERSTALKING 
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APPENDIX E: INTELLIGENT DESIGN 
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APPENDIX F: KEYWORDS IN CONTEXT 

 

1. Intelligent Design. 

 

Agenda One: Education 

 

 a. Intelligent Design is not a scientific theory in school. 

 

…Should be taught this in religion not science class. 

 

…. Keep religion out of the school system.   

 

…. When teaching students about the creation of life.  

 

…. Should not be taught in schools….. 

 

…. Based on scientific evidence…. 

 

….meet scientific criteria for being a testable theory.  

 

…education system are fully willing to make to put God in the classroom, 

 

…when teaching students about the creation of life.    

 

…. Natural selection completely explain the deep structure of life. 

 

Let science classes be science classes, and leave theoretical arguments for other classes 

such as philosophy.   

 

There’s no religion in public schools.  
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… faith and science can ever mix.  … 

 

… Science isn’t in its nature contrary to Christianity.  … 

 

…it’s not scientific, can not be proven and as such is simply another article of faith.   

 

Scientists have rejected the theory as an attempt to force religion into science education. 

 

Every science class spends a certain amount of time on discredited theories….. 

 

Removing evolution from science curriculum is bad enough but they are voting to bring 

religion into the public school system as a formal discussion or educational discipline.   

 

Agenda Two: Civil Rights 

 

Intelligent Design is one of alternative theories to explain the origin of life. 

 

… leave the word “God” out of the public argument…. 

 

… students should learn about both ideas…. 

 

…. Be exposed to different ideas…… 

 

… anyone would abuse free thought and discussion of ideas in such an unholy, 

unacademic way.   

 

You’re asking me whether or not people ought to be exposed to different ideas.  the 

answer is yes.  Not all ideas are equal. 

 

Open discussion of ideas … 
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By closing down debate and discussion west exclaims this as “development” and 

“academic freedom of students.” 

 

Since when is censorship academic freedom? 

 

Ironic how he’s now advocating exposure to different ideas – wouldn’t teaching 

tolerance of homosexuality and alternative lifestyles fall under that category? 

 

“we think this  is a great development for the academic freedom of student…. 

 

 

Agenda Three: Political attentions 

 

…. A fuzzy boundary with a variety of social and political issues…. 

 

…does not turn the study of biological origins into a bible-science controversy, … 

 

Let science classes be science classes, and leave theoretical arguments for other classes 

such as philosophy.   

 

It’s good to know that theoretical arguments have no place in science classes.   

 

If evolution is taught properly, the controversy itself disappears… 

 

… squeaky- clean as Romney, the political version of Donny Osmond,…. 

 

… the supporters of ID would like to make it a scientific argument,…. 

 

… science teachers teach the controversy they created out of thin air.    
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… just like plenty of people on my side of the fence refuse to consider that they might 

have valid ideas, even if we believe those ideas are not the truth…. 

 

… the teacher would mention that there are still people in the US making these 

arguments.   

 

As far as teaching the controversy is concerned, the problem is there isn’t a scientific 

controversy, just a political one.  

 

As the debate over the teaching of evolution in public schools continues, a new 

controversy over the science curriculum arose Monday in this embattled Midwestern 

state.   

 

You want to teach the controversy? 

 

Their religion can take criticism. 

 

Agenda Four: Legal cases 

 

…. “balanced treatment” laws were challenged in the rigorous climate of a legal trial,.. 

 

Parents in a rural Pennsylvania town are mounting the first legal test o f the 

controversial theory of the origin of life known as intelligent design.   

 

… the lawyers descend again and say “ hah, another fundamentalist religion 

masqauerading as science …. 

 

…initially discussed teaching creationism until they were warned off it by lawyers.  

 

   To teach something so closely related to a religious subject in public schools could 

pose legal problems,  … 
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…, a lawyer told a federal judge Monday as a landmark trial got underway. 

 

… different ideas are an important part of education in a philosophy or literature class. .. 

 

the prosecuting attorney in the play is a prime example of a fundamentalist.   

 

Intelligent design is simply a way for the religious right to try and get around the law 

that keeps creationism out of public schools.   
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APPENDIX G: KEYWORDS IN CONTEXT 

 

North Korea’s nuclear weapon 

 

Agenda One: Weapon Development  

 

… these materials highly enriched uranium and plutonium for weapon…. 

 

…make  it harder to prevent nuclear materials from falling into the hands of terrorists. 

 

…North Korea reprocessed enough plutonium to make another half-dozen nuclear 

bombs, … 

… produce a sufficient quantity of highly enriched uranium, but the key ingredient for 

an atomic weapon, before early to mid-next decade, … 

 

Inspectors uncovered facilities for uranium conversion and enrichment, results of 

plutonium tests,… 

 

… real intention is to use its energy program as a cover for bomb building.   

…, in fact, use its nuclear energy program to build atomic bombs 

 

… North Korea has pledged to give up its nuclear weapons program.   

 

Today, the number of countries involved in active weapons program is increasing.   

 

Only when all countries pursue nuclear disarmament in good faith, we begin putting the 

nuclear  genie back in the bottle by banning  the use and manufacture of the nuclear 

materials at the heart of the bomb.  

 

…, the black market for nuclear weapons technology, …. 
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Kim Jong Il is pressing uranium in order to produce nuclear weapons this year.   

 

…the one member of the axis of evil that did not have an active nuclear weapons 

program.    

 

North Korea retains a very active ballistic missile program. 

 

It is reasonable to assume that North Korea wants to put nuclear warheads on its ballistic 

missiles, …. 

 

North Korea agreed in principle to dismantle its nuclear weapons program, return to the 

nuclear nonproliferation Treaty……. 

 

Third world countries have all reasons to believe that the pressure, which was shown on 

Iraq, could be used against other states working with enriched uranium in peaceful 

purposes.   

 

White House officials said China’s president had agreed to intensify his country's efforts 

to help curb nuclear development in both Iran and North Korea.   

 

Agenda Two: Solution 

 

… decades of US non-proliferation policy, … 

 

 …the official U.S. strategic plan completed  in November 2003 authorized “a 

preemptive and offensive strike capability against Iran and North Korea.” 

 

…, the response is not conditional on Iran actually being involved in the act of terrorism 

directed against the United States.   
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The real tragedy of the present situation on the Korean peninsula is that the United States 

had many more choices than simply war and appeasement – both of which, in an odd way, 

reflect an easy way out.  In the case of North Korea, there were middle- ground solutions 

available.   

 

The Washington leadership has put aside non-proliferation programs and devoted its 

energies and resources… 

 

It is paradoxical that the ultimate solutions for preventing nuclear terrorism have 

nothing to do with nuclear weapons or terrorism at all.   

 

… the return of North Korea to the disarmament talks,…   

 

A senior administration official declined to comment on the substance of the Pentagon 

strategy because it is still classified but said that it had been invaluable to our 

government – wide strategic thinking.    

 

… that presented a solution other than military response.  The first phase would stress 

that Iran is bad, but offer diplomacy as a solution.   

 

According to US intelligence, Pyongyang nuclear missile range includes Japan, most of 

Europe and the west coast of the United States.  Setting down the strategic overview of 

the situation is sobering, even terrifying.   

 

… for the prevention of Nuclear War described… 

 

Good faith participating in international negotiation on nuclear disarmament including 

participation in the CTB….. 

 

North Korea said that it might rejoin an international nuclear nonproliferation treaty 

and accept international inspection of its nuclear facilities…… 
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… a proposal on disarmament and nuclear nonproliferation ….. 

 

Nuclear Test Ban Conference ends with Treaty’s entry into force still a distant goal. 

 

Agenda Three: Impacts 

 

“ For the cause of peace and stability on the Korean peninsula and in Northeast Asia at 

large,  … 

 

… fostering stability, freedom and peace in the most troubled regions of the world.   

 

…, this deal endangers US security interest.   

 

….decisive surrender in the war on international terrorism.    

 

…This is any longer the voice of a few barbaric leftists, but rather it represents the 

dominant view of the war on terrorism.   

 

…., we have no real hope of eliminating terrorism unless such people agree that our 

cause is just and that out intention toward them are benevolent.   

 

…Nuclear terrorism is enough of a real threat today to justify building a shelter.   

 

…., a credible military threat to destroy all the facilities…. 

 

While the military buildup continue, North Korea’s economy is in a downward….. 

 

… unwilling to divert resources away from the military…. 
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… turn to those states that can  undermine our security interests  and the security of out 

friends…  

 

.. North Korea remains a serious military threat.,,,  

 

about the military utility of nuclear weapons.    

 

… since they represent a threat  to the American people and to world peace.   

 

For the cause of peace and stability on the Korean Peninsula and in Northeast Asia at 

large….. 

 

… allowing North Korea to use its nuclear weapons program to blackmail the U.S. 

during the 1990s, saying the Bush administration now had the crisis under control ….. 

 

preventing nuclear terrorism will finally involve preventing terrorism.    

 

Nuclear terrorism would challenge centrist moderation.   
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APPENDIX H: KEYWORDS IN CONTEXT 

 

3. Cyberstalking 

 

Agenda One: Cybercrime 

 

cyberstalking, harassment and fraud schemes are being perpetrated in alarming number 

everyday by email.  

 

High-tech private investigators are becoming the answer for many Internet users who 

have been victimized online.   

 

Victims have often been left to deal with them on their own.  

 

Cyberstalking, online bullying, and email fraud schemes have created a very disturbing 

and volatile environment for a vast number of users.  

 

…, personal background checks, criminal record searchers, and business checks.  

 

Those users who have been victims of cyberstalking,…. 

 

Their idea of fun is throwing obscene abuse at another just to upset them.   

 

… their identity is unknown, offenders are often more inclined to pursue the victim at 

work or home.    

 

This article was about a conference discussing Cybercrime.    

 

The computer can be a tool for criminal behavior.    
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Only one was known to have a previous history of victimization.   

 

…what has become known as “cyberstalking” or “on-line harassment.” 

 

Harassment is common enough in live chat on the Internet.   

 

Offenders are often more inclined to pursue the victim at work or at home.   

 

Working to halt online abuse, … 

 

Agenda Two: Enforcement 

 

we have a highly skilled staff, most of which have former law enforcement 

experience, … 

They have assisted individuals, businesses and law enforcement agencies with high-tech 

investigations.  

 

Many law enforcement agencies are Internet illiterate, … 

 

The real life, anti-stalking laws deal with actual attacks, and until such an attack happens, 

are actually very limited in ….. 

 

… and helps police gather evidence in online harassment….. 

 

… many places don’t have  the same kinds of laws against cyberstalking as they do in 

“real life” stalking.   

 

They were opening an investigation into cyberstalking and email bullying due to 

complaints about me.   
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Agenda Three: Protection  

 

The best protection against becoming a target of stalking is not to reveal anything 

personal that you might have in common.   

 

Each user should therefore take steps to protect their privacy online.  

 

One student can enter the Internet easily as another student.  Therefore not letting his true 

identity be known.  

 

There is no code of honor in protecting privacy on the Internet.   

 

…discuss privacy with your server.    

 

The major “clue” to cyberstalking is when the stalker pushes for information regarding 

you personal life, private life, … 
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APPENDIX I: FREQUENCY TABLE OF AGENDAS FOR PRE-PERIOD 

 

1, North Korea  

Case Frame1 Frame2 Frame3 

#1 3 2 4 

#2. 45 5 41 

#3. 14 4 15 

#4. 19 3 30 

#5. 53 4 6 

#6. 8 0 17 

#7. 6 0 2 

#8. 9 5 9 

#9. 14 8 4 

#10. 71 6 24 

#11. 1 59 15 

#13. 3 1 10 

#17. 7 0 2 

#18. 45 11 23 

#20. 17 0 1 

#21. 1 59 15 

#22. 12 6 3 

#24. 0 0 18 

#26. 14 0 33 

#26. 16 1 10 

#29. 3 4 2 

#30. 1 1 11 

#33. 40 3 13 

#38. 15 7 13 

#40. 12 5 8 

#41 1 1 1 

#42 9 1 4 

#43 1 0 20 

#44 1 3 4 

#45 8 0 6 
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#46. 1 2 4 

#48 21 3 4 

#49 0 0 2 

#50. 3 3 43 

#50 3 0 4 

#51 66 5 20 

#52 11 12 53 

#54. 22 5 97 

#55. 8 0 7 

#56 15 2 11 

#57 27 6 12 

#58. 23 2 8 

#59. 1 0 22 

#59 14 2 10 

#60 6 1 58 

#61 12 0 20 

#62 0 0 3 

#63. 28 0 3 

#65. 16 0 4 

#66 11 5 16 

#67 4 0 22 

#68 5 0 1 

#68. 4 1 18 

#69 16 5 21 

#69. 3 0 24 

#70 8 3 7 

#71 4 1 4 

#72 1 0 12 

#73 2 1 14 

#75 52 0 21 

#76. 4 6 10 

#77. 72 4 13 

#77. 10 3 8 

#78. 20 3 38 

#79. 13 1 11 

#80. 66 7 36 
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#82. 13 4 11 

#84 10 0 2 

#85. 8 2 46 

#86. 35 1 27 

#88. 8 2 2 

#89 1 0 1 

#90. 62 21 65 

#91. 10 1 28 

#92 2 0 7 

#92. 2 0 11 

#93 2 0 11 

#95. 6 3 9 

#95. 7 1 23 

#96. 7 0 80 

#98. 2 2 12 

#99. 12 1 50 

#100 4 1 9 

#102 9 0 17 

#103 0 0 0 

#104 9 4 28 

#105 8 0 12 

#106 6 0 10 

Total 1244 325 1486 

 

2. Cyberstalking 

  Frame1 Frame2 Frame3 

1 0 1 0 

2 4 2 0 

3 2 0 0 

4 0 0 0 

5 0 0 1 

6 0 0 0 

7 0 0 0 

8 0 0 0 

9 0 0 0 
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10 0 0 0 

11 1 0 0 

12 0 0 0 

13 1 1 0 

14 4 1 4 

15 0 2 0 

16 4 1 4 

17 0 0 0 

18 0 1 0 

19 1 3 1 

20 0 1 0 

21 0 0 0 

22 2 2 0 

23 23 10 5 

24 0 0 0 

25 0 0 0 

26 0 1 0 

27 0 0 0 

28 0 0 0 

29 0 0 0 

30 0 0 1 

31 0 1 0 

32 1 2 5 

33 0 0 0 

34 0 0 0 

35 0 0 0 

36 3 1 0 

37 1 0 0 

38 0 0 0 

39 0 0 0 

40 1 1 0 

41 0 0 0 

42 3 0 0 

43 0 1 0 

44 0 0 0 

45 0 0 1 
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46 0 0 0 

47 0 0 0 

48 0 0 0 

49 0 0 0 

50 0 0 0 

51 0 0 0 

52 0 0 0 

53 2 0 1 

54 0 0 0 

55 0 0 0 

56 0 0 0 

57 0 0 0 

58 0 0 0 

59 4 4 4 

60 3 0 16 

61 2 0 1 

62 3 0 5 

63 3 0 2 

64 2 0 2 

65 1 0 2 

66 1 0 2 

67 2 0 5 

68 1 0 1 

69 2 0 6 

70 3 0 2 

71 1 0 2 

72 0 0 0 

  81 36 73 
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3. Intelligent Design 

  

  Frame1 Frame2 Frame3 Frame4

1 7 0 0 0

2 8 0 0 0

3 1 0 0 0

4 1 0 0 0

5 12 0 0 1

6 1 0 0 0

7 4 0 0 0

8 7 0 0 0

9 10 0 1 0

10 0 0 0 0

11 24 0 0 0

12 47 0 0 0

13 29 0 6 0

14 3 0 0 0

15 4 0 0 0

16 0 0 0 0

17 3 2 0 0

18 19 1 1 9

19 5 1 0 0

20 1 1 0 0

21 1 2 0 0

22 1 1 0 0

23 5 1 0 0

24 10 0 3 2

25 1 0 0 0

26 2 2 0 0

27 7 0 1 0

28 4 3 0 0

29 10 1 0 0

30 29 0 4 0

31 9 0 1 0

32 5 0 0 0

33 4 0 0 0
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34 1 0 0 0

35 1 0 0 0

36 1 0 0 0

37 13 1 0 0

38 4 1 0 0

39 5 1 0 0

40 4 1 0 0

41 1 0 0 0

42 4 1 0 0

43 0 0 0 0

44 12 0 1 0

45 4 0 0 0

46 8 1 0 0

47 5 0 0 0

48 3 1 0 2

49 2 0 0 0

50 1 1 0 0

51 1 1 0 0

52 0 0 0 0

53 12 1 0 0

54 4 0 0 0

55 3 0 0 0

56 1 0 0 0

57 1 0 0 0

58 11 12 1 0

59 6 1 0 0

60 7 1 0 1

61 16 2 0 0

62 5 1 1 0

63 4 2 0 0

64 4 2 0 0

65 10 1 0 0

66 5 1 0 0

67 11 3 0 0

68 12 2 0 0

69 10 0 0 0
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70 10 0 0 0

71 2 0 0 0

72 1 0 0 0

73 6 0 0 0

74 8 2 0 0

75 3 0 0 0

76 1 0 0 0

77 4 0 1 0

78 6 2 0 0

79 6 1 0 0

80 11 1 0 0

81 9 0 0 0

82 7 1 0 0

83 5 1 0 0

84 31 2 3 1

85 1 0 0 1

86 3 1 0 0

87 2 1 0 0

88 156 8 6 2

89 4 2 0 0

90 21 0 1 0

91 32 0 0 1

92 16 3 0 0

93 5 0 0 0

94 4 0 1 0

95 24 1 1 0

96 11 0 0 0

97 2 1 0 0

98 23 1 0 0

99 18 1 2 0

100 3 0 0 0

  901 82 35 20
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APPENDIX J: FREQUENCY TABLE OF AGENDAS FOR POST-PERIOD 

 

1. North Korea 

  Frame1 Frame2 Frame3 

1 2 0 0 

2 3 0 0 

3 15 3 0 

4 2 0 0 

5 7 5 4 

6 9 6 3 

7 4 0 3 

8 1 0 1 

9 47 2 5 

10 29 7 2 

11 11 1 2 

12 10 1 7 

13 8 0 3 

14 26 1 6 

15 21 10 5 

16 10 1 8 

17 17 0 7 

18 23 7 5 

19 5 0 2 

20 4 2 12 

21 5 0 4 

22 19 3 24 

23 7 2 3 

24 7 2 5 

25 15 0 5 

26 8 1 3 

27 15 0 5 

28 2 1 2 

29 6 2 1 

30 24 1 4 

31 6 2 0 
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32 7 2 1 

33 18 3 10 

34 1 0 3 

35 36 7 2 

36 2 0 3 

37 7 12 4 

38 16 1 0 

39 8 3 8 

40 8 2 8 

41 1 0 1 

42 14 4 0 

43 18 3 15 

44 20 4 0 

45 15 4 0 

46 37 7 25 

47 5 7 11 

48 21 2 21 

49 13 8 9 

50 2 0 5 

51 7 0 1 

52 0 2 3 

53 0 2 3 

54 5 0 2 

55 11 0 5 

56 66 3 24 

57 66 3 24 

58 7 0 2 

59 31 0 27 

60 2 0 2 

61 36 4 36 

62 32 0 20 

63 29 1 8 

64 20 5 4 

65 5 0 0 

66 10 5 12 

67 16 4 0 
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68 2 0 0 

69 9 0 5 

70 5 3 2 

71 25 4 13 

72 4 2 15 

73 3 0 8 

74 4 0 1 

75 0 0 0 

76 10 5 14 

77 4 3 8 

78 7 1 5 

79 7 13 4 

80 13 2 4 

81 2 3 6 

82 3 2 31 

83 0 0 0 

84 0 0 12 

85 16 3 11 

86 5 3 6 

87 11 2 21 

88 3 0 5 

89 17 2 9 

90 4 0 4 

91 7 1 13 

92 1 2 6 

93 0 0 4 

94 2 1 3 

95 1 0 0 

96 1 0 2 

97 3 6 14 

98 1 0 8 

99 4 3 7 

100 0 0 0 

  1134 219 671 
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 2. Cyberstalking  

  Frame1 Frame2 Frame3 

1 0 0 0 

2 0 1 0 

3 1 0 0 

4 0 2 0 

5 0 0 0 

6 0 0 0 

7 0 2 0 

8 1 0 1 

9 4 4 4 

10 0 0 0 

11 4 1 7 

12 7 0 1 

13 2 5 0 

14 0 0 0 

15 0 0 0 

16 0 0 0 

17 0 0 0 

18 0 1 0 

19 0 1 0 

20 0 0 0 

21 0 0 0 

22 0 0 0 

23 0 0 0 

24 7 0 2 

25 0 0 1 

26 0 0 0 

27 0 0 0 

28 11 0 1 

29 0 3 0 

30 0 1 8 

31 11 1 5 

  48 22 30 
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3. Intelligent Design 

Case Frame1 Frame2 Frame3 Frame4 

#1. 12 0 0 0 

#2. 9 0 0 0 

#3. 1 0 0 0 

#4. 1 0 0 0 

#5. 16 0 0 1 

#6. 1 0 0 0 

#7. 4 0 0 0 

#8. 8 0 0 0 

#9. 15 0 1 0 

#10. 1 0 0 0 

#12. 39 0 0 0 

#13. 73 0 0 0 

#15. 39 0 6 0 

#16. 6 0 0 0 

#17. 5 0 0 0 

#20. 0 0 0 0 

#21. 4 2 2 0 

#22. 33 1 2 9 

#23. 6 1 1 0 

#24. 2 1 1 0 

#26. 2 2 2 0 

#27. 2 1 1 0 

#28. 8 1 1 0 

#29. 22 0 3 2 

#30. 2 0 0 0 

#32. 3 2 2 0 

#33. 12 0 1 0 

#34. 10 3 3 0 

#35. 15 1 1 0 

#36. 54 0 4 0 

#37. 21 0 1 0 

#38. 9 0 0 0 

#39. 5 0 0 0 
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#359. 1 0 0 0 

#368. 1 0 0 0 

#376. 1 0 0 0 

#385. 18 1 1 0 

#392. 7 1 1 0 

#40. 8 1 1 0 

#41. 7 1 1 0 

#42. 1 0 0 0 

#43. 7 1 1 0 

#450. 0 0 0 0 

#461. 15 0 1 0 

#4812 6 0 0 0 

#4988 1 1 1 0 

#50. 7 0 0 0 

#51. 7 1 0 4 

#52. 2 0 0 0 

#53. 2 1 1 0 

#54. 3 1 1 0 

#56. 0 0 0 0 

#57. 17 1 1 0 

#58. 12 0 1 0 

#59. 4 0 0 0 

#60. 3 0 0 0 

#61. 1 0 0 0 

#62. 30 12 13 0 

#63. 8 1 1 0 

#64. 12 1 1 1 

#65. 22 2 2 0 

#67. 9 1 2 0 

#68. 5 2 2 0 

#69. 4 2 2 0 

#70. 18 1 1 0 

#71. 8 1 1 0 

#73. 21 3 3 0 

#74. 18 2 2 0 

#75. 12 0 0 0 
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#76. 12 0 0 0 

#79. 2 0 0 0 

#80. 1 0 0 0 

#82. 8 0 0 0 

#83. 12 2 2 0 

#84. 7 0 0 0 

#85. 1 0 0 0 

#86. 4 0 1 0 

#87. 8 2 2 0 

#841. 8 1 1 0 

#852. 15 1 1 0 

#866. 11 0 0 0 

#878. 15 1 1 0 

#888. 8 1 1 0 

#899. 45 2 5 5 

#19. 1 0 0 2 

#78. 6 1 1 0 

#81. 3 1 1 0 

#90. 238 8 15 3 

#91. 7 2 2 0 

#93. 32 0 1 1 

#94. 39 0 0 5 

#95. 27 3 0 0 

#96. 6 0 0 0 

#97. 5 0 1 0 

#98. 34 1 2 0 

#99. 15 0 0 0 

#100. 4 1 1 0 

#101. 41 1 1 1 

#102. 20 1 2 0 

#103. 4 0 0 0 

Total 1377 82 114 34 
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APPENDIX K:  AGENDAS IN THE WEB SPHERE 

 

1. Intelligent Design. 

Agenda One 

Keywords Frequency  

Science 135  

Evolution 56  

Public  55  

Education 54  

Accumulated frequency 300  

 

Agenda Two 

Keywords   

Ideas 9  

Freedom 20  

Tolerance 20  

Accumulated frequency 49  

 

Agenda Three 

Keywords Frequency  

Controversy 9  

Arguments 11  

Accumulated frequency 20  

 

Agenda Four 

Keywords Frequency  

Legal  14  

Lawyer 10  

Law 31  

Accumulated frequency 55  
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2. North Korea’s nuclear weapon 

Agenda One 

Keywords Frequency  

Uranium 14  

Plutonium 13  

Missile 29  

Weapons 73  

Materials 12  

Accumulated frequency 141  

 

Agenda Two 

Keywords Frequency  

Investigation 18  

Disarmament 17  

Prevention 56  

Resolution 33  

Proliferation 23  

Accumulated frequency 147  

 

Agenda Three 

Keywords Frequency  

Peace 55  

Terrorism 24  

Military 38  

Crisis 52  

Accumulated frequency 162  
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3. Cyberstalking 

Agenda One 

Keywords Frequency  

Fraud 54  

Victims 66  

Criminal  80  

Abuse 67   

Accumulated frequency 267  

 

Agenda Two 

Keywords Frequency  

Enforcement 65  

Police 91  

Cyberlaw  22  

Investigation 38  

Accumulated frequency 216  

 

Agenda Three 

Keywords Frequency  

Identity 24  

Privacy 104  

Private 21  

Accumulated frequency 149  
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APPENDIX L:  DATA CLEANUP 

DOS-based VBPro requires rigorous data cleanup to transform the original texts 

into the texts for VBPro.  Data cleanup is one of the most difficult and tedious research 

procedures in this research design.  While most operative commands of VBPro are 

relatively simple to understand, VBPro is sensitive to the formats of texts to be analyzed.  

Since VBPro is designed to analyze natural texts such as newspaper articles, book texts, it 

is necessary to modify the texts that originated in web sites.    

        While there are no stated rules to format texts for VBPro, in general, the primary 

criteria for proper text format for use in VBPro are the length of natural sentences, 

paragraphs, cases, as well as special letters.  For example, every text has proper divisions 

to separate each sentence and paragraphs.  Unusually long words and too many special 

signals found in web pages and web logs are likely to cause some troubles that stop the 

software from running.  Usually, if the DOS dialogue box of VBPro disappears before the 

formatting operation is completed, there might something to be corrected in the texts.    

Further, cautious data cleanup is extremely critical since VBPro still produces 

some outcomes files from partial analysis with improperly formatted texts.  The 

outcomes obtained from such cases do not reflect the overall texts but partial text data.   

VBPro is not equipped with any devices to detect errors in formatted texts. Based 

on personal experience and tips from Dr. Miller, a software developer, two common 

symptoms are suggested as indicators of improper elements and formats.  One symptom 

is that the outcome files generated by VBPro become significantly smaller than the 

original data files.  In this case, VBPro could start running but could not finish up to the 

end of the full text.  For example, a significant difference between the size of the original 

text files and the size of the formatted texts might indicate the failure of formatting the 

full original texts. VBPro should generate bigger formatted files than the raw text files. 

The reduced size of formatted files might be an indication of errors in the procedure.  So, 

it is important to make sure that each outcome file contains the summary of analysis at 

the end of each analysis.   

In more complicated symptoms, VBPro generates a summary of outcomes by 

finishing up the full texts but fails to complete the full texts.  Such incomplete analysis is 
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more difficult to identify.  In the keyword searching procedure, usually, the text data sets 

consist of several thousand pages, or several million words to be analyzed.  It is 

impossible to recognize the loss of data in the course of automated text analysis.   

Even though there are no specific solutions to the various problems, there are several 

solutions for data cleanup.  A follow-up procedure for every data cleanup solution is 

manual inspection.    

 

Initial Solutions 

Careful inspection should be taken in order to remove special characters such as 

%, *, @ and others at the beginning parts or at the ending parts in sentences and 

paragraphs. Most of the texts collected from both web sites and weblogs tend to include 

other technical signs and codes.   Those technical terms and codes in the texts should be 

removed as much as possible.  First of all, those technical codes are likely to consist of 

too many characters and numbers. Second of all, many technical codes in the texts can 

distort the frequency of words in the texts.   Those words in technical codes can increase 

the frequency of particular words while those frequency of these words do not reflect the 

content on the web sites.    

Also, a series of periods, commas, and semicolons should be removed in the 

middle of texts.  It is necessary to make sure that every sentence is finished with a period 

sign. Those unnaturally long words, a series of meaningless letters and numbers, can stop 

VBPro from running.  However, it is relatively simple to detect the points in the texts by 

inspecting the files arising from keyword searching.  

 

Table 5.23: Special Codes in Texts 

Category Examples 

Special 

codes 

PHPSESSID=2841e798eb1d676c58b6ee499eda071a 

exp_tracker=a%3A1%3A%7Bi%3A0%3Bs%3A5%3A%22index%22%3B%

Technical 

terms 

mod_pubcookie/3.3.0a, 1 

sessioncookie=17dc9feaa1cf96fb73fe3560f6709d96 

Series of 

codes 

;;;; ,  ::::: ,  …. 

“””” 
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Another common cause that stops the VBPro operation is the absence of at least 

one unit of space after commas.  The absence of a space after a comma is hard to 

recognize by visual inspection.  Also, sentences that are too long or paragraphs that are 

too big might cause failure in the data analysis.   Long individual cases used in content 

analysis or paragraphs in textual data might stop VBPro from running.  So, it is important 

to make sure that each case or paragraph is divided into relatively small units.  It is not 

certain how big cases or paragraphs cause the failure of the procedure.   

With errors in texts causing the failure of VBPro, keyword searches will produce 

different outcome files every running time.  So, prior to final analysis, it is necessary to 

conduct a series of keyword searches until the outcome files remain stable.    
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